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Question 3 (106 comments) 
Demographic question asking if they are a resident of El Dorado Hills, but work elsewhere, work in El 
Dorado Hills, but live elsewhere, reside and work in El Dorado Hills, reside in El Dorado Hills, Other 
(Please Specify): 
1) Australia,  
2) Retired 
3) Retired 
4) Retired 
5) Cameron Park 
6) Reside in EDH work in el dorado county 
7) Retired 
8) Semi- retired 
9) Retired 
10) Retired from the Camino Union School District 
11) I live in Cameron Park, contiguous to El Dorado 

Hills, and do business in El Dorado Hills. 
12) I grew up in El Dorado Hills and visit my family 

very frequently. 
13) Folsom 
14) Telecommute to Bay Area 
15) Retired 
16) College student, raised in EDH 
17) College student 
18) Retired 
19) Cameron park 
20) I live in Cameron park 
21) I have lived in EDH 4yrs. 7 mos. 
22) Retired 
23) Retired 
24) Retired 
25) Retired 
26) Retired 
27) Cameron Park 
28) Shop here 
29) Live in El Dorado 
30) Sacramento 
31) Retired 
32) Retired 
33) I work from Home - office is in Folsom 
34) I live in Cameron park and work in west sac 
35) Lived here for 51 years 
36) I’m a full time teleworker 
37) Our business, son's school, our church are in 

EDH-live just outside EDH 
38) Disability 

 
39) Resident of Folsom 
40) Cameron park 
41) Raising 3 children. Also work in Folsom but have 

small business in EDH 
42) I live in Rescue 
43) Student/stay at home mom 

44) I own a business in El Dorado Hills 
45) I live in sac county but interested in El Dorado 

County 
46) Work from home and manage a territory 
47) Retired 
48) Cameron Park 
49) Work from home w/ weekly business travel 
50) Live in Green Springs Ranch 
51) Own property 
52) I live in Sierra Crossing in Rescue,100 yards 

away from EDH 
53) Retired 
54) I also work at home 
55) Live in EDH and work from home 
56) I reside in Folsom 
57) I live in Shingle Springs but in EDH occasionally 
58) I reside in EDH. Work two days a week here 
59) Cameron Park 
60) I also work in Sacramento 
61) Retired 
62) Retired 
63) Former Resident 
64) I work for CA State Parks and ED County 

directly impacts our operations 
65) Retired 
66) Live in surrounding area but frequent El Dorado 

Hills and Folsom 
67) County citizen visit EDH 
68) I work in El Dorado County 
69) I live in Cameron Park 
70) I frequent EDH for Shopping and entertainment. 
71) Live and work in Placerville 
72) 2nd home in Grizzly - grew up going to El 

Dorado County from 1966 to 2013 
73) Retired 
74) I live behind Serrano but my address is Rescue. 
75) I live in Rescue near EDH 
76) I am retired 
77) Build experimental airplanes 
78) Retired 
79) Retired 
80) I reside within El Dorado Hills and work in the 

County 
81) Reside elsewhere, own property in EDH 
82) I live and work in El Dorado County 
83) Family lives in El Dorado Hills, child attends day 

care there, visit/shop/dine there monthly 
84) Shop in EDH 
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85) Involved in the EDH Chamber 
86) Shop & visit EDH often.  Interested in trails 
87) I live in Rescue - neighbor 
88) Lives in Cameron Park 
89) Retired after many years of work. 
90) I live in Rescue, across the street from EDH 
91) Realtor in El Dorado County, (currently on 

sabbatical) interested in land use and future 
county development. 

92) Retired 
93) Stay at home mom 
94) I live in Green Springs Ranch, adjacent to EDH 
95) Currently in Folsom while our home is being 

rebuilt after a house fire. Lived in EDH for 10 
years. 

96) Stay home mom husband works for EDH fire 
97) Non-resident chamber member 
98) Rescue 
99) I'm retired and reside in Green Springs Ranch 

100) I reside on the EDH border and am retired, but 
most of my business is in EDH 

101) Rescue 
102) Lived in EDH for 12 years and now live just 

outside the boundary. 
103) I lived in EDH for 12 years and now live just 

outside the boundary. 
104) Retired 
105) Retired 
106) I live in Rescue 

 

Question 5 (156 comments)  
What is your opinion on the amount of land devoted to the uses for Single-family residential, 
Condominiums, Apartment complexes, Affordable housing, Office space, e.g. financial, real estate, 
doctors or dentist offices, etc., Retail, Mixed-use development (a mixture of retail and/or office with 
housing), Hotels and motels, Public open space areas, Public parks, Senior housing, Other 
categories or comments: 
1) Recently areas of EDH are being developed. In the future, it might be too much 
2) Need more landscape maintenance along EDH Blvd, including wild oaks park 
3) EDH Blvd should have been 4 lanes years ago 
4) Dog park - Need more! 
5) Community garden 
6) Automotive repair needed 
7) Need condo/townhomes-downsize options 
8) Fields for soccer tournaments, baseball fields generate money and places for kids of all ages to get 

involved. Indoor complex 
9) Need more public swimming pools and soccer fields 

10) More sports fields 
11) The key is not to increase density further.  Parks are fine, but if high density development (or more 

development) is the price of getting them, it's a bad bargain. 
12) Single family detached homes for the moderate income earners 
13) There are no toddler friendly parks in my area. The closest to me is in Folsom. 
14) None 
15) Does EDH have senior housing 
16) Retail depends on store.  Make parks more senior friendly 
17) Too much apartment complexes on EDH BLVD 
18) Mixed use residential and retail think European cities 
19) Fill vacant properties first 
20) We need more park facilities!!!!! 
21) Mixed use.  Need a more walkable community.  How about apartments above the town center retail 

and professional building 
22) Need a high school 
23) We already don't have enough water for this county and our schools are impacted.  What about traffic, 

it's already a problem and with more development it will be worse. 
24) I would like to see more public parks in residential neighborhoods similar to the parks in Serrano 
25) Activity businesses...we need more options 
26) We need a dog park 
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27) Need more planned and developed trails connecting communities, similar to Folsom. 
28) would like major retail, i.e. Nordstrom, pottery barn etc. 
29) Would be nice to have another community pool and more soccer fields 
30) I moved here because I like the size the town is now. It is a nice mix of rural and suburban. I like driving 

down EDH Boulevard and seeing open space. More houses will fill in our open spaces and endanger 
what rural feeling we have left. 

31) Develop more and safer bike lanes and repave the older development streets. Lights on these streets 
would be a great upgrade to keep the neighborhoods safe. 

32) Need more restaurants 
33) I love that there are still areas with wide open spaces and trees in EDH and I really want it to stay that 

way. A huge part of why I live here is that I can see trees and have some yard - not just a sea of roofs 
of other homes and 4 ft between my house and the neighbor. To keep it this way, any further 
residential growth needs to be restricted to only upscale homes with nice yards. I would prefer not to 
have a ton of new "more affordable" homes built in this area. 

34) More smaller one story homes 
35) Need to entice more big business like Intel, Blue Shield 
36) No High Density Residential building, Widen Green Valley Road to 4 lanes if they are to build more 

structures and No new Well digging for new residents 
37) Stop all development 
38) Sports activity complexes 
39) Need more single family but on large custom lots, not high density tract homes, need better parkways 
40) Sports facilities 
41) Need the community golf course back! 
42) Need sports complex with multiple soccer fields 
43) Adequate high schools located within a reasonable bus/car ride that are not overcrowded 
44) Love our town center 
45) Aquatic and Sport Center is desperately needed. 
46) We need more playing fields. 
47) Need more sports fields 
48) Need more trails and sports facilities 
49) Need a dog park with water features 
50) Need more bike trails 
51) More athletic training facilities 
52) Pools 
53) We could use more sidewalks/connections for walkers to the retail stores. 
54) Need more trails 
55) Important to preserve and protect Bass Lake. 
56) We really need a Sports Complex with an Olympic Pool 
57) Stop development before you destroy the spirit of the villages. 
58) Need more schools- draw the lines such that a family doesn't have to pass 3 elementary schools to get 

to the one we are designated to attend. 
59) "Affordable housing"= higher crime rates and vandalism, that's a fact. It's not worth it! 
60) Build the Sport Complex already! 
61) Public areas for dog parks, outside recreation areas needed 
62) We could use a Grocery store for the Bass Lake Road Community 
63) NEED A DOG PARK 
64) Need Dog Parks! 
65) Need a small service-oriented hardware store.  Mixed-use should only be built in Town Center or the 

Business Park. 
66) Especially Low Income Homes Needed 
67) We need a larger community pool 
68) Need more family-friendly entertainment 
69) I like the rural areas ... Farms 
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70) New pool 
71) A new pool is desperately needed! 
72) Need another pool/recreation area for sports, tennis courts, etc. 
73) Fields and Pool needed, Indoor Athletic Facility Needed 
74) Need more baseball fields, soccer fields and tennis courts. And an additional competitive swimming 

pool and football field. 
75) Too much commercial and residential development has changed the entire atmosphere of El Dorado 

Hills and surrounding areas.     
76) Need an additional or bigger pool facility 
77) More contiguous natural terrain trails needed. 
78) Need more single track dirt hiking and biking trails. 
79) Need sports parks for large events 
80) Expand aquatic center 
81) Pool 
82) EDH needs a baseball complex, so all of the Little League games can be in the same area.  Little 

League can help build more of a community feel if it is all housed in one area. Plus, as a parent of 4 
children who have played baseball for years, it is almost impossible to get them all too different fields.  
We came from the San Diego area, and our Little League (Eastlake Little League, from the 2013 Little 
League World Series) was all included in one area, so all of our kids could have games and there was 
never any difficulty in getting them all to their games.  Since moving here, we have had to limit who can 
play, and make one of the kids sit out because two parents can't be in three places at one time (our 
oldest is in high school now and has given up baseball for football.)  Plus it makes it easier for 
grandparents and extended family to come and watch.  Additionally there is revenue that could be 
generated by renting out the fields for travel ball games. 

83) We need another aquatic center (pool sports facility) 
84) Need new aquatic center 
85) Need an aquatic center and maybe some family friendly centers 
86) Recreational sports- additional competitive swimming complex 
87) Need another aquatic center 
88) Aquatic Center 
89) Need another pool 
90) We need another pool for sports year round swim team, Taz, Oak Ridge high school water polo and 

swim teams, Sac water polo, youth water polo ETC. 
91) Need More - Aquatic Center 
92) Need a new Aquatic Center 
93) Need bigger aquatic center 
94) We need a sports complex, soccer fields and a new community pool 
95) Need another community pool, and more sports fields 
96) Need more playing fields and aquatic center 
97) Need more recreation facilities. 
98) Need another community pool 
99) Need more community pools and parks 

100) We could easily accommodate a sports field complex and indoor facility 
101) Fields for sport activities 
102) Need more Sports facilities for our growing competitive youth programs 
103) Open space needs an improved system of trails. 
104) Water availability should curb housing, Gated developments are a major detriment to El Dorado Hills 
105) We need a sports complex 
106) Sports Fields, Indoor Sports - Need More 
107) Recreation areas, bicycling, skateboarding, running 
108) No more apartment buildings PLEASE! 
109) More parks and trails please. 
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110) We have a lot of vacant commercial occupancies in the business park; however, developers are still 
building new commercial buildings.  It doesn't make sense... 

111) Continue the growth. 
112) Mansourville, Serrano have destroyed the rural setting that we moved here long ago  for 
113) More quality restaurants 
114) Need more industrial, Eco-Park facility to accommodate our own solid waste 
115) Need more areas for walking, bike trails. 
116) What made me fall in love with EDH was the landscape! Rolling hills with minimal housing, now all we 

see are homes and traffic. I have considered moving so my kids can experience what I did 20 years 
ago when EDH was less populated! 

117) Need to fill current empty spaces.  More diverse restaurants and clothing and home improvement 
options 

118) Need more residents to support our businesses and attract new business.  Keep the tax revenue in el 
dorado city vs. Sacramento City/Placer 

119) Triple check need more retail 
120) Bike trails, bike lanes, walking trails need more 
121) Need more bike and running trails 
122) The mix that has been established works well. More local employment to eliminate stupid commuting. 
123) I should NOT expect my neighbors that don't have kids to pay for sports parks for my kids. Kids’ sports 

are a privilege, not a right. 
124) Public Schools - not enough 
125) Need more restaurant options. Need access to light rail 
126) Need more tennis courts 
127) Definite need for more jobs 
128) More sports fields.  Need more retail of some 
129) Patio homes for downsizing boomers.  Upscale retail. hotels not motels 
130) Serrano development in the old golf course is a terrible idea that will ruin the area. 
131) Regional parks are needed! 
132) More sports fields for kids are needed 
133) Fields to practice sports get VERY crowded! 
134) Need more recreational and sports fields 
135) More Senior Independent and Assisted Living facilities.  Larger parcels and less Bay Area stacking of 

subdivisions. 
136) Need more sports fields and another community pool 
137) Research and development (business park) need more there 
138) Quality parks, open space, and schools are our best assets! 
139) Wild preserves and a public golf course would be nice, a co-op farm too. 
140) Need more fields for children’s sports 
141) Need a public golf course! 
142) We need biking/walking trails 
143) Need more medium to low density residential 
144) Planning of apartment placement and low income housing needs to be carefully planned and spread 

out over EDH. Currently it seems to all be planned to be at the base if Serrano near Raley's - the high 
population will drastically affect the dynamics/overcrowding of the 3 Buckeye elementary schools near 
there, Rolling Hills and the one high school. We are not a city. Let's not invite city problems.  

145) Still go to Folsom for a lot of shopping 
146) We do not need a gas station on Green Valley road. it's the Gateway into EDH! Should be beautiful! 

Like Town Center 
147) Need more recreational fields for sporting events 
148) Bikeways and Trails...need MORE 
149) Need Sports Fields 
150) We could use more sports fields or multi use space 
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151) The open space we have is not respected by the county, and is at risk of loss. It needs protection, as 
do the open space policies. RE: senior housing, the Four Seasons is unique; more of same would be 
good. 

152) Need a baseball/ Little league Facility 
153) The Valley View Pkwy housing south of 50 is a HUGE source of crime! 
154) The infrastructure needs to support the type of Land Use and zoning 
155) I like the El Dorado Hills Specific Plan...it has a park, walkway to Town Center & other retail/services, 

possible 55+ living, trails, and of course, great design.  I recommend that EDH Blvd. have "cut outs" for 
busses/mini vans to pull off the blvd. for pick/up & drop off (think forward to other types of public 
transportation in the future).  I also think it would be superb to have the bridge that connects the 
possible new EDH Specific Plan development w/the bridge over highway 50 to be a piece of art (local 
artisans of course) and have a tasteful sign saying "welcome to El Dorado Hills, gateway to El Dorado 
County" 

156) More trails (dirt/natural and paved) 
 

Question 6 (145 comments) 
It is important for El Dorado Hills to attract and recruit businesses to locate here. 
1) But don’t build more retail space because we need to fill existing retail space 
2) Keep EDH residential. Shop, work, eat elsewhere 
3) Bedroom community 
4) We need an assisted living facility for our seniors to keep them close to their families 
5) At what expense? 
6) Fill the many vacant stores but don't build more! 
7) Infrastructure for more traffic doesn't exist 
8) Need more quality restaurants & a Pollo Loco 
9) We specifically live in EDH because of its rural-like feel (if we needed/wanted more we would live in 

Folsom). We don't mind driving to Sacramento for our jobs. 
10) To fill current empty space only 
11) Why? Aren't we a "bedroom community"? Think we have enough with Blue Cross & the traffic they 

bring. 
12) Do you mean restaurants to eat at or places for people to work? 
13) I relate more business to more homes and retail and traffic 
14) El Dorado Hills is a nice place to live because of its rural scenery and atmosphere.  It is not a crime to 

keep and preserve the rural setting that drew many of us here in the first place.  People who want to be 
in a business or industrial center can go to one.  They don't need to transform our quiet rural 
environment with density, light, noise and traffic. 

15) I LIVE here. It isn’t my intent to live in an area filled with business. Why must EDH consistently want 
growth? Look at communities like Woodside, Tiburon, Mill Valley, etc. lets preserve the way of life we 
have worked so hard for. BIGGER IS NOT BETTER 

16) Keep EDH small 
17) Only if they're small businesses 
18) Only in the business/industrial area off Latrobe 
19) In business parkway only! 
20) Small businesses 
21) In business park 
22) Light commercial 
23) Existing and former businesses have a hard time surviving - some element seems to be missing 
24) South of hwy 50 
25) Need to fill vacant businesses 
26) Need restaurants, bars, not any more professional dentists, banking and mortgage space 
27) South of hwy 50 
28) EDH is special in its character.  Retail should also be special.  Overkill is available in Folsom 
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29) Yes that might be good but I am not in favor of more retail 
30) The right kinds of businesses are important. Clean commercial that has a hope of providing an income 

sufficient for the area... Similar to Blue Cross and Intel. 
31) I  don't  want our  community  to  become a  traffic  mess  like Bidwell  is  from  all  the  stores. 
32) Overcrowding and traffic issues. It is nice to be close (Folsom) but not in our backyard. 
33) Not with my money 
34) Not clear what actions and by whom  "attract" implies 
35) Businesses are essential but tax dollars should not be spent on advertising to attract businesses 
36) While I agree that it is important to attract business for local taxes and jobs, there is a difference 

between office/industry business and retail business. We have enough retail! Don't turn us into Folsom. 
All of Folsom's retail is only 10 minutes away. Keep it there. 

37) Keep EDH high-quality living. I used to live in Elk Grove and left for EDH. 
38) I love living in EDH because I value having all amenities nearby but still feeling like I live a little bit "out" 

of the city. I fear that bringing more businesses in would take away part of that small town, a little more 
"away from the city" feel that I value so highly. Part of why I choose to live here is so I can see the stars 
at night. 

39) I believe that the current mix that we have is sufficient 
40) No more businesses. EDH should remain a family oriented neighborhood. EDH should not evolve into a 

city! 
41) Depends, we don't need more chains here nor grow like Folsom 
42) But it's really up to the State. Taxes, regs, etc. 
43) No, we don't need more traffic. 
44) I want to stay a small community. 
45) High paying quality businesses only please 
46) To fill up the empty commercial buildings/stores already built. 
47) Town Center needs to be more affordable. Too many vacancies and useless businesses 
48) We don’t need to grow 
49) But don't lose the essential beauty of EDH 
50) I strongly agree, as long as they are mostly in the industrial park area south of White Rock road. 
51) It's important to find service industry businesses to serve the needs of the community. 
52) While maintaining natural landscape 
53) With Folsom 10 minutes away, it is nice to get away from traffic and crowds.  We have enough 

businesses here to meet our necessities. 
54) There are many empty business spaces already to come to. 
55) More stores in town center and another nice hotel 
56) Fill up the 'EDH Business Parks' and traffic will be a nightmare - need more freeway access & 

'expressway' across EDH 
57) ONLY ONLY ONLY if there is proper preparation of infrastructure. I am from Modesto and have already 

experienced what happens when a community infrastructure and services are poorly funded and 
planned. Please don't let that happen here. Modesto is a low-income disaster with little hope of 
attracting high paying industry to the area. Low-income, low-education will destroy a city/town. Study 
MODESTO's example thoroughly, please! 

58) Not industrial businesses 
59) Hotels and/or nice motels are needed. 
60) No big box stores 
61) El Dorado County has crippled itself with a no growth attitude. If you build it they will come 
62) El Dorado Hills is close enough to other cities that we do not need a huge business culture here. It is a 

residential community. 
63) Keep EDH small community 
64) Golden Foothills Parkway 
65) We are surrounded by adequate business, need more open space. 
66) We are not a city so the taxes do not necessarily stay here anyway 
67) Industrial areas great place to bring businesses/job growth 
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68) Only into already developed business/industrial areas 
69) Not enough good jobs 
70) We don't need more traffic and people 
71) Primarily those that allow telecommuters 
72) Agree, however there doesn't need to be new development associated.  Use existing property and 

vacancy. 
73) Most of us have to commute to Sacramento, Roseville, Folsom, Rancho Cordova 
74) No more infill. EDH is special. Why make it like everywhere else. 
75) To occupy the business park south of hwy50 
76) Needs to be more of a rural/bedroom community 
77) Again, expansion in the Town Center/White Rock area only. 
78) Need to fill up the Latrobe biz park 
79) We don't need to grow anymore 
80) More fun and affordable shopping 
81) I think it's important to attract businesses to fill existing developed commercial space.  Not to build more. 
82) We don't need to be Folsom; I like the small family feel. 
83) EDH is desirable because of schools and environment, not businesses. 
84) Yes but without losing the current "feel" of the EDH community. 
85) There are plenty of employers in the Latrobe business park area that should be recruiting AND Blue 

Cross. 
86) We need more small business because that's what makes a town unique and different from other 

towns and cities and maybe something involving the community a bit more not just in the summer. 
87) This is a place to live, not work 
88) I don't think most people moved to EDH to have it become a bustling epicenter. 
89) Fill in the business park 
90) Contain to the business park. 
91) Within the limits of currently available commercial space. 
92) Quality businesses and Restaurants. NOT Big Box Stores and Fast Food! 
93) The Business Park has plenty of room for clean manufacturing, offices, technology, etc. 
94) Small businesses 
95) Buildings should be of high quality architecture 
96) Especially family Restaurants 
97) Small business; no large office buildings 
98) But they should locate in the business park 
99) Would like to see Trader Joes and more shopping & restaurants 
100) Need to improve retail sales tax base in the county. 
101) Note:  Business Park has lots of room to grow 
102) Need good family dining 
103) Agree, but not at the expense of lessening the quality of life for residents.  With Folsom annexation and 

Rancho Cordova growth, there will be no distinction between these communities. 
104) The right types of businesses.  The AM/PM ARCO project at Sophia and Green Valley Rd is the wrong 

type of business at the wrong location 
105) Lots of empty space in the business park - don't feel more retail is needed-Folsom  is 5-10 minutes 

away 
106) An Eco-Park will attract businesses 
107) Focus should be on business park 
108) Too many chains/big stores will be the ruin of the quieter aspect and quaint/high quality feel of EDH 
109) I would agree but the businesses should not be located in residential areas. BOS does not serve the 

residents. 
110) In already existing spaces 
111) But only in the existing complexes or business parks. 
112) The nature of this area is residential. That's why people move here to live. 
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113) However, responsible planning for the development of businesses in suitable locations is even more 
important to the community. 

114) If we want to become a city 
115) Small businesses preferred 
116) Yes, but light industry with roads that are adequate for additional traffic and parcels of land that do not 

impinge on close by residential....what do you want to turn El Dorado Co into Texas???? Where there 
is NO zoning and NO good planning 

117) Government has no right to affect business in any way 
118) WITHIN REASON & THE RIGHT KIND OF BUSINESS 
119) Only in the smartest way possible when no existing properties and residents are adversely affected. 
120) Helps to pay for community services. 
121) I view EDH primarily as a residential, family based community where the majority of residents commute 

outside of EDH for employment. Attracting businesses is not likely to change the commuting aspect of 
the residents. 

122) The right kind 
123) Need tax incentives and enterprise zones to FILL the business park 
124) Only in the business park 
125) Too many saloons, night noise, drinking driving dangerous 
126) Depends on what kind of businesses 
127) The implementation of a Joint Powers Authority as required by the EDC Waste Disposal Plan would 

make the influx into the 250 acre industrial business park on the old Wetsel Oviatt property into an 
energy producing and affiliated green businesses provide the necessary energy and jobs attraction into 
the area and allow for surrounding counties and communities and agricultural and other resources to 
build a 0% land fill need and benefit EDH into the next century.  Fuel cells and byproducts of this type 
of facility are being used and built all over the world and the modern unassuming buildings would be an 
attractive, non odor or noise producing addition to the already large Industrial Park.  The property 
already has the necessary infrastructure to support such a facility with recycled water, natural gas 
pipeline, and previously contaminated soils from 100 years of timbering activities.  This is the best use 
for this area and would be accessed by the connector road and no "Garbage trucks" would have to go 
into neighborhoods except those that already gather refuse today.  The main problem is that the 
existing hauler does not favor this type of facility as it would reduce their revenue into the same 
category as other haulers.  The city of EDH and the county of EDC would all benefit and so would 
surrounding communities and counties.  The addition of "dead and down" forest lands would provide 
for fuel as well as compost for organic type sod and neighborhoods.  Many many, advantages with the 
disadvantages too few to overcome.  It would behoove SPI, EDC, USFS, Rancho Cordova, Folsom, 
and the surrounding agricultural entities to form the JPA and begin work on bringing EDH into the 
future with clean energy. 

128) George Lucas is looking for a space for his museum 
129) In the current business park 
130) High priority. 
131) We need to keep our tax dollars in EDC. 
132) I moved here because of the rural nature of the area. 
133) The more growth that takes place will in turn develop more homes, which we do NOT need 
134) With the intention of filling the empty buildings 
135) I like this being a smaller community let the larger business stay in Folsom 
136) Live here because it is quiet and has good schools 
137) No for growth but to maintain, we are the tax base of the county it should be spread out more 
138) We have space dedicated (business park and more); more land is not needed for this. Also, a 

developmental 'free for all' for commercial should NOT be the response. 
139) In the business park 
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140) We have lived in EDH for 30 years and have chosen to live/stay in this area because it is a beautiful 
suburb. We are happy to travel to Sacramento or surrounding cities for employment and we enjoy 
coming home to a quite EDH. We do not feel that it is necessary to have tons of work options here in 
our small charming town as there are plenty of work options within a 10 minute drive. 

141) Perhaps a small number of businesses, big or small, but not retail... all one could need on Bidwell. 
142) But not retail 
143) Depending on the businesses 
144) It needs to be coordinated and planned to integrate a community that has business and residential that 

complement each other and do not conflict. To accomplish this Traffic Infrastructure needs to be 
planned for and paid for and not deferred to sometime in the far off future. 

145) We want people to work here, play here, shop here 

 

Question 7 (102 comments) 
It is important for El Dorado Hills to attract industries to the area that provide quality, high paying jobs. 
1) No this is a suburban residential lite shop area - another Intel? 
2) More "across the board" jobs - 
3) Live here, commute elsewhere for work 
4) Bedroom community 
5) I only agree if attracting industries DOES NOT increase urbanization. 
6) Not the bar, nite life type 
7) Most people that live here don't work here 
8) This is a residential area not an industrial area 
9) There are plenty of quality, high paying jobs in proximity without cluttering the town and 

adding traffic 
10) Attracting them to fill existing space is fine.  Adding urban uses is not.  A lot of places can 

have urban, industrial activity.  This is one that should celebrate and preserve its rural 
atmosphere and scenery and should reject additional urbanization. 

11) But keep it minimal. This community needs to remain smaller scale. 
12) We need new businesses, and expansion of existing businesses for people at all income 

levels 
13) None 
14) Growth is not always a good thing, take lessons from Elk Grove.  That city has been ruined! 
15) Only in the business/industrial area off Latrobe 
16) In business parkway only! 
17) South of hwy 50 
18) Underscore industry 
19) Underscore quality, high paying jobs 
20) South of hwy 50 
21) I consider this a bedroom community 
22) Negative impact on quality of life. 
23) But not with my money 
24) Not clear what actions and by whom  "attract" implies 
25) Businesses are essential but tax dollars should not be spent on advertising to attract 

businesses 
26) Real career jobs, not burger flipper jobs 
27) Keep EDH for family living please not jobs. High quality of living is why our family moved 

here. 
28) Depends on what the business is, what environmental impacts it will have along with traffic 

congestion 
29) Depends, we don't need more bumper-to-bumper traffic like Folsom 
30) No, we don't need more traffic. 
31) EDH should remain a bedroom community but leave business park for business. 
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32) I strongly agree, as long as they are mostly in the industrial park area south of White Rock 
road. 

33) bedroom community 
34) EDH is a bedroom community.  It doesn't need more industry. 
35) Most people up here have high paying jobs and are looking for a good bedroom type 

community to raise their kids, not look for jobs. 
36) Rather they locate in Folsom to keep the integrity of EDH. 
37) Sacramento has the jobs, no need to bring them here. 
38) NEED TO ADDRESS INCREASED TRAFFIC THAT GROWTH WILL BRING! 
39) Please keep it up with EDH's high standards for open space, funded services, and 

excellent planning. That's why we moved here. Would hate to be forced to move away. 
40) Tech companies 
41) Would prefer that business parks remain outside of EDH...like it as is. 
42) Would rather it stayed small and rural 
43) Golden Foothills Parkway 
44) We are a bedroom community. 
45) Industrial area 
46) Only into already developed business/industrial areas 
47) Only those seeking an R&D environment 
48) Larger companies. Everything is pretty much retail 
49) We don't need to grow anymore 
50) The word "industries" causes concerns. I envision manufacturing plants - yuck!  Keep EDH 

rural! 
51) Yes but without losing the current "feel" of the EDH community. 
52) No need to compete with downtown Sac or other areas...this is a "bedroom community." 
53) We don't really need to expand any more then we have to cause we are now taking away 

the beauty of El Dorado Hills which is it's openness and nature 
54) That is what Folsom and other surrounding areas are for. 
55) Hi Tech industries only 
56) Again, contain to the business park 
57) The industrial park has lots of growth potential and we should try to attract high tech to this 

area 
58) Water Usage should and will control the type of industry. 
59) If buildings are NOT near residence and out of sight as much as possible 
60) El Dorado Hills is a great residential community, not a place for industry 
61) This is needed 
62) Too crowded now 
63) I would have to know what types of industries are being considered 
64) Agree, but not at the expense of lessening the quality of life for residents.  With Folsom 

annexation and Rancho Cordova growth, there will be no distinction between these 
communities. 

65) AM/PM ARCO station will attract no new residents as employees won't be able to afford to 
live in EDH 

66) Need to attract to the Business Park 
67) Focus should be on the business park 
68) I would agree but the industry locations should not be in residential areas. The zoning 

should not be forced upon residents. BOS does not serve the residents 
69) In the already existing bizpark 
70) jobs are good; but they come with traffic 
71) Again without expanded building, only in existing areas. 
72) There are plenty of good jobs in adjacent communities. The best thing EDH can do is 

provide a quiet residential environment with good schools. 
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73) As stated above, adequate infrastructure planning with a clear vision of the future must 
precede development of any new businesses, large or small. 

74) If we are to become a city 
75) I do not agree to the wording industries. Heavy??? Businesses that employ educated 

people or skilled people. Are you thinking a Toyota plant? Acceptable if not located next 
door to an established residential area. 

76) Enjoy the small town 
77) Tech should be focus given schools and affordable housing 
78) Good pool of talent here. 
79) Not all communities need to be business generators.  It’s important to know who we are - 

we're a suburb / commuter town.  (and I'm a business owner in town) 
80) I view EDH primarily as a residential, family based community where the majority of 

residents commute outside of EDH for employment. Attracting businesses is not likely to 
change the commuting aspect of the residents. 

81) Be careful 
82) Corporate offices 
83) What kind of "industries"? 
84) Small technical firms, etc. OK 
85) Provided they are "clean" industries. 
86) What kind of industries 
87) Even though high paying means more executive and R & D.  A green Business Park can 

provide jobs all up and down the spectrum.  Products made out of our refuse allow for 
many manufacturing facilities or just using the refuse for fuel to provide electricity for 
surround homes and businesses alone makes sense.  With surround homes built with a 
percentage of their electric rates being reduced for decades it would create a win win for 
developers and property owners. 

88) Preferably confined to the already-designated business park 
89) Not to operate in EDH but close proximity like Folsom 
90) Need high paying jobs in order to live here and reduce commutes. 
91) The word “industries” is not clear. Are you talking factories, big box stores or businesses 
92) Need more of these in the entire metropolitan area.  Have been unemployed for over 3 

years. 
93) Yes, with the purpose of filling empty business locations 
94) This is a commuter community 
95) Agreed, but NOT 'at all cost'. 
96) In the business park 
97) Provided it does not create more traffic problems. 
98) Not industries necessarily 
99) Need to better develop the business park 

100) The right ones 
101) We also need other parts of the County to allow for growth in industry and business parks 

so that El Dorado Hills does not absorb the bulk of the traffic and congestion. The County 
needs to have dispersed high density and business/ industry throughout the County not just 
focused in El Dorado Hills. This methodology allows for too much leakage of tax dollars into 
Sacramento. If El Dorado County would emphasize a more centrally located commercial 
and high density zones dispersed throughout the County it would help with the leakage of 
dollars out of the County. 

102) Yes...I've heard from many citizens 
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Question 9 (337 Comments) 
The overall traffic circulation in El Dorado Hills is? 
1) We need quality and safety enhancements like a median barrier on EDH blvd when it 

narrows to one lane in each direction (and a stop sign on EDH at Crown Village) as well 
as planting the medians in areas like White Rock Road. We should convert the empty 
elementary school in Blackstone to a magnet high school so that EDH kids don't have to 
be bussed out of EDH for high school. If we are going to add small, more affordable 
housing options they should be chic choices like adding lofts to the empty lots in Town 
Center or above the stores at the Serrano shopping center rather than building rows of 
condos on the old public golf course. We need amenities for everyone to use like an 
executive public golf course rather than soccer tourney play space.  People don't choose 
to live in EDH because they want it to feel like Folsom or Roseville -protecting the quality 
of life here and controlling growth and spending on quality and safety should be priority. 
People can drive their kids to Folsom for soccer, but when they come home at night, it 
should be to the same feeling they first fell in love with. 

2) Speeding is a major issue 
3) There is a lot of traffic in the mornings 
4) White Rock getting better down below Prairie City 
5) The intersection of Serrano parkway and Silva valley parkway should be turned into a 

round-about 
6) There are too many stop signs on Serrano parkway east of Silva valley 
7) Traffic is inconsistent...heavy at times and roads cant accommodate the traffic 
8) Need attention to seniors. We did a huge survey and had it completed using taxi - now 2 

years later NOTHING and you want is to start over? 
9) Heavy traffic on EDH blvd./Latrobe road @ certain times of day 

10) Mostly good but a few hotspots near 50. Stop signs not enforced. speed high on 
residential streets 

11) Terrible during AM & PM commute hrs. 
12) I feel a lot of the roads in EDH (besides Serrano and Sophia) are in terrible shape! the 

roads get patched up, but never seem to be fixed completely 
13) Commute hours are bad at all major corridors and intersections. 
14) Main Roads need help-they have been neglected 
15) Need smarter traffic signals and improvements to reduce the frequency of signals that 

don't operate properly.  E.g., the signal at Brown's Ravine that turns red for traffic on 
Green Valley Rd. for no reason. 

16) Need lights at Crown/EDH Blvd and Francisco/EDH Blvd 
17) Completing Saratoga to Iron Point would help. 
18) Green Valley traffic is dangerous 
19) BUT rush hour is fair to poor. 
20) Remove stop signs used for speed control; construct more 4 lane roads 
21) Once the construction is done it should be good 
22) I utilize the 2-lane unfinished portion of EDH Blvd. daily :( 
23) EDH Blvd is bad always under construction. North near Green Valley really bad around 

4PM 
24) EDH Blvd. is becoming very difficult during certain times of the day especially as you 

near highway 50 
25) Best maintained roads around 
26) Need HWY 50 access at Silva Valley 
27) Need on-ramp/off-ramp at Silva Valley 
28) Area surrounding Hwy 50 is the worst, need to improve ability to move between north and 

south of freeway 
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29) These questions depend on the time of day. I would answer differently if it I still 
commuted 

30) Once they get the interchange finished, I'll have no complaints 
31) Poor school planning by Silva Valley School and Rolling Hills Jr. High 
32) Way too much traffic on El Dorado Hills Blvd. 
33) Traffic rush is too congested especially around Hwy 50 and EDH Blvd areas 
34) For the number of residents, we would prefer it no to take 20 min. To go 3 miles on the 

blvd. high commute times. 
35) Increasing the number of residences by thousands will make all of the traffic far, far 

worse.  That is inevitable and is a matter of common sense, regardless of what studies 
say about proposed mitigation.  Remember, to "mitigate" a problem means to reduce it, 
not to eliminate it.  Current residents who moved here for what El Dorado Hills has to 
offer have nothing to gain and a lot to lose from additional large-scale residential 
development. 

36) New exchange at 50 has helped 
37) Lots of congestion on Greenvalley Rd, to and from Folsom 
38) LOS 7 on EDH blvd and 50 hwy 
39) Depending on the time of day. 
40) Need traffic lights instead of stop signs on Silva Valley 
41) It gets very congested at 2:50-3:00 pm. 
42) Way too much traffic, poor road conditions dangerous thin lanes in areas coming (on and 

off) hwy 50 and dangerous amount of traffic. Do not build more housing developments. I 
am a victim of auto accident on El Dorado Hills. It took me about a year to recover! 

43) Horrible traffic, especially during commute times.  road conditions very poor 
44) Traffic congestion is getting worse not better.  Too many signal lights in town.  Build more 

homes in central county areas. 
45) Not too good at middle school, high school - Silva valley school and school street. 
46) Crown village at entrance stop sign to get on el dorado hills blvd, you wait and wait until it 

is safe to get on blvd. 
47) Need more thru streets 
48) Too much traffic on residential streets 
49) Thank you for fixing Francisco Drive 
50) During school commute hours, roads are congested and sometimes impossible 
51) Rebalance traffic signals Serrano at EDH BLVD! 
52) Ok except for school congestion. For example, Marina village MS traffic blocks Francisco 

during school commute hours. So does Pleasant Valley block Green Valley 
53) Driving office/school hours need improvements on EDH Blvd to HWY 50 entry/exit 
54) Traffic in EDH BLVD area around Town Center to Serrano PKWY is frustrating; 

construction doesn't seem to have made a difference yet. 
55) EDH Blvd is a mess.  7 lights in a mile? (from Serrano to White Rock) 
56) Turning onto EDH blvd off of Serrano pkwy is miserable during morning commute 
57) Hate to see the day when they over improve WRR and the Serrano exit on 50. Even 

though the WRR extension would be better served by hitting 50 Highway at Scott Road 
Serrano wouldn't get their own exit and the developers along the last mile would not fare 
as well. But EDH is a business first environment. 

58) Too many stop signs not being respected; not enough traffic enforcement 
59) Getting worse since freeway improvement 
60) El Dorado Hills Blvd tends to back up a lot.  I am concerned with the new hwy 50 So. 

Bound access.  It appears that as soon as the access is fully operational, we are going to 
have a large back up on El Dorado hills blvd 

61) Please expedite the planned work at Francisco & EDH blvd.  
62) EDH Blvd and Francisco intersection as well as Francisco Rd need to be widen and put 

in light signal 
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63) It's terrible and having to deal with years of road construction is ridiculous! 
64) Need and interchange at Hwy 50 & Silva Valley 
65) Need Highway 50 access from Silva Valley 
66) We have terrible traffic problems 
67) Underpass on EDH blvd gets too backed up 
68) The new intersection hwy 50 and EDH blvd is horrible. The new on ramp to WB 50 is way 

too curvy and the lights are way too long. It takes much longer to get form the CSD to 
Town Center and is more aggravating to travel on. 

69) Single-point entry off of Hwy 50 into EDH is a really bad situation. 
70) It makes me nervous that you should ask about ease of driving on some beautiful roads.  

Leave them alone.  Intersections are where I'd focus attention 
71) Time of day is variable factor 
72) Except around school...awful 
73) The EDH blvd north of Harvard should be expanded to double lanes. Pulling out of crown 

village during commute hours can be challenging. 
74) Better connections to Folsom 
75) The freeway interchange and Town Center are horrendous. 
76) After 20 years-1 exit from 50 and EDH Blvd is problematic and congested Raleys to 

White Rock. 
77) Bottleneck at Francisco and EDH Blvd at school start and end times 
78) EDH Blvd between White Rock and Francisco Drive is congested most of the time. 
79) Intersection of Francisco and El Dorado Hills Blvd needs added turn lane to handle traffic 

load 
80) Hopefully once the off ramp is done traffic will move even quicker on EDH blvd 
81) El Dorado Hills Blvd and Highway are getting too congested. 
82) Congestion remains at freeway at EDH Blvd 
83) EDH blvd can get very congested 
84) Way too congested on EDH Blvd/50.  Also, even though Francisco Dr. Has been 

resurfaced between Green Valley& EDH Blvd, the repair did not extend to the 
intersections.  Quite bumpy near both. 

85) Too many stop lights/signs.  Plan for roundabouts 
86) Traffic backs up daily already. Attracting more homes and too many businesses would 

only increase the overcrowding traffic. 
87) Need to improve Francisco Drive.  The planned improvements should be implemented. 
88) Need to get right of 4way stop need a light or a turn in road with a light.  bass lake travel 

is too fast, safety is a concern, need more traffic control especially at Hallow Oak 
89) It seems more congested with all the changes with the off and on ramps on El Dorado 

Hills Blvd. It keeps getting worse than better. 
90) Any more businesses would need an evaluation of traffic circulation and notice to the 

public for evaluation 
91) Town Center access was not well thought out! 
92) Need to widen the road between Saint Andrews and Francisco.  Finish intersection at ell 

dorado hills and Francisco. 
93) Only issues are when school is in session. 15-minutes of terrible traffic. But I don't feel it's 

a big deal. Better ride sharing or getting students to walk, ride bikes are a better solution. 
94) There is a lot of traffic in and around 50. 
95) Heavily congested at El Dorado Hills Blvd and Serrano during rush hour 
96) Sophia, Green Valley, El Dorado Hills Blvd should not bottleneck!!! 
97) Hopefully the work at the intersection of Hwy 50 & EDH Blvd will help.  The light at 

Serrano Pkwy & Silva Valley Pkwy favors traffic on Serrano, turning red for Silva Valley 
Parkway as soon as 1 car appears on Serrano; this is a negative. 

98) Need to finish highway 50 on and off ramps 
99) Green valley Road is the worst among all and El dorado Hills Blvd very congested 
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100) We need roads expanded to 4 lanes. Green Valley from the county line up past Siva 
Valley. EDH Blvd needs to be 4 lanes all the way to Green Valley. 

101) Need Serrano development off-ramp.  Need expansion and straightening of White Rock 
Rd. From EDH county to Sacramento County 

102) Extend EDH blvd to two lanes each direction to Green Valley. 
103) There has been highway construction for the last 10 years - it never stops.  It would be 

nice to see a finished onramp/off ramp while living here.  It always looks a mess by all of 
the construction. 

104) School/work hour travel is horrible 
105) Except near the schools 
106) If housing & businesses increase so will the traffic 
107) park ways look like ghetto compared to Folsom and other comparable communities 
108) Need more stop lights on Bass Lake Road at Hollow Oak 
109) Poor during busy times. 
110) Too much school traffic. More to come, with no way to avoid it if a school is built near hwy 

50 and Bass Lake. 
111) Poorly designed at the points of traffic congestion. Two lanes go down to one lane for 

example. Or, where the lanes need to be widened, near the schools, they narrow. 
112) Once the HWY 50 / EDH Blvd intersection is finished, this answer would change to 

"excellent" 
113) Freeway 50 east easily gets congested. Overtime I worry it may get bad. I hope the 

current construction will improve this. 
114) Traffic congestion all over EDH 
115) EDH blvd during commute hours is a choke point 
116) Depending on time of day, after school hours are congested 
117) There is too much traffic in the morning from Serrano res. 
118) Traffic on EDH blvd to FRW is congested 
119) Getting to the freeway can be very difficult, and El Dorado Hills heading north around 

2:30 pm is extremely difficult with schools getting out.  A second lane and possibly a light 
at EDH Blvd and Francisco Dr. would help that awkward intersection. 

120) Stoplight needed at EDH Blvd& Francisco @ school hours 
121) The bottle neck at US50 & EDH Blvd has gotten much worse 
122) The area under hwy 50 is awkward especially traveling westbound on EDH Blvd. 
123) Poor around schools in morning and at end of school 
124) Everything except for the TRI school block with Silva Valley, Rolling Hills & Oakridge 
125) Terrible traffic, no more development 
126) Rush hour is much contested on EDH Blvd.  I don't know how many times drivers coming 

west on Serrano Parkway have run the stoplight at the intersection at EDH Blvd. Very 
dangerous! 

127) Oakridge High & Silva Valley Elementary traffic need attention 
128) We love the well-maintained, wide roads. However, the school traffic congestion on Silva 

Valley is horrific. Bad traffic planning with three huge schools so close together.  Please 
don't add more high-density housing to the area. Traffic is tolerable and manageable as it 
is. With more residents, it will be very hard to call the traffic circulation in EDH excellent.  
Again, please study the horrible roads, traffic and congestion of Modesto. Modesto was a 
nice small town until the housing boom. Now everything is run-down, used-up and there 
is little hope of improvement in that area. 

129) Too many houses built, it's a bit overcrowded 
130) On ramp to 50 not planned well - should have thought it out  more so traffic doesn't pile 

up waiting to enter onramp 
131) Terrible traffic during commute times 
132) Stop lights need to be synced and give too much preference to side streets, which 

impede flow on thoroughfares 
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133) Base Lake Road needs upgrades through the bends. 
134) Some stop signs need to be replaced with lights 
135) Mornings onto Hwy 50 West are sometimes a problem. 
136) The Silva Valley on/off ramp will help. Need another surface road route to Folsom. 
137) The north side of EDH blvd is nearly impossible to access during the morning and 

afternoon commutes 
138) Depends on if school is starting or letting out on many roads 
139) Construction obstructions temporary 
140) Would like lower speed limit on EDH blvd between CSD and Francisco to lower noise 
141) Increase in population is conflicting with access and ease on roads. 
142) We need an exit at hwy 50 and Silva valley 
143) EDH Blvd. interchange construction has been a nightmare for too many years! 
144) The new interchange at EDH BLVD and Hwy 50 is worse than before! 
145) Something has got to be done about the highway on/off ramp congestion 
146) Not bad compared to other communities 
147) On/off ramp lanes keep changing and that makes it a hazard. Once construction is 

complete, will be fine. 
148) Freeway area has been under construction for last 15 years. Will it ever be finished? 
149) El dorado hills blvd is horrible.  I do everything I can to avoid it. 
150) We need to keep stoplights to a minimum!  Let's not turn into Folsom, which is overrun by 

stoplights.  Keeps traffic moving. 
151) It’s getting worse on EDH boulevard is getting worse southbound by the freeway, lots of 

backups during rush hour. 
152) Poor along Silva Valley during school times and getting onto Green Valley during 

commute times 
153) It is getting worse all the time to much growth 
154) Need to take down stop signs on Serrano Pkwy 
155) Not when on ramp to West bound 50 gets backed up 
156) Serrano PKWY needs 4 lanes throughout.  Dangerous @ 2 lanes. 
157) We have terrible traffic problems 
158) Congestion continues to worsen during peak times and is utterly ridiculous for a 

community of our size. Some of the current projects will hopefully alleviate that to a 
certain degree. 

159) Many of the lanes are too narrow and too close to other oncoming vehicles 
160) Silva valley is problematic due to school concentration at Harvard 
161) Schools, esp. on Silva Valley, make a mess of traffic. 
162) Green Valley from Sophia Pkwy to the County line is a mess 
163) Seems better now that the freeway onramp construction is winding down 
164) They really should connect Saratoga Rd with the end of Iron Point Rd, make Green 

Valley Rd four lanes between East Natoma and Sophia Parkway (I know this one is 
partially Folsom work), and finally get going on the long-awaited EDH Blvd realignment 
with Francisco.  Also, making Bass Lake Rd a four lane road from HWY 50 to Serrano 
Parkway would be nice as well as the Silva Valley Parkway HWY 50 interchange project. 

165) Depends what time of the day 
166) Green Valley and Francisco are highly congested during morning school rush.  Francisco 

and El Dorado Hills Blvd. are unacceptably congested during the afternoon when school 
lets out. 

167) Commute hrs. are terrible and H-50 is a nightmare 
168) The 2 lanes of Green Valley between Natomas and Sophia Parkway is a huge problem 

and creates traffic snarls 
169) Lights on EDH blvd should flow better 
170) Francisco/EDH Blvd stop sign is terrible 
171) With the exception of peak commuter hours, then it is very poor 
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172) Near hwy 50 is poor. 
173) Construction near the freeway will help alleviate traffic building off of 50 
174) During peak hours traffic backlogs quickly (at highway and school zones) but I'm seeing 

that improvements to highway intersections are being worked on. Hope is that it helps 
remedy some of the backlog. 

175) Finish the Overpass!!! 
176) Are they EVER going to finish the EDH/Labrobe exit ramps? This is ridiculous. It's been 4 

years! And, if the Serrano people build that giant proposed development, traffic on EDH's 
Blvd and Wilson will be a DISASTER. 

177) EDH Blvd can be a pain 
178) There is a direct negative correlation between more housing and poor traffic circulation. 
179) Except commute traffic on EDH Blvd in morning 
180) Freeway on ramp/off ramp road lining and lights are not good during peak traffic times. 
181) Too much on EDH blvd 
182) Congested on Green valley coming in to EDH from Folsom. It would be a shame to 

develop there and add more traffic. 
183) Congested at EDH Blvd. and 50; lack of freeway access from Silva Valley 
184) The traffic congestion created at the on ramp and off ramp from EDH Blvd to Hwy 50 and 

Hwy 50 to El Dorado Hills Blvd can be frustrating 
185) Silva Valley Parkway's on/off ramp to Hwy. 50 will, hopefully, improve the choked traffic 

on EDH Blvd., (which got worse when Serrano was developed). 
186) During traffic time, it takes me north of 25-30 minutes to get from CSD to 50 interchange. 

Totally unacceptable 
187) Tired of overpass construction & poor ped/ bike lanes at green valley & Sophia; fast 

traffic on Sophia 
188) I CANNOT get out of my neighborhood in the morning or the afternoon - people are going 

70 miles an hour down EDH and Brittany cannot safely be used. 
189) Near freeway is terrible for traffic. 
190) EDH Blvd and Francisco intersection is out dated. 
191) HWY 50/EDH Blvd interchange still a mess. Signals are programmed poorly. 
192) Poor planning and positioning of road at Hwy50 and EDH Blvd.- Bikes constantly on the 

road all over EDH and no room to share 
193) Exception 50 overpass construction, and school traffic on Harvard 
194) Except for El Dorado Hills Blvd. on morning back-ups 
195) Green Valley, Franciscan and EDH BLVD are not safe 
196) Just a bit crowded during school times 
197) Need to work on intersection of EDH and Francisco. I don't like all the congestion at edh 

blvd and HY 50 
198) Need Silva off ramp at HWY 50 
199) Waiting to see how 50/EDH interchange will work out 
200) Need to repave in some areas 
201) Not good during commuting times 
202) Except at school release times 
203) The bottleneck at 50/EDH Blvd. continues to be a problem and dangerous 
204) Roads are like third-world.  Very rough compared to Folsom and Roseville 
205) Put in a median/expand EDH blvd. from St. Andrews to Francisco. Widen and fix 

Francisco to Green Valley. Get county DOT to repave the older neighborhoods (not just 
chip'n'seal). 

206) Traffic at the schools are unacceptable for both circulation and safety 
207) MUST FINISH LATROBE INTERCHANGE! 
208) Town Center access is terrible during the workweek at 4 p.m and after 
209) Fair ranking on particular roads are due to excessive, ill timed traffic lights that exist at 

nearly every intersection. 
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210) Finish the EDH Blvd interchange and build the Silva Valley one. 
211) Traffic backups on EDH Blvd too many traffic lights 
212) EDH Blvd. North of Harvard/CSD is not only over-congested but does not represent El 

Dorado Hills well due to its ugly and rundown appearance. Needs double lane and 
beautification. 

213) Well maintained wide roads in Serrano. I love it here. 
214) Evening bottleneck EDH Blvd/Latrobe Rd is awful 
215) Should coordinate signals on EDH Blvd for less stopping 
216) EDH Blvd/Hwy 50 interchange and Green Valley are biggest traffic issues 
217) Too many people and vehicles 
218) Even with new lights on EDH Blvd, area is awful 
219) Need to finish Green Valley 
220) Need a light by Silva valley elementary school 
221) Commute traffic is increasing heavily 
222) A bit congested at the intersection of El Dorado Hills Blvd./Francisco Dr.!!! 
223) Particularly poor around schools and shopping areas, i.e. Harvard and Raleys 
224) Poor during peak times 
225) EDH Blvd needs to be finished. We have waited too long. 
226) Need bike lanes on Bass Lake, White Rock, and Salmon Falls; and open Old Bass Lake 

road at least to bike passage (connect through Tong Rd). 
227) Traffic is bad compared to when we first moved here. We dislike the new on ramp area 

by Raleys, it is more congested now. Green valley road is a joke now and to drive from 
the business park to my house is 3.6 miles it takes almost half hour thanks to congestion 
by 50 overpass. 

228) Too many signal lights - way overboard 
229) EDH has more population than its infrastructure can support 
230) EDH Blvd is a great concern in am. Public transportation to bay area and SF would be a 

great addition 
231) Regarding #8 above, Francisco Drive connector between EDH Blvd. and Green Valley 

Rd.  Might be the busiest smallest road in the county, however, it was just resurfaced a 
few weeks ago, 5 years too late, and it wasn't even finished to EDH Blvd. for some odd 
reason.  We live in the most affluent tax base in the county, yet it takes an army to get 
things done with the roads around here.  It doesn't make a lot sense to me.  Also, the 
Highway 50 interchange has taken about 8 years too long.  The new San Francisco Bay 
Bridge was completed faster than this interchange, as well as the Missouri Flat on/off 
ramp area in Placerville. 

232) More housing and industry would definitely prove to be unfavorable 
233) Need another highway 50 intersection for Silva Valley. 
234) Compared to anywhere in the Bay area 
235) Will definitely be better after the 50 interchange is finished 
236) People run red lights all the time!!!! 
237) I look forward to the construction work at 50 and EDH Blvd to be complete. Why has that 

taken SO long? 
238) Need safe pedestrian path under hwy 50 
239) Hwy 50/ EDH Blvd entrance a mess in am! 
240) Bass Lake Road needs four lanes and traffic lights for safety. 
241) Traffic seems to be getting worse. 
242) There are bottlenecks where the roads and traffic is very bad.  It is dangerous for 

pedestrians and Cyclist. (e.g., Francisco and Silva Valley Rd.) 
243) The morning commute simply has to be a priority -- getting onto 50 hasn't eased with new 

onramp. 
244) Just the EHD on/off ramps get congested but I think that will end when construction is 

complete. 
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245) The traffic is getting worse as more houses and businesses are being built 
246) EDH Blvd and Highway 50 is still a mess, due to or perhaps despite, the interchange 

project. 
247) There are key times when intersections and roads are far too congested. Francisco at 

EDH blvd gets backed up during commute and school times. EDH blvd is way too 
congested from station 85 to 50 on ramp. Silva valley is way too congested during school 
drop off.  Air quality will erode if the traffic jams are not addressed. 

248) Cumbersome on El Dorado Blvd. in front of 50 and Town Center 
249) The new entrance/exits from hwy 50 has added to delays there 
250) Green Valley is too congested 
251) Green Valley Pkwy is dangerous and ridiculous in the 1 lane area for such a high volume 

traffic area 
252) White Rock Very dangerous approximately 10 crosses 
253) Not enough announcements of changes.  (Not local) but people traveling thru. 
254) I live off Green Valley Road one mile east of EDH Blvd. it is a nightmare pulling out onto 

Green Valley Road. 
255) The speed limits are too high and dangerous, esp. Sophia Parkway and Green Valley 

Road. No protection for 
256) The recent upgrades to the intersection of US50 and EDH Blvd/Latrobe road are good, 

but it still gets crowded there sometimes. 
257) If further development is allowed by Parker development however this issue should be 

reviewed 
258) Traffic pattern around Town Center needs improvement 
259) Green Valley Road from East Natoma to Francisco Drive is an excellent example of 

insufficient infrastructure planning and lack of vision in El Dorado County.  As a main 
artery serving El Dorado Hills, this section of Green Valley Road should have been 
treated as such and planned accordingly. 

260) Will be better after interchanges are built and Green valley Rd widened and Bass Lake 
road corrected 

261) Fine for cars, lousy for bikes and pedestrians. 
262) The BOS are intent on turning EDH into a Bay Area mega-town. I left LA/SF to live in 

peace and quiet. 
263) Who ever put 3 schools close together on Silva Valley with no traffic provisions should be 

fired. 
264) With the exception of EDH Blvd at HWY 50.  Terrible design 
265) New 50W on ramp is at times an issue 
266) Time of day is an important factor. 
267) People are driving too fast and don't come to complete stops! 
268) School congestion is bad especially around oak ridge 
269) Getting onto EDH blvd is a nightmare and dangerous during am/pm 
270) The lights over by Raleys are way unsinked 
271) Too much traffic on the corridors 
272) Extend light rail to Business Park. Roundabout at intersections. Block off Francisco drive-

widen EDH Blvd to Green Valley and beyond Governors north to GVR at a minimum! 
273) On occasions it can get congested with little options. 
274) Finish to 4 lanes!  This person put 2 check marks in the poor box for White Rock Road 
275) Fair in town center and near freeway (50) 
276) Bass Lake Rd. and Silva Valley Parkway too fast and dangerous 
277) Very busy for small town 
278) I only encounter slight issues EDH Blvd. near the freeway in ongoing construction zones 

and sometimes in Town Center especially when events take place. 
279) It would be nice to streamline and expand the various routes from Folsom to EDH 
280) During rush hour in certain areas, it's a pain 
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281) Promontory park to Town Center needs a cut through 
282) Traffic at rush hour in the morning is bad at some intersections 
283) EDH blvd and Latrobe at US-50 is heavy at commute hours 
284) Need complete streets with bike lanes and sidewalks on both sides of the road. It's 

dangerous to motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians. 
285) Too much congestion at schools in morning/afternoon 
286) Excellent except for EDH blvd in the AM from Lassen to 50. 
287) Depends on time of day 
288) No problems except at certain times of the day like school hours etc. 
289) Need some road repair. Finish Francisco repaving 
290) It’s too congested by freeway access 
291) We need additional minor arterials and MUCH better connectivity 
292) High traffic coming out of Blue Shield at 5pm creates gridlock! 
293) I rarely have to stop long anywhere I go 
294) Need work at Francisco/EDH blvd 
295) Roads too windy, poorly paved, crowned into ditches 
296) Increased density will dilute the ease of traffic flow. 
297) Finish Francisco Drive both ends need repair 
298) Green Valley Road needs to be 4 lanes to Bass Lake Road 
299) The overbuild of EDH has created a poor circulation for the community. 
300) Bad traffic backup around schools on Silva valley 
301) Please take another look at EDH Blvd and Brittany Way. That intersection is a death 

zone waiting to happen. With children trying to get to Lakeview Elementary, this would be 
a horrible scenario. 

302) 55 MPH NEAR THE STERLINGSHIRE ENTRANCE IS VERY DANGEROUS 
303) Cyclist are dangerous on the roads especially country two lane roads, they do not obey 

laws and I have seen them urinating into bushes and yards on Silva an elsewhere. 
304) East side of EDH Blvd. is very slow during high traffic 
305) Too crowded at EDH Blvd 
306) Very bad planning. Bass Lake Rd is a nightmare and very dangerous. Traffic has 

increased significantly and it is very, very dangerous for cyclists and pedestrians right 
from Hwy 50 to Green Valley. It is very difficult to get out of communities that are off Bass 
Lake Rd. The new development at Serrano Parkway is going to add a lot of additional 
traffic. The stretch of road on the causeway at Bass Lake is "A NIGHTMARE"!! Weeds 
are very high. Animals get hit there all the time and cyclists and pedestrians walk on it in 
absolute danger. It is a disgrace. Also, the part of Bass Lake Rd at Green Valley School 
is impassable during school start and finish times. I know it is technically in Rescue but 
EDH residents use the road all the time. Also, it is a crime that Iron Point Road extension 
doesn't connect to El Dorado Hills Blvd. Traffic on 50 would be reduced significantly if 
you could get to Folsom shopping without going on the freeway. Come on DOT or 
whoever is responsible, figure this out and get it done. 

307) We do not need additional homes being built.  Increased homes will severely disrupt the 
traffic flow. 

308) The transition from Francisco to EDH and vice-versa is very poor! 
309) Need to extend 2 lanes on EDH Blvd from St. Francis to Francisco and have 2 lanes on 

Francisco. 
310) I do not want Highway 50 to look like the 680 one day!  We are the gateway to the Gold 

Country and if our hills are full of homes, roads are crowded with cars; we will look like a 
second Folsom! 

311) Area around freeway exit/entrance gets congested 
312) If more growth happens, the overall traffic will worsen 
313) Please finish the construction at EDH & 50 once and for all! 
314) Silva Valley freeway access would improve traffic flow 
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315) Except the intersection to get on & off the freeway 
316) Though I don’t travel during commute time 
317) 50/EDH exchange is horrible. 
318) Many roads above are not bike/ pedestrian friendly 
319) On & off freeway still needs improvement with better traffic light control. 
320) Too many cars for the roads as is 
321) It appears as though there was no plan for development as it would relate to traffic and 

the growth that the area has seen.  The infrastructure is poor 
322) Allowing traffic impact mitigation via TIM fees and CIP inclusion should be illegal. The 

CIP program is broken. EDH does not see improvements they are due. The right turn 
flare from Francisco onto EDH Blvd south should have been done AGES ago, and was 
again skipped on last month’s paving project. 

323) Excel for COMMUTING traffic in the AM (7-8 ) and PM (5-6) 
324) Horrible traffic at Silva Valley and Harvard area when schools start and let out. 
325) Depending on the time of day, traffic conditions can greatly change. Mornings/evenings 

can be terrible on EDH Blvd. and Green Valley Rd. and the roads around many of the 
schools can be terrible when school starts and gets out. I also have concerns about many 
of the children who walk to and from school on many of our roads. Silva Valley parkway 
can be bad with students crossing in all different locations, Jackson school has to use a 
crossing guard on EDH Blvd. (thank goodness for those volunteers) and Brooks School 
has a terrible backup all through the Park Village neighborhood during pick up/drop off. I 
am very concerned that a child will be hit at some point in time as I have witnessed 
several close calls. 

326) Signal timing at EDH and Hwy 50 is still poor. Left turn on to 50 EB is way too long. 
Better synchronization on EDH Blvd from 50 to Serrano Pkwy is needed. Signals on 
Green Valley Rd at Silva and EDH are horrible. Too much signal preference is given to 
WB Serrano Pkwy traffic at EDH Blvd. There should be a roundabout at EDH Blvd and 
Francisco. Paving on EDH from new interchange to Serrano Pkwy needs repair.  Median 
watering runoff is contributing to this deteriorization. Opportunities to replace signalized 
intersections with roundabouts should be investigated. 

327) Really congested early morning with school drop offs on Silva valley and also at light of 
Silva valley and EDH blvd. 

328) Let's see what happens IF the DOT finishes that mangled intersection at 50 
329) Traffic is very busy during school hours. Would be nice to have another way to maneuver 

around the schools. 
330) It'll be better once the freeway interchange at 50 and EDH Blvd is complete. 
331) Except for the fact that EDH Blvd and 50 has been under construction for 10 of the last 

13 years. Get it done! 
332) Getting worse 
333) I'm sorry to say I would give traffic safety and traffic planning an F for El Dorado Hills. The 

discretionary process is flawed. We have projects being recommended at the Planning 
Commission Level and approved at the BOS that have not been conditioned for basic 
traffic infrastructure. This has to change. 

334) There are busier times on the EDH Blvd. especially around school start and end.  As 
Silva Valley widens and it utilized and the EDH Westbound is completed....other traffic 
will be even better managed.  Is there some special formula for traffic lighting that might 
help during high vehicle use on EDH blvd? 

335) I don't have to drive during commute times (I'm lucky) 
336) Please finish Hwy 50 interchange!!!! 
337) Looking forward to Silva Valley Freeway Interchange 
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Question 11 (150 Comments) 
Rate the availability of the following Natural open space, Developed open space, e.g. grassy areas, 
gardens, etc., oak tree preservation, Ridgeline preservation, Comments: 
1) Need more tennis courts 
2) Many park areas in gated communities, the Serrano lake area has not picnic facilities 
3) I feel that oaks are not protected in EDH 
4) We need to preserve our open space.  We do not need more apartments to add to a 

traffic and school congestion problem! 
5) Oak tree preservation is nonexistent the developers plant their required amount and then 

they die!! 
6) Don't think the current open space be there in the future 
7) EDH looks very sprawly now. 
8) Accessible Water features e.g. creeks and lakes - Need more 
9) Don't need more crowded streets and high density housing, apartments and condo which 

increase crime.  Check out the crime statistics for areas such as Valley View Parkway 
10) There will be great regret for building on farm land, and wasting valuable space for 

accommodating cars and single units. 
11) Need to preserve the natural beauty and openness of the foothills that made EDH special 

in the first place. 
12) Landscaping should be entirely native plants, to give the community an identity 
13) Serrano provides an ugly ridge line when you drive up highway 50 toward EDH. 
14) Natural open space is disappearing since we came 20 years ago. 
15) El Dorado was a particularly beautiful slice of natural Sierra Foothills.  It still is.  But it 

won't be if it undergoes further development and urbanization.  There has been enough 
development.  Let us preserve the beauty and rural environment that we have left.  Let us 
not add further to our driving and commuting time.  There is no shortage of urbanized 
areas in the U.S. for those who like to live in them.  We don't need them to bring 
urbanization here. 

16) View preservation needs to be a priority 
17) People have the right to build their personal homes on ridgelines. 
18) Stop Building !!!! 
19) Serrano needs to fill in oak trees, many of those planted during early development did not 

establish, in fill needed. 
20) MOST important is to preserve the unique and highly threatened beautiful views from 

those residents who do not appreciated and value our properties in EDH by planting trees 
such as redwoods which NATURALLY do not coexist in the oak foothill biome and whose 
water requirements continue to threaten our oaks' very existence. All CCR's in EDH 
should address this critical issue as many peoples' views from their homes and, 
consequently, property values are being destroyed as these unwelcome and non native 
STRUCTURES quickly ruin the landscape and viewscape while hastening the demise of 
the our precious oaks for whom we should be caretakers. 

21) Serrano ruined the ridgelines 
22) We need more open space. 
23) Please do not allow cramming the old golf course with high density housing.  It would 

drag down quality of life in area 
24) We should preserve (nature) natural open space as much as possible 
25) Need more parks for kids 
26) I would like to see areas set aside for organic/sustainable community vegetable/flower 

gardens for many neighborhoods. 
27) Would not like to see any current open space built upon. 
28) We need more lighted parks 
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29) Parks behind gated communities, do not exist for ALL to enjoy, therefore make all public 
parks accessible to all 

30) There is NO ridgeline preservation, take a look at the hills!!!! 
31) More oak trees need to be planted for ones taken out 
32) Preservation of open space that used to be golf course and driving range at EDH Blvd 

and Serrano Parkway 
33) Don't ruin what makes this place extraordinary.  Bring back the public golf course--that 

was a magnificent selling point for this community.  Keep trees the ridgeline, not roof 
lines 

34) Serrano ridgeline looks silly 
35) I  am happy  with  the current  open space  and oak tree  preservation,  but  fear  new  

developments  are  going  to  decrease it. 
36) We should require trees at each new home 
37) Would be nice to have another community pool and more soccer fields 
38) Developed space south of 50 is insufficient 
39) No more business parks, lots of empty store fronts 
40) One of the things I love most about living here is our open spaces! I like looking around 

and seeing trees and open spaces, not more houses or retail. 
41) Please do not change the feel of EDH. We moved here from Elk Grove 
42) We live in one of the most beautiful areas in the entire Sacramento valley area and we 

need to preserve it and keep it that way!!! 
43) Keep it natural! 
44) Need a park near bass lake road and running trails connecting through town like Folsom f 
45) Would like to see an network of walking in natural open space 
46) Once the trees are gone, they're gone.  100's of years to get some of them the size they 

currently are.  Sad to see those giant beauties fall. :( 
47) El Dorado Hills has lost its small home town feel with the expansion of buildings, homes, 

and businesses. We're losing our beautiful open rolling hills. I understand it's good for the 
economy but soon enough we will lose all of our land to homes and buildings. We should 
focus on selling the homes that are already built before we build new ones 

48) Save the oak trees 
49) What’s ridge line? 
50) No more trees should be cut down 
51) Preserve Natural Beauty and wild lives living in the area. Sustainable development 

please. 
52) This is the most beautiful area, please preserve and do not develop 
53) Don’t overcrowd community with buildings and housing!!! 
54) Need EDH blvd to look like Serrano parkway or Sophia.  EDH blvd looks ghetto. 
55) I think we have a wonderful opportunity to establish connected areas of open space with 

developed open space with trails such as done in Folsom making our community very 
commutable for all ages and stages of life. The trails would be used by students going to 
school, by people exercising and by the elderly enjoying the outside environment in 
wheelchairs. All the options listed above can be entwined into a beautiful nature trail 
situation. 

56) Getting nervous that EDH is becoming too urbanized. We love the small town, remote 
feel here. 

57) I say need more because this is what makes living here great! 
58) Serrano is of good example of ruining the ridgeline. Too many houses and not enough 

trees 
59) The natural open space and oak trees is why we live here and not Folsom 
60) Too many houses disrupting natural hillside 
61) Over development is ruining our beautiful El Dorado Hills 
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62) Part of the reason we moved here was the natural habitat and open spaces.  It would be 
nice to have more available...definitely not less, taken away with housing. 

63) Need LARGE trees not seedlings that grow slow. The white tubes for the reforesting 
need to be cleared. They are an "EYE SORE".  If they haven't made their way out of the 
tube by now, they aren't going to. 

64) There should be a focus on building community gardens in open space. 
65) Need more of all!!!!! 
66) Retain all open space 
67) Absolutely need more field space available for sport teams. 
68) We need open space 
69) The overall ratio for these categories seems good if it is continued with growth 
70) Too many homes now on ridge lines. Should be kept as open space. 
71) Ridgeline preservation has been all but ignored. 
72) What ridgeline preservation? 
73) Very disappointed when Serrano was allowed to build on the ridgeline - thought it wasn't 

allowed before it actually happened. 
74) We do not have enough parks.  Blackstone development does not have a single park in 

the entire development.  We have to drive to get to a park which is ridiculous.  There 
should be a park in each neighborhood.  And we do not have one in the entire 
development. 

75) Emphasis on preservation with added gardens 
76) Keep El Dorado Hills green and keep our hills, don't overdevelop and pull out trees for 

retail! 
77) I like the situation in my area as it is 
78) NEED A DOG PARK 
79) Why was Parker allowed to put Serrano rooftops on ridge?  Why was the hilltop on South 

point allowed to be leveled for a huge house?  Not happy about that at all. 
80) Fill in ridge line with trees -- too many visible houses 
81) Abundance of oak trees is for sure! 
82) Housing on ridges without trees is not attractive 
83) Too much development will spoil what we have 
84) Developments like Serrano need to stop cutting down tree. Build where trees don't exist. I 

moved to EDH's because it doesn't look like Folsom . . . Strip malls and congestion, and 
tons of neighborhoods of peach stucco homes. Please keep EDH's pretty and preserve 
its natural beauty. No more Serrano's or strip malls. 

85) Need more fields/ recreation for our children’s sports 
86) Ridgeline preservation is deceptively manipulated by developers. Have clear strong 

regulations. 
87) Latrobe across from town center and on single lane part of Silva Valley connecting to 

Blue Ravine has no landscaping.  Looks bad 
88) Keep nature, not more housing 
89) I would much prefer the pleasant, low-traffic community we had prior to the migration of 

the Bay Area masses.  But, it's obvious we're not going back, so let's not make it worse 
by destroying the land by building on every vacant acre!! 

90) Need more single track dirt hiking and biking trails. 
91) Great mix currently 
92) Maintain and protect open space 
93) Please get rid of the view-killing redwoods and other non-indigenous tall trees!! 
94) Need to preserve all open space or use for parks and rec 
95) nature practically defines El Dorado Hills and is in our history for being beautiful and well 

preserved 
96) Pools! 
97) Need sports fields 
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98) No more Parker Developments 
99) Needing more natural open space means: don't build out every nook and cranny in town 

with more homes.  Leave us more open space! Utilize the existing open space with better 
trails! 

100) Beautiful area in all. Dead Oak trees should be removed asap 
101) Don't cover our beautiful hills with more houses 
102) Many oak trees in the populated areas are diseased, or structurally unsound and a health 

and safety risk.  Where's the common sense in this preservation policy?  Who’s going to 
pay the liability costs when the tree falls? 

103) Developers always seem to threaten land I thought were dedicated to open space 
104) Need to cite people who let their dogs run loose and mess all over! 
105) Too many CCRs 
106) There were tech issues with question 10. I could not select options. 
107) Moved here due to green open semi-rural area. 
108) We need to maintain the current ratio of open space to developed areas. 
109) I appreciate when old growth trees are preserved during development. I think is adding a 

lot to the look of the community. 
110) We need dog park 
111) I would like to see more developed park-like areas - like a nature preserve and park at 

Bass Lake. It would be a real shame to 'pave' it. It is a bird migratory route and I would 
love to be able to access the area for bird watching. Plant some shade trees. 

112) This is why most people moved here- please preserve open space or we might as well 
move back to Sacramento or bay area 

113) All of the above are the primary reasons people want to live in El Dorado Hills. 
114) I like the ridgeline development in Serrano facing west 
115) Re-open the golf course 
116) Some areas of our streets can be a little too rough, on areas outside of Serrano. 
117) VERY IMPORTANT 
118) We love the ruralness of EDH 
119) Old golf course should be a park. 
120) Many of the "parks" are just unimproved lots. 
121) We need regional parks with playing fields, dog parks, etc. 
122) Don’t like to see homes placed on ridgeline 
123) Would love to see pedestrian friendly roads and sidewalks 
124) We need to keep our precious land and not overdevelop it with houses and businesses 
125) After trees grow up around developments the shock blends away 
126) More parks and soccer, baseball fields, more dog parks 
127) Need more sidewalks 
128) Too late for most of the ridgelines--the damage is done. 
129) Reducing the stack em pack em development and providing cluster home areas with 

green space surrounding such would allow for increase of all of the above. 
130) All of these are a big part of why people have moved here and what makes EDH stand 

apart from other towns 
131) Leave the ridgeline alone soon we'll look like the bay area solid houses yuk 
132) Keep EDH natural and stop building. 
133) The hills and Oaks define our area and provide serenity and beauty.  I believe we are not 

doing enough to preserve this value.  Once it's developed, you'll NEVER get it back. 
134) Parker Development has been very detrimental to EDH in this regard 
135) A major part of EDH's desirability is its location nestled in the foothills of the Sierra 

Nevada with old oak forest surrounding 
136) We live and stay in EDC for the open spaces that surround us. Slow the single housing 

growth to maintain our peaceful setting 
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137) Much of the open space is not usable as in Serrano where there is limited parking to 
make their trails accessible. In our area, there are no sidewalks, no open space not local 
parks period. 

138) Need MUCH more developed open space. 
139) We moved her to be out of the city...we look an extension of the city 
140) Serrano has ruined the ridge line already; developers need tougher standards for 

preserving the natural beauty of the land. Less regrading for a bunch of crammed 
together lots! 

141) Policy to protect natural OS and oak woodland is desperately needed. County staff sees 
EDH as the place to pack it in. There is no respect for our trees or open space, and the 
upcoming TGPA/ZOU reflects this. 

142) This is the reason why we moved to EDH from Carlsbad, CA 
143) Class I trail development should be a priority 
144) More fields for Soccer, lacrosse, football fields. Too many baseball fields. 
145) Parker never should have been allowed to destroy the ridgelines in Serrano 
146) Absolutely we need to preserve open space and not build on ridgelines. We need better 

communication in a web site and not just EDAC represented in their views. 
147) CSD doing well in planning.   High need to develop Bass Lake park for multiple use 
148) I'd like to see the Bass Lake area become an EDH Aquatic regional Park...it's lovely and 

could bring in multiple partners in the community 
149) Trails are a good use of open space. 
150) More public meeting areas/public community facilities 

 

Question 12 (210 Comments) 
A community sports complex that could accommodate tournament play would be a good addition to 
El Dorado Hills. 
1) It takes up to much space and requires too much money 
2) A sports complex is badly needed!  we need to keep kids busy and off the streets, as well 

as fill the high demand for sports fields in EDH 
3) Kids need more sports areas for healthy living 
4) Not enough fields for our children to play on.  This should be a #1 priority 
5) We have so many youth that play sports. Let's keep it in EDH and not have to use 

Folsom's site. 
6) Having attended tournaments in other residential communities, a tournament facility would 

only work if it was built somewhere completely away from residences and businesses - 
otherwise it creates a difficult parking situation. 

7) At what cost? And what does it replace? 
8) But Only if it went where the CSD is 
9) Seriously? 

10) There are tons already. Please don't use more tax dollars for that. 
11) Would add to traffic problems 
12) YES!!! 
13) Please, do we need the kind of hassle that Sacramento is going through??? But three 

cheers for the Harris Center!!! 
14) TO include softball fields! 
15) How good could the local teams be with decent venues to play in. They deserve it. 
16) This would generate money for restaurants, hotels, give kids things to do and help with 

crime because kids would have local opportunity Ito be involved. Very, very important for 
this community! 

17) If it is non professional 
18) EDH Needs A Tennis Club Like Broad stone 
19) As long as it is in the business park area 
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20) Sports seem a large part of our community, a little hesitant on what exactly this means for 
the area, 

21) Folsom is very close.  Why are we trying to turn El Dorado Hills into an urban 
environment? 

22) Have several sports complex facilities, 
23) Leave that to Folsom and Roseville 
24) Negotiate with Parker Dev. to acquire all of old golf course for a sports complex 
25) More tournaments sponsored for teams from outside area would build small business 

income 
26) More bocce courts!!!! a lot more in the same location 
27) Need improvement of traffic ability first 
28) Old golf course is sorely missed.  No More Housing there...turn the area behind Raley's to 

the 'class of the region' sports complex with multiple soccer, baseball, lacrosse, football, 
tennis, pool, park and/or water park options 

29) Depends on where you put it - far away from residential would be ok. 
30) An ice rink for high school hockey, speed skating, figure skating and the public 
31) Competitive swim/water polo complex 
32) This is an excellent idea! 
33) We have many sports complexes already. How about taking care of the weeds along EDH 

blvd and the walking trail. They are 6 feet tall in some areas. 
34) Too much money already spent on artificial turf fields that not all players get to use, and 

that are too hot in EDH's summers.  Try improving natural turf fields. 
35) It depends where it is located. Not by Stonegate village 
36) YES YES YES!!!!! 
37) Keep the parks as a community center, not a business venture for to 
38) More traffic and crime 
39) Would love to see a sports complex with a pool and could accommodate softball fields, 

baseball fields, basketball, lacrosse, etc without having to leave EDH. 
40) Think about the small children growing up in community 
41) Where? 
42) In the business park area ONLY. 
43) Don't use tax dollars. Fund by users only. 
44) We already have one at EDH Blvd. and Harvard 
45) Would be nice to have another community pool and more soccer fields 
46) I realize that competitive sports are big in this town, but please realize that it is not the be-

all-end-all. Not everyone cares about a sport complex and I would rather see the money 
go towards trails and open spaces that benefit all ages and demographics, not just those 
with kids in sports. 

47) Don't need to bring more people here. 
48) Business park only not north of 50 
49) Depends where right! Would have to be the right spot. 
50) Not necessary! 
51) Use existing Oak Ridge HS complex 
52) Put it behind Raley's 
53) Not sure without the definition of a sports complex. Indoor or outdoor? Private or public? 
54) Prefer a golf course!! 
55) Only if it was down Latrobe Rd in or near the Business Park and adequate parking and 

traffic controls were planned out ahead 
56) Want swim complex similar to Folsom aquatic center but with bigger water slides 
57) In the appropriate area 
58) Folsom is 5 min away 
59) Agree, only if it's south of White Rock Road 
60) This is important for economic development 
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61) Don't turn El Dorado Hills into Folsom 
62) Teams regularly have to travel out of town to use other complexes that are usually 

booked.  Rancho Murrieta, Folsom, Rancho Cordova (Mather), and Manteca are regular 
routes.  It would be nice to have a complex dedicated to sports, especially in this 
community with so many active people. 

63) Only if it's done fairly done.  It is EXTREMELY POLITICAL here. 
64) CSD should attempt to buy old golf course sight 
65) As a parent of athletes, I can attests to the fact that there is NOT enough field space for 

the multiple sports in multiple age groups that EDH offers. There is a constant struggle 
and battle for field space. 

66) In order to grow the activities attractive to EDH residents/families, more field space and a 
high-quality aquatic center are essential. 

67) Depends upon location - do not want off El Dorado Hills Blvd which would cause more 
traffic 

68) More fields for kids 
69) Lighted softball fields would be appreciated. 
70) This would be HUGE. We are a very active community and need something like this. It 

would be completely booked and bring business to the area 
71) Promontory is sufficient. 
72) I only agree if it is near the business park...the rest of the town does not have open space 

that should be used for building. 
73) Year round pool 
74) In the business district. 
75) Need the revenue and stop tax leakage to Folsom sports complex etc 
76) Depends on costs, design and location. 
77) Thought we already had this in Promontory - Depends on where it would be located. 
78) We need a sports complex for volleyball, swimming, basketball, soccer, baseball 
79) And an aquatic center 
80) Need a public golf course for seniors and school kids 
81) Lots of kids in community, not enough open space and ball fields 
82) A sports complex is badly needed. 
83) Not interested in added traffic/congestion. 
84) This would depend upon location. 
85) We have it in Folsom 
86) Try to purchase old golf course for a sports complex, think about our kids 
87) In an open space NOT near homes 
88) Consider traffic impact 
89) Include an executive golf course (9-12 holes) 
90) Renovation of the CSD could do the trick. 
91) Only in the Town Center/White Rock area 
92) With a pool! 
93) I have three children who are involved in basketball, football, baseball, swimming, 

volleyball and karate.  we by far have the worst facilities of almost any other community 
94) Brings alcohol usage and unnecessary traffic 
95) Pool also 
96) Need bigger pool 
97) We need another pool if not two more for swim activities 
98) WITH A POOL and tennis courts 
99) The sport complex must include an Olympic pool facility.  The CSD pool is simply out-

dated and unable to support the huge population growth.  A top class facility could draw in 
dollars from across the region (school teams, swim meets, water polo tournaments, year-
round and master’s teams, SCUBA certification and diving and kayak lessons, swim 
classes, triathlons, etc.) 
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100) Need to include pool!! 
101) Need an additional or bigger pool facility 
102) We are far behind in community sports complexes in EDH. My children have used CSD 

for swimming, which is an old pool without any amenities that are found in any decent 
pools around the area (e.g. Folsom aquatic center). We must create a new and improved 
swimming facility for betterment of our children 

103) We also need more capacity at the swimming pool - we have an awesome swim team but 
it is too crowded - the bathrooms at the pool are too small 

104) Go to the one in Folsom! 
105) Indoor athletic field and aquatic center 
106) For what sports? Basketball? Soccer/Lacrosse? 
107) This should have been accomplished in the Blackstone area of EDH 
108) Business park- indoor soccer field, volleyball- Folsom is crowded 
109) An aquatic center would be great as well. 
110) Need an aquatic center!!!!!!! 
111) With a pool 
112) Needs more community pool 
113) As well as aquatic center 
114) We cannot compete with bay area teams if we do not have the facilities 
115) Do need another swimming pool 
116) There are so many sports that kids play and not enough room and many teams have to 

travel really far just to hold a home game 
117) Additional pools would be better. 
118) A new pool is very much needed to avoid scheduling conflicts among various aquatic 

activities. 
119) As well as an additional and larger competitive swim complex 
120) Need a bigger swimming pool 
121) Need larger community pool 
122) We need an addition pool/pools 
123) An aquatics park would be great 
124) But needs another pool too 
125) Business park area 
126) Need better pool 
127) Need new aquatic center 
128) We also need a new pool 
129) Also need another community pool 
130) For soccer, lacrosse and other field sports and an aquatic center for meets would bring 

huge revenue 
131) And a pool! 
132) We also need another Olympic size pool for swim and water polo 
133) Should include another pool 
134) I feel very strongly that we need more fields and another pool for the sports activities of 

the youth and adults in EDH. 
135) This is at the top of my list of needs right now along with a competition size pool complex 
136) Aquatics 
137) So many kids and sports here! 
138) to include a swimming complex 
139) We need an aquatic center 
140) All that potential revenue is going to Folsom 
141) Need something similar to Hardwood Palace in Roseville 
142) Needs to be revenue generating as well if hosting tourneys 
143) Depends on its location 
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144) New Promontory complex is overcrowded. Current available sports fields are in terrible 
shape and not large enough for regulation play. Enrollment in youth sports is bursting at 
the seams yet the quality and number of useable sports fields in EDH are far inferior to 
other comparable regions 

145) A second swim complex is greatly needed 
146) It would bring more attention to EDH 
147) Depends on where it would be located. 
148) For girls softball also 
149) In the right location - CSD should buy old golf course and develop it 
150) If you are planning on putting it on El Dorado Hills Boulevard and Serrano Parkway I say 

definitely no. Probably would be best placed somewhere down Latrobe road 
151) Same question from 30 years ago! 
152) Would bother residential community that it is next to 
153) The children are the future - obesity is on rise.  NEED space for children to play sports!! 
154) Not sure what tournament play entails, but I would not welcome a public venue like a 

sports arena 
155) Adding to transient visitor/traffic issues, including crime. 
156) Depends on the locale 
157) Would need to improve roads and other infrastructure.  Bike paths, open space, hotels. 
158) Use the Business Park 
159) An indoor lap pool would be nice. 
160) What is a sports complex - you are watching too much sports on TV, did you think of a 

complex for the arts? 
161) This would bring in tons of traffic 
162) How are you paying for it 
163) In the biz park 
164) Traffic associated would be bad 
165) Needs too much supportive facilities i.e. hotels etc. 
166) It would depend on the placement where it wouldn't interfere with existing residences. 

Town Center? 
167) We have Promontory Park 
168) Depends on where it is located. 
169) Yes, yes, yes!! 
170) Using open space near 50 
171) Strongly agree 
172) Its amazing that an area with so much potential, that there is so little for sports programs, 

and practice fields. Too many teams are compressed on too few fields, which makes it 
impossible to truly practice. If you don't have a large enough area you can't practice in a 
real team environment and plays to being the most potential of the teams. 

173) Only if daytime use at Bass Lake Road 
174) Only if sufficient parking and traffic concerns are addressed 
175) Don't we already have one? 
176) Agreed, if it has sufficient parking and access 
177) But it needs to be in the business park and have adequate restrooms and bleachers. 
178) Use of school property not so great. 
179) The old golf course would be a perfect venue, not next to the freeway as Serrano 

proposes. 
180) Overdue on Bass lake Road. One of the main reasons we located off of Bass lake 
181) The CSD and the promontory park need to be better utilized for this. 
182) ONLY if it is located completely away from the residential areas that would be impacted 

by light, noise & traffic 
183) We have one. 
184) If placed out toward business park to minimize traffic impact. 
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185) South of the 50, not on the old Serrano golf course/asbestos 
186) Need lights at Harvard/St. Andrews CSD Park 
187) This would be for everyone in the community, all ages. We need it. 
188) Need more hotels 
189) OUR TRAFFIC ROUTES WILL NOT HANDLE IT 
190) Depends on where, the space where the old golf course would work out well. 
191) This helps the local economy and brings vitality to the community 
192) Depends on the location.  Should be in a retail/industrial area vice residential area. 
193) Dirt infield to accommodate Girls Softball and baseball 
194) BUT NOT at Bass Lake. Better locations would be along the flat areas on Latrobe Road 

where open fields are available and NOT pushing out the riparian wildlife will be pushed 
out. 

195) In the right location adjoining other commercial uses. 
196) Agree - but it needs to be located responsibly - not in an existing neighborhood - along 

HWY 50 on the old golf course is ideal, or near the business park. 
197) A lot of money leaves EDH for this.  I have a son in two sports, so I speak from 

experience! 
198) No more sports complex. too much traffic 
199) If it's not near my house. 
200) Being in the leadership of a large sports organization here in town, I am acutely aware of 

the shortage of field space. turf would be ideal 
201) It depends on where it was placed & the impact it has on traffic & footprint 
202) I don't want a large complex with a bunch of baseball fields stacked together. I want a 

large park with walking trails and open grassy fields that follow the natural contours of the 
land. Some ball fields are good too, but not a bunch 

203) This should not be planned in the middle of a residential area - near the business park 
makes sense 

204) We are a rural county; our 'urban' area (EDH) is more town than city. People in towns 
TRAVEL to complexes. You can't have both. Put the money into a system of access via 
transportation. 

205) The revenue it would generate would be unbelievable. With tournaments come people 
who need places to stay/eat and shop. It would help out the Town Center immensely and 
give our boys and girls a nice place to play their respective sports 

206) On the old Serrano golf course 
207) Perfect addition to the business park. The problem would be getting back and forth to it. 
208) But not on EDH Blvd as you would need 1/3 to 1/2 for parking 
209) A sports complex could boost tourism and stimulate the local economy. 
210) I think EDH could use a multi use complex (could involve sports too) that could serve as 

a larger "town hall" type of meeting place....used for various individual and community 
functions 
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Question 13 (1550 Respondents) 
What are El Dorado Hills 3 greatest attributes? 
Upscale Inexpensive Close to everything 

Safety Beauty Clean 

Secure Quiet Beauty 

Clean Beautiful Quiet 

Small community 
  Small town feel 
  Clean air Good water Lots of space 

The community center has program 
for everyone of all ages 

It is beautiful and well taken 
care of That's it!!! 

Cleanliness Country atmosphere Newness- hiking trails 

Rural feel Hills and views Trees 

Living above the fog line most of 
the time Trees 

Not too crowded but feels like it’s 
headed that way 

Well planned development Hiking trails Rural setting 

Natural beauty Upscale development Proximity to upscale shopping 

Beauty of trees and plants 
Good upscale development of 
homes and shops Good proximity to shopping 

Great schools Quiet; nice homes We love our bubble :o) 

Low crime 
Great sense of community 
(small town feel) 

Nature (views, wild animals, open 
space) 

Static growth 
  Hills Open space Oaks 

The library Community feel Low housing density 

Natural setting - open space 

Low housing density with 
surrounding green space 
"what happened to the 
"village concept" Community library 

Library is a wonderful feature Village shopping center is attractive and pleasant 

Town center Serrano Schools 

Centrally located, so that we're 
close to most things we need 

Serrano has great 
walking/running trails A stunning public library 

Oak trees Village concept Schools 

"Rural" feel to community - open 
space 

Close proximity to outdoor 
activities - hiking, skiing, etc Town center 

Open spaces 
Not a lot of fast food, big box 
stores, etc Space around the houses 

Beauty Safety Convenience of groceries etc 

Parks 
Well kept houses and 
neighborhoods Open space 

Open space Parks CSD 

Good schools Small town feel; not overcrowded 

Open space 
  Friendly people People help others Lots of nice kids 

Senior activities Kids with manners People help others 

Residential, quiet, safe 

Excellent and convenient 
supermarkets (Raleys & 
Nugget) Good schools 

Open space Good schools Great parks 

Open space Good schools Small town atmosphere 
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Schools Parks 
Open space (although it is getting 
less and less by the day! 

Concept of open space 
  Minimal strip malls Beautiful hills Attractive retail buildings 

Friendly people Open space Roads 

Charming town center Smallness of the town People are very friendly here 

Tranquility Beauty Safety 

Nature Rural atmosphere People are more relaxed 

People Location Community attitude and services 

Trees Parks Open space 

Smaller Friendly Beautiful 

Community Schools 
 Rural atmosphere - which is 

disappearing at a rapid pace Sense of community Large lots 

Natural surroundings/open space Community and living space Lovely downtown 

Beautiful Views Attractive Retail Buildings 
Beautiful houses, not too much 
lower priced housing 

Family oriented Spacious and quiet Dark at night 

Family friendly community Feel safe 
Love the villages in the hills and 
urban feel 

Area Homes Schools 

Nice place to live close to shopping 
but still feel a little rural. 

Nice people and no serious 
crime 

Close proximity to shopping 
without being in the city 

Sense of community Location Activities 

Smaller town feel Open space Traffic flows most of the time 

Low crime rate Few low income housing Rural atmosphere 

The rural atmosphere/nature Shopping close bye Folsom Lake/location 

Clean Friendly Planned 

Beautiful Upscale housing Good schools Quality services 

Community oriented Semi-rural nature Close to activities 

Beautiful scenery and 
neighborhoods 

Convenient to a number of 
nature and consumer based 
activities 

Proximity to Tahoe, Sacramento, 
Foothills and Napa wine country, 
and the Bay Area 

Cleanliness Community Involvement Activities 

Small town feel 
  The People The Churches High School 

Great Schools Great Landscaping 
 

Population 
What's left of the open 
undeveloped land Great schools 

Proximity to Tahoe and 
Sacramento Rural lifestyle 

Open space and large residential 
lots 

Upscale feel Foothill location/trees Smaller community 

Location Small town feel Thank god it's not like Folsom 

Views Nature 
Closeness to wide range of 
activities/places 

Natural preservation Open space Population control 

Location Quality of residents Road maintenance 

Upscale residential community Nice downtown 
 

Location to highway 50 Beautiful area/safe 
People/ Families/ Young to Senior 
nice mix 

Family Community Nice neighborhoods Good parks 
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Community involvement 
Availability of outdoor 
activities Excellent schools 

Sense of community Community center EDH blvd (easy in and out) 

Rural feel Not over built 
 Upscale Safe Quiet & relaxing 

Community Open space Peacefulness 

Safe Clean/well maintained Location/topography 

Natural beauty Committed community Neighborhood feel 

Light to moderate traffic Safe for kids 
Need more areas like New York 
Creek 

Natural Landscape Beauty/Walking 
Trails Community Schools 

Quiet 
Low levels of street lights at 
night Low levels of traffic 

Hills Open space Parks 

Rolling hills, oaks, great views Access to Folsom Lake Somewhat rural/urban setting 

Away from the big city Still fairly small Handy to shopping 

Clean Safe Well-Maintained 

Open vistas Country feel An uncluttered  Serrano 

Sense of community 
Unimproved land:  trees, 
animals Availability of shopping 

Location Location Location 

Open space and green belts Hiking and biking trails 
Quiet semi rural living close to 
nature 

Low crime No gaudy signs Little high density housing 

Proximity to outdoor activities Lack of crime Hometown feel 

Country feel 
  Family Friendly Atmosphere Schools Viewing hills, not rows of homes 

Community Kids sports availability 
Rural Feel (lack of street lights is 
great) 

Open space Indigenous flora and fauna 
Mixture of urban-like and rural-like 
charm 

Beauty Smart development Mixed use 

Low Crime Well kept homes CC&R's are enforced 

Open space Great neighborhoods Good schools 

Schools Views Weather 

Not much traffic Natural beauty Close to freeway 

Oak Trees Community Events Small community 

Schools (excellent) Crime is low Housing 

Nice homes/people Beautiful landscape Good schools 

Serrano Schools Grocery stores 

Low crime Beautiful homes Good schools 

The landscape and open space The hilly terrain 
The pride of ownership in the 
housing 

Oak Trees Small Community Community Events 

High quality schools Low crime Beautiful hills/scenery 

Family Community Size Location 

Location Space and view 
 Upper class living Quality of people Proximity to Folsom Lake 

Community People Businesses 

Location Residential / suburban Leave it as is 
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Low crime rate Affluent neighborhoods Excellent schools 

Low crime Good schools Beautiful land 

Family community Walking Not built up 

Small town feel Affluent citizens Highest quality schools 

Natural Surroundings, Mature 
Trees 

Access to Folsom lake and 
state parks Town Center, one place to go 

Natural Rural Surroundings Small Town Feel Location 

Good schools through grade 8 Beauty Not too full of shopping areas 

Good schools Public services 
 Great family area Quiet residential streets Good schools 

not being a city Country Living Open Space 

It was open space, but that is 
decreasing yearly 

It was unique housing but 
Serrano changed that (Daly 
City 2) 

It was less traffic, but that has 
change. This community if no 
longer unique. 

Schools Parks Public Safety/Fire-EMS 

Bedroom community Quiet Low crime 

Great schools Family community Natural beauty 

No streetlights Proximity to the lake 
Opportunities for community get 
togethers 

Great Schools Family Oriented Community 
Close to many recreational 
activities 

Prestigious Elements Nature Strong Sense of Community 

People Sense of community Town center 

Safe community for kids Good schools 
Easy access to Sacramento and 
Tahoe 

Town center Serrano country club CSD 

Beautifully maintained housing Open natural space Excellent maintained roads 

Open space Rural urban mix Small population 

Open space School systems 
 Quiet neighborhoods Trees, natural open spaces Excellent Schools 

Small population Open spaces Recreation 

Small town charm with easy access 
to amenities Close-knit, safe community 

Undeveloped hillsides opening up 
to beautiful views 

Open space small community safety 

Hills, scenery Schools Safe community 

Natural beauty 
Close to great outdoor 
recreation, i.e., Folsom Lake Great schools 

Strong community Youth support Safe 

Beautiful area 
Ease of mobility (most of the 
time) Family friendly 

Small community Beautiful homes on larger lots Close to the country 

Safety Communities Schools 

Good schools Good athletic facilities Good grocery shopping 

Open space Access to recreation Community 

Schools Lower population Trees 

Small town appeal with good 
schools Open space 

Local businesses - Town Center 
area 

Quiet High income level Many parks 

Oak trees Foothills Good schools 

Rural Charm Family Friendly Upscale Appeal 

Lots of natural space Not too crowded Friendly 
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Beautiful rolling hills Good bike trails Nice community pool 

Balance with Nature 
Residential First, Business 
and Retail 2nd Proximity to jobs elsewhere 

Country feel Schools Parks 

Foothills 
Separate county from 
Sacramento Still somewhat small relatively 

The beautiful landscaping The well maintained homes The rolling hills 

Access to community events in 
Town Center and CSD 

Access to all levels of K - 12 
Education 

Location of Mountains, Rivers, 
Lakes 

Location Country Quite 

Rural feeling 
Good blending of shopping 
areas Nice people & library 

Natural beauty Proximity to recreation Community 

Small town feel Good services Decent retail 

Access to the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains 

Access to the South Fork 
American River Small Community 

Good schools Nice custom homes Open spaces and walking trails 

Sense of community Views Closeness to the lake 

Quality of life Scenery Ease to other shopping areas 

Overall housing density Master planned communities A great place for kids to grow up 

Safety Family friendly Beauty 

Beautiful scenery in the form of 
oak-studded, rolling hills. 

Low-density rural environment 
and property values kept high 
by the law of supply and 
demand and by having a low-
density, rural style of living 
close enough to urban areas 
to make them accessible. Dark nights and quiet. 

Quasi-rural Less sprawling Quaint 

Natural beauty Climate Newer 

Location Safety Quality of life 

Natural beauty 
Low population 
density/suburban Town Center 

Quiet Safe Friendly 

Great schools Safe Small community 

Folsom Lake & trails Good schools 
Nice layout, commercial stuff is on 
the north & south 

Small town feel Open spaces Cleanliness 

Community People Scenery 

Safety Beauty Not too crowded yet!!!!!!! 

Beauty Town center View 

Having a voice in its future 
Trying to preserve a rural 
atmosphere Being green 

Great community Very family oriented Lots of trees and open spaces 

Beautiful Oak studded rolling hills 
Less traffic than Sacramento 
County 

Up above air, noise and 
population pollution of the valley 

Parks 
  Folsom Lake Schools Serrano CC 

Quiet Good neighbors Beautiful scenery 

Schools Parks/recreation 
Retail, office and industrial 
industry 
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Location Schools Safety 

Open spaces Hills without buildings Rural feel and look 

Family community Good schools Good commute to city 

Crime free Clean 
Residents have respect to live in 
EDH 

Low density housing Parks Open space 

Open space Undeveloped space Small community 

Size of population 
Good variety of programs at 
the CSD Business park 

Rural lifestyle Low crime level 
 People Schools Beauty 

Ambiance Good schools Well maintained 

Natural beauty Community planning (zoning) Community pride/involvement 

Small, Friendly Neighborhoods Above the Fog Belt Great Senior Housing 

Great family community Natural beauty 
 Parks Proximity to Folsom Shopping Proximity to Medical and Hospital 

People's friendliness Location Weather 

The open space it does have Folsom Lake Trails 

Safe Clean Affluent 

The beautiful views in a gorgeous 
setting. Some attempts to preserve 
The quality of the foothill setting. Schools Friendly people/safe area 

Strong Sense of Community Safe Attractive (for the most part) 

limited restaurants available Kids sporting events 
 Rural Small town Educated populace 

Adjacent to major industries, good 
jobs Great schools Exclusivity 

Town Center Nice houses 
 Location Feeling of community Natural setting 

Location Quality of life Schools 

Small Affluent 
Not overrun with shoe stores, gas 
stations and other crap retail 

Small town feel, country living CONSERVATIVE Quiet and peaceful 

Good community feel 
Not too congested, good 
quality of life Safe, low crime rate 

Not too congested Pretty safe Family-friendly 

Rural feel yet close to amenities Family oriented Lots of outdoor open space 

Lack of street lights Open spaces 

Centered shopping areas within 
fair travel times and freeway 
access 

Great location and scenery Good school system Caring community 

Rural 
Close to Folsom if you want 
the City Higher Socioeconomic Class 

Open space Community events Safety 

Open space Schools Community 

Small town feeling but with city 
amenities Trees, trails, and parks Family-oriented 

Rural  community Friendly Trees/ lake/ open space 

Scenery Amenities Schools 

Rural - yet a good mix 
Close to city services - 
libraries, etc. 

Quiet - yet short drive to Folsom 
businesses 
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Rural community Close to city services Quiet 

New York creek trail The archery range The rocks, for painting 

Low crime Road quality Town center 

Semi - rural feel and lifestyle 
Beauty of open space - 
please preserve Family values and goo schools 

The open landscape Not allot of retail businesses Great schools 

Schools Parks 
Semi rural character with lots of 
open space! 

Rural living Great family living Conservative values intact 

Schools Safety Clean 

Quiet Family friendly Good schools 

It has very few transient (rental 
units) units 

Its quiet and we can go to 
Folsom or Sacramento to 
shop 

Keep it single family houses and 
not rental units 

Not over populated Quality residents Pride in ownership 

Controlled , classy growth Weather Great access to SF and Tahoe 

Family centered Town center Great schools 

Distance from Sacramento Demography Family nearby 

Woodsy Spacious homes Beautiful view of Folsom lake 

El Dorado Hills senior center CSD Library 

Safe environment Good public schools Good quality retail and restaurants 

Open natural spaces. 
Well desired development 
(business and residences) Rural feeling 

Low crime Safety Views 

Active senior center Clean Organized 

It's in el dorado county 
  Safe environment Good schools Several close by grocery stores 

Well planned Excellent senior center!!! Many activities available 

Proximity to lake, trails and 
shopping Community activities 

 Town center Trees Small town feeling 

Beauty in town center Activity in town center 

Community Town center Trees 

Convenient grocery stores Friendly people Safe 

Safe Stores Sports 

Schools Housing Semi-Rural Environment 

Folsom lake Rolling hills 
 Overall quality of life--e.g. family 

friendly Dining 
Concerts/art festivals/other 
entertainment 

Senior center 
Beautiful!!!! lived here since 
'82 on 5 acres Safe!!!! 

Location 
  Youth programs Senior programs Well maintained landscape 

Family friendly Family participation 
 Open spaces Easy access to freeways Lakes and rivers 

Small community feel 
Growing local shopping/dining 
options Location! 

Villages Feeling of open space Climate 

People Location Security 

Easy access to freeway 
Beautiful open space-keep 
them The nice people 
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City center i.e. town center Not crowded and busy Friendly people 

Community Safe Family friendly 

Good schools The senior center Good food stores 

Housing developments - HOA's Town Center Parks 

Location Class of people Great medical availability 

It's people Schools Community involvement 

Open space 
Close to hwy 50 and sac, bay 
area, Tahoe Village concept 

Outside of the major city of sac Clearer skies 
 Great community for raising a 

family 
The ruralness of the area and 
yet close to conveniences 

Great schools with high academic 
standards 

Raising a family Great schools Shopping and entertainment 

Community of people Geography 
Proximity to forest, mountains, 
lakes 

Family community Tremendous potential 

Rural feel High end Beautiful new neighborhoods 

Location Weather Diverse Community 

Low crime Low density Outdoor activities 

Safe Beauty Location 

Natural and scenic Good school districts 
 Small community Low crime Open space 

Open space Large property lots Small town/community feeling 

Access to outdoor activities. Moderated continual growth. Community feel. 

Community Schools Housing 

Location - access to urban Vegetation - natural beauty 

Oak trees 
Beautiful land/hills (open) 0 
homes Safe, well kept areas, good people 

Open natural space 

Villages contiguous to form 
greater community - get small 
and large benefits 

Rural, but 
amenities/business/retail are near 

Open spaces Oak trees Communities (villages) 

Good schools Very few transients 
 Rural Families Town Center 

Vacation Destination Feel Near Wine Country 
Not over developed like say 
Rocklin 

Family atmosphere Beautiful environment Very little "commercial look" 

Trails Open spaces Parks 

Friendliness Health-conscience 
Location, close to Sacramento, 
mountains and ocean 

Open space Parks Recreational activities 

Small town atmosphere Friendly people Beautiful countryside 

Families Single Family Residences Safety 

Rural feel Community groups Community input 

Planned Development Tight Community Excellent Schools 

Beauty Close to Tahoe Great families 

Closer to Nature Nice Schools Very nice views 

Still small Open space No transients 

Beautiful Not too crowded Educated population 

Distance from urban Sacramento Limited traffic Low crime 

Open spaces/ not over developed Accessible amenities Great parks 

Open space Location Not congested 
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Safe community Great schools Proximity to outdoor activities 

Feels rural but has all amenities 
nearby but not in the community Small town feel Little traffic 

The CSD Board only serves for a 
short time Schools 

 Safe environment Sense of community Community desire to improve 

Affordable housing/large lots Great schools Access to Lake Tahoe/Bay Area 

Clean, tidy Family friendly Good schools 

Close to Folsom Open Space and Trees Location to Lake 

It is still a small town. 
Relatively low traffic 
congestion Low crime rate 

Peaceful Quiet Law abiding 

Housing Schools Weather 

Open space No big shopping malls like the Galleria 

Small town feel Beautiful open space Sports 

Concerts in the park Safety Good public schools 

Location 
  Minimal low income housing CSD Town center 

Low on crimes committed Close knit neighborhoods Good schools and Grocery stores 

Sense of Community Upscale Good schools 

Quiet neighborhoods 
  Beauty of landscape Small town feel Great schools 

Good schools Clean air Lots of trees and open space 

People Schools Community 

Rolling hills/beauty Oak trees Traffic 

Small close knit community Great schools Urban yet Rural 

Proximity to other places like Tahoe 
and SF Safe Good local stores and restaurants 

It's semi rural areas 
  Oak trees Proximity to Folsom Lake CSD 

Safe place Schools Not too crowded 

Great people 
Close to Folsom Lake and 
nature Quite living 

Senior center Senior housing Open space 

Schools Town center Open space 

Town Center 
  Peacefulness Residential quality 

 

The schools The open space 
The small number of commercial 
and retail business 

Family Oriented Good Schools Target 

Clean Nice shopping for basics Homey 

Open space Close community 
 Trees Views People 

Rural Feeling Good Schools Open Spaces 

The open and natural terrain 
Mature oaks and beautiful 
views 

Close to the shopping and 
amenities offered in town and 
other nearby communities 

Easy access to so much - outdoor 
rec, city benefits. Hills with native oak trees 

Open apace Well planned community Town center 
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Proximity to more developed areas 
Open space vs. high density 
building 

Proximity to forest land e.g. Lake 
Tahoe, etc. 

Not too much traffic Pretty area Not too crowded 

Nice people Limited low income Low crime 

High mix of natural areas with 
housing Beauty of the housing Community pride 

The overall quality and feel of El 
Dorado Hills as a whole Cleanliness 

The presentation and look of El 
Dorado Hills 

Residential ambiance Town Center Schools 

Emphasis on Family values Safety Small town feel 

Towne Center Open Space 
We don't have all the retail traffic 
issues of Folsom 

High School Community Center Library 

Hills (undeveloped) Larger yards/property Town center 

Small town community: i.e. concert 
in the park, Santa breakfast, etc Great schools Safe 

Beautiful natural setting removed 
from the city. 

Quality  and top  performing 
schools 

Great library and community to 
raise a family. 

Open space Access to highway 50 Rural areas 

Family oriented No department store 
 Semi rural Low crime Close to everything 

Quality of life Maintaining rural feeling Schools 

Location Housing Environment 

Close to things to do yet rural 
enough, nice balance Not in Sacramento county Attracts good people 

Views 

Proximity to great things 
(Lakes, rivers, San Fran, 
Tahoe) Community feel 

Small community Safe community Residential community 

CSD Events Town Center Events Public Parks 

Weather Great schools 
 Openness of rolling hills Quiet, serene Not overbuilt 

Open space Lack of density Natural landscape 

Limited congestion Beautiful Hills Above the city/weather 

Combining urban and rural feel Good schools Small town feel 

Near recreation Schools Neighborhood and community 

We'll kept, upscale housing Rolling hills Good schools / low crime 

Open space 
Lack of congestion on the 
roads Oak trees 

Safe Clean Affordable 

Rolling hills Above average housing Town Center 

Parks Weather Schools 

Small town appeal Down town CSD 

Location in relation to Tahoe and 
SF Trees Hills 

Great schools Good climate Natural open space 

Affluence Community Vibe Reasonably low crime 

Open space Natural areas 
Country feel with modern 
amenities close by 

Folsom Lake Proximity to Tahoe Public parks 

Location and Trees Less traffic Scenic 
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Natural beauty Schools Housing 

Safety Parks Community 

School system Low population density 
 

Schools 
Variety of parks and services 
provided to the community 

Location relative to mountains, 
cities, lakes, and roads. 

Bedroom community Not crowded Open space 

Small town feel, i.e.; community 
events etc Natural landscape Quality of housing 

Lack of low income housing Community feeling How clean the area is 

Safety 
  Cost of housing Natural beauty Nice people 

Small Town Feel Mix of rural/city life Quiet 

Lack of retail Open space Good schools 

Proximity to Sacramento San 
Francisco and Tahoe 

Clean and beautifully 
maintained Ease of walking/ biking 

Schools Low traffic Open space 

Beauty Climate Family Feel 

We are a COMMUNITY, not just a 
suburban town or city where no one 
talks to each other. 

EDH is a unique mix of rural 
and suburban; a bridge 
between the more urban 
Folsom and Sac area, and the 
more rural communities up 
the hill. 

Great parks, open spaces, and a 
good start on trails. Keep it up. 

Community Natural beauty Under populated 

Target Restaurants Cleanliness 

Limiting the size.  Don't want the 
size of Folsom, too congested. Excellent schools Adequate services 

Open Space Country Feel Lack of Traffic 

Country Feel ... not too built up 
Mostly residential 
neighborhood Close proximity to other sights 

Small town/community feel 
Trails/parks conducive to 
active lifestyle 

Beautiful views/scenery - 
aesthetically pleasing town! 

The "away from it all" feel. Near wilderness. Close to Folsom Lake 

Traffic Location Green space 

Weather Small community Friendly people 

High quality housing Open fields Slower town less traffic 

High quality living 
Open feel w/Oak and olive 
trees Safe family neighborhood 

Location to Sacramento and Tahoe Community spirit Friendly atmosphere 

Beauty Sense of community Excellent schools 

Location Location Location 

Small and quiet Good schools Low crime 

Open space Trails Quiet 

Beautiful views and landscape 
No street lights - allows to see 
stars and moon at night 

Upscale homes and retail - lovely, 
safe area in which to live 

The ease of driving The natural open space Rural 

Natural beauty Community /people Quiet of residential areas 

Green spaces, trees 
Easy access to restaurants, 
movies 

Not too busy (though traffic jams 
are increasing) 

Weather Services for Senior Citizens Parks and Dog Parks 

Still primarily residential Adequate retail not overblown Crime is still LOW 
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CSD Parks, Open Spaces, Ridges Town Center 

Location Convenience Safety 

The open space and hills 
The small town feel and 
safety 

Not over populated with chain 
restaurants and big box stores 

Location Cleanliness Safety 

Small community feel Open space Hills 

Residential area Community spirit Minimal retail 

Rural areas Lots of trees Lots of parks 

Residential Clean Safe 

Bedroom community 

With town center now up I feel 
we have a nice mix of 
commercial Solid schools 

Family oriented neighborhood 
Not as many businesses as 
Sacramento Quiet, charming, small community. 

Not offering affordable housing Retaining property values Exclusiveness 

Housing Sufficient retail 
Small town feel (unlike Folsom 
and other nearby towns) 

Family Friendly Close, supportive community 
Not too commercialized which 
draws too much traffic 

Lower density 
Currently no excessive 
apartments Proximity to Folsom Lake 

Natural setting Community parks Great schools 

Not a city Open space Uncrowned rural living 

Open space Quite Light traffic 

Trees/rural feel Great Schools Open spaces and parks 

Open Space Small Town Feel Lack of Traffic 

Quality of life Low crime rate Overall affluence 

Rural feel Family oriented Exclusive 

Open space Good schools Involved residents 

Small town feel Close to shopping not in EDH Good schools 

Hometown feel Clean Lake 

Location Schools Open space 

Small community feel Town center Good schools 

Schools Open space Trails 

Schools People Safety 

Location Open space Traffic 

Freedom from crime Clean Prosperous 

Low crime Sense of community Good schools 

Rural feel Open space No big box stores 

Family friendly neighborhoods Good schools Small town charm 

Supports raising families -- 
excellent schools, parks, recreation, 
pools, etc. 

Separation from Folsom, 
Cameron Park -- it's own 
identity 

Balance of open space, 
residential, commercial, business, 
etc. 

Beauty Location growing 

Natural setting , beauty Amazing schools Not being a city 

Rural setting 
  Beauty Open spaces City layout 

Less industry Natural beauty Quiet neighborhoods 

Small community Lots of trees Not too much traffic 

Schools Beauty Location 
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Safety & security Schools 
Proximity to both Tahoe & 
Sacramento 

People 
  Not too crowded with retail & office 

complexes Convenient 
Natural beauty.  We need to 
preserve. 

Low density Low crime Lack of traffic 

Small town feel Safety Natural open spaces 

Safety Pace of life 
A mixture of urban-like and rural-
like charm 

Common space design (landscape 
and architecture ) Potential for trails Availability of services 

Proximity to High Way 50 Schools 
 Movie theater Community park Town center 

Environment - hike bike Business park Closeness to Tahoe 

The Rock Bass Lake freeway entrance EDH freeway entrance 

Well maintained 
Ease of access to Lake 
Tahoe and Sacramento 

 

Nature Outdoor activities 
Balance of real estate and open 
space. 

Town Center Complex Freeway Access Buckeye Schools 

Unique community that stands 
apart Not a city but more rural Beautiful place to live 

Great schools Community Location 

Quiet suburb Safe 
  Open space 

 
Open space Natural areas 

Clean 
 

Relatively Safe Community Atmosphere 

Easy access to Highway 50 Natural habitat  left untouched 
Small community I live in 
(Bridlewood Canyon) 

Small town feel Clean 
 

No light pollution 

Country living with nature 
Continue to maintain high 
functioning schools Reduce crimes 

Oak trees Parks 
 

Large lots 

Community activities Kid friendly Senior opportunities 

Parks 
 

Open spaces Community 

Affluence 
 

Community involvement Scenery 

Community 
 

Safety 
 

Entertainment 

Small size 
 

Safety 
 

Nature views 

Safe 
 

Family friendly Beauty 

Zoning 
 

Open space Family friendly 

Open natural land space SMALL community 
 Open space 

 
Trails 

 
Low density housing 

Scenery 
 

People 
 

Trees 

Location 
 

Available land Town Center 

Rural flavor 
 

Just far enough away from 
Sacramento Below the snow and above the fog 

Quality of life 
 

Schools 
 

Small community feel 

Open space 
 

Lack of high density housing 
Currently has sufficient residential 
to business ratio 

No beggars on the street corners 
No "tagging"  painting on 
structures Less traffic and smog 

Homes/Developments Schools 
 

Shopping/Entertainment 
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Focus on children Outstanding schools Friendly neighbors 

Safety 
 

Open space Neighborhoods 

Good schools 
 

Family environment Community activities 

Natural beauty 
 

Climate 
 

Cost of living 

Gated communities 
Park and Ride - buses (need 
more) Parks maintained 

Beautiful trail 
 

Town Center Community/Community activities 

Beautiful natural landscape Small community Great schools 

Rural open space 
Low level of low income 
properties Park system 

Small Community Feel Beautiful parks Nice People 

Beautiful homes Beautiful parks Great people 

Gorgeous hills and landscape Town Center Trails & parks 

Hills and views 
 

Business park Weather 

Beautiful 
 

Safe 
 

Community 

Open space 
 

Few apartment complexes 

Separate from Folsom, no surface 
road connection except Green 
Valley 

Bedroom community Semi rural Proximity to Folsom 

The quiet neighborhoods The small town feel Lack of industrial and retail areas 

Small Town Feel 
Well kept 
neighborhoods/streets Sense of small community 

Good schools 
 

Folsom lake Wholesome residents 

Friendly people 
 

Beautiful area Great location 

Natural beauty 
 

Architecture of buildings Great place to live 

Climate 
 

Proximity to American River 
Parkway Affluence/ quality of schools 

Great place to raise a family Sense of community Safe 

Natural Open Space Undeveloped Hills Natural Trees and Vegetation 

Family oriented people Beautiful natural landscape Small town feel 

Close to Sacramento but not a city Natural beauty 
Less developed areas & open 
space 

Hills and trees 
    

It is a smaller community 

It is surrounded and has kept 
the natural environment to a 
large degree 

People care about their 
community 

Landscape 
 

Life Style 
  Safety 

 
Quality of area Not overcrowded 

Parks 
 

Nature trails Community events 

The open rolling hills Beautiful sunset/sunrise skies The humble community 

A feeling of community. 

Mostly residential, with a nice 
blend of retail and industry in 
the south area. 

Plenty of open spaces, hills, oak 
trees. 

Hills 
 

Weather 
 

Upkeep 

Education 
 

Quality of Community Low Crime 

No crime issues Great schools 
Remote and isolated from 
Sacramento, but not too far 

Schools 
 

Hills and trees Town center 

Small town feel 
 

Open space Family 

Natural beauty 
 

Less traffic congestion than 
Folsom Convenient location 
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Parks 
 

People 
 

Access to open space 

People 
 

Scenery 
 

Safe community 

Location 
 

Community Beautiful nature 

Senior center 
 

Senior housing Open space 

Beauty 
 

Small feel 
 

Not a lot of traffic 

Rural area 
 

Small town feel Classy 

Minimal lights 
 

Beautiful natural spaces Town Center 

Community 
 

Open space 
 Well planned 

    

The foothill terrain Sense of community 
Less congestion than areas below 
us 

People 
 

School 
  

Still have open spaces Wildlife 
 

Not over populated with retail but 
close enough to drive into Folsom 
as needed 

The parks 
 

Town center events The schools 

Above the fog 
 

Trees 
 

Foothills 

The village style communities Home prices Location 

Open space 
 

Schools 
 

Location 

People 
 

Trails and walking areas Open spaces 

Town center and activities The people 
Close to everything but not too 
close 

Schools 
 

Family friendly Nature 

Great schools 
 

Bedroom community close to 
other municipal areas with full 
services 

Plenty of native open space still 
remaining and easy to access 

Great schools 
 

Easy access to recreation and 
open space opportunities 

Suburban community with little 
congestion 

Scenery 
 

Outdoor trails Close community 

Safe family community Location to hwy Small town feel 

Life style 
    Safety 
 

Scenery 
 

Town center 

Location 
 

Weather 
 

Schools 

No traffic 
 

Well maintained landscape Safe 

People 
 

Less crime Open space 

CSD 
 

Town center Beauty 

Lifestyle 
 

Location 
 

Schools 

The rolling hills 
 

The beautiful upkeep of 
homes in the area The peace and quite 

Natural beauty 
 

Tasteful development of 
homes and retail 

CSD offerings/community 
involvement 

Schools 
 

Low crime rate Proximity to Tahoe and sac 

Beauty of the open space and oak 
trees Very good schools Majority single family homes 

Safe (Low Crime) 
Clean (people generally take 
care of themselves) Beautiful 

Open space 
 

Not over crowded yet Very Clean 

Small size 
 

Schools 
 

Rural atmosphere 

Safe 
 

Good schools Open space 

Physical beauty if the hills & open 
spaces Good schools Low crime 
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Small town atmosphere 
Access to 
shopping/dining/entertainment Charm 

Community 
 

Great places to eat 
 People 

 
Open space Trails 

Great location 
 

Natural beauty 
 Community 

 
Small Business Support Schools 

Good schools 
 

Lots of parks Lots of open space 

Open space 
 

Great schools Friendly people 

Natural beauty 
 

The small, yet strong, 
community atmosphere 

The strong selection of family-
friendly businesses and 
entertainment venues (stores, 
restaurants, etc.) 

No low income housing Upscale living Not a city government 

Realness 
 

Open space Scenic beauty 

Natural open space Limited big box retail Good schools 

Open spaces 
 

Nice housing Nice amenities 

Strong sense of community 
Beautiful scenery, lots of open 
space Attractive looking retail areas 

Rolling hills 
 

Downtown Town Center Small town atmosphere 

Schools 
 

Safety 
 

Cleanliness 

Schools 
 

Feeling of community 
Access to mountains, 
lakes/rivers....location in general 

Location 
 

Schools 
 

Active community 

great schools 
 

Friendly people Nice parks 

Low-density population and ease of 
movement from any area of town 
(except at school start/release 
times). There really should've been 
a walking bridge built over Silva 
Valley at Golden Eagle Drive. 

Wide-open and well-
maintained views and roads. 

Availability of recreational 
activities. 

Community activities Small town atmosphere Attractive neighborhoods 

Being a quiet, safe, children-friendly residential area (which is fading away) 

Climate 
 

Socio-economic 
demographics Open space 

Nice, small community No major stores/businesses 

Open space and trails 
Community oriented and still 
small enough to be so Lots of natural space 

Weather 
 

Home value Small 

Nice place to live Nice parks Very little traffic problems 

Open space 
 

Less traffic 
 

Nice homes 

Location 
 

Country club Topography 

Clean 
 

Not crowded Trees 

Sense of community School quality Open spaces 

Small community feel Schools 
 

Keeping out fast food restaurant 

Schools 
 

Open Spaces Oak Trees 

Schools 
 

Community events Open spaces 

Good schools 
 

Good place to raise a family Location 

Lifestyle 
 

Town center Openness 

Natural beauty (hills, lake, trees) 
Trail system (but needs 
expansion) 

Quality of local 
businesses/retail/restaurants 

Open space 
 

Senior center Rural feel 
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Town Center 
 

Very low density, quasi-rural 
residential character Safety 

Town Center shopping center. 
Serrano/adjacent housing 
communities. 

Access to retail shopping/dining in 
Folsom. 

Family friendly 
 

Good schools Clean 

Community Feel Safety 
 

Beauty of area 

Great schools 
 

Mostly single family homes Individual neighborhoods 

Still feels small 
 

Shopping &development Very clean 

Low crime 
 

Family friendly Good churches 

Schools 
    Low traffic 
 

Low Crime Beautiful area 

Open space / nature trails Safe community Low density 

Quality of Life 
 

Safety 
 

Location 

Open space and golden hills 
Distance to the bay and 
Tahoe 

Convenience to get to places but 
yet far enough away from the 
"city" 

Natural open space Quality schools Family friendly/small town feel 

Small family community Not a lot of businesses CSD activities 

Location- above fog and below 
snow 

Safety- upper end economic 
base usually has good fire 
protection and law 
enforcement and is less 
tolerant to people who don't 
contribute to society 

Not a city- Cities tend to add too 
many layers of government which 
leads to misuse of funds 

Schools 
 

Low crime rate High standard of living 

Community events Beautiful scenery Target 

Easy to get around Convenient Safe for kids 

Quiet and peaceful 
Good location between the 
mountains and downtown Beautiful natural surroundings 

Safety 
 

Schools 
 

Natural areas 

Neighborhoods Open space Few street lights 

Services and events at CSD Parks 
 

Lake access 

The small affluent community The lack of traffic The rolling hills 

family oriented/great schools 
open space/beauty and 
commercial mix 

Community resources (library, 
sports fields, sr. center...) 

Location 
 

Good schools Safe neighborhoods 

Family focus 
 

Outdoor activities Friendliness of others 

Family 
 

Small community 
 Not congested 

 
Beautiful trails, parks Open spaces 

Location relative to Sac Community, small town feel Weather 

Rural suburbs 
 

Demographics 
Relative location to Tahoe and 
Sac 

Access to both urban and rural. Beautiful vistas. Respect for green/open spaces. 

Nice open spaces Very residential Larger lots 

Natural beauty/open space Large lot housing Proximity to SF and Tahoe 

Excellent schools (k-12) Beautiful parks Affordable, large homes 

Location to Sacramento/Tahoe Quality of housing Open spaces 

Bedroom community Family oriented Schools 

Great schools 
 

Good shopping Not the valley 

Views of hills in their natural state Town center shopping and community 
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Best wrestling club training for 
young athletes Best academic high school 

Excellent place to raise an 
achieving family 

Beauty 
 

Easy access to things Design 

Small 
 

Friendly 
 

Open minded 

The views of the hills 

Retail to meet most daily 
needs reducing the need to 
go elsewhere 

Town Center and park with 
community activities 

Preserved nature 
Expensive housing, (i.e. you 
need a good job to live here) 

Elute stigma & Very few chain 
stores & few fast food restaurants. 

Community 
 

Maintained public spaces 
(Serrano parkway) Amenities 

Controlled Growth Availability of services Community pride 

Beautiful, safe place for families 
The green area that was our 
golf course Development of Town center 

Community 
 

Still rural 
 

Schools 

People/Community Local Business/Retail Secluded (low freeway access) 

Nice Shops 
 

Nice Housing Nice Places to Eat 

Small town feel 
 

Good schools Community spirit 

Family oriented CSD activities Great Schools 

A lot of countryside Attractive shopping areas Quiet 

"small" village concept 
Single family homes on large, 
open lots Friendly people 

Nature 
 

Safety 
 

Community 

Convenience to shopping and 
services, e.g. medical, places of 
worship New community, clean, neat 

Proximity to recreation, Folsom 
Lake, Tahoe, Wineries, 

Community/schools Size 
 

Low crime rate 

Nature 
 

Safe 
 

Not too much traffic 

Sense of Community 

Small retail, not a lot of strip 
malls like Folsom and other 
areas. They are close enough 
to go to but don't want them 
here 

Great outdoor and open space - 
LOVE IT! 

Weather 
 

Good shopping Roads are not congested 

Rural feeling 
 

Community values Good schools 

Preserving Nature Community Open Space 

Rural 
 

Open space Quite 

Views of nature. 

Large lot size for single family 
homes, particularly in 
established neighborhoods 

Town Center for shopping, dining, 
and community events. 

Schools 
 

Community Family friendly 

People 
 

Schools 
 

Environment 

Use of natural green belts Distance from Sacramento Tight community cohesion 

Safety 
 

Great school beautiful environment 

Beautiful hills - nature Great views Town center 

Sophisticated Country Living 
Close commute to places of 
employment 

Town Center Small Town retail 
center 

Location 
 

People 
 

Community 

Location 
 

Felling of community Cleanliness 

Great schools 
 

Family/community events Nice parks 

Views 
 

Quality of life Home values 
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Community Support Schools 
 

Smaller town feel 

Low crime 
 

Clean 
 

Pretty 

Safety 
 

Beauty 
 

Size 

Open space 
 

Safe 
 

Clean 

Location 
 

Location 
 

Beauty 

Maintenance of natural landscape. Not too crowded. Town Center. 

Schools 
 

Village concept Large lots 

Natural Beauty 
 

Good schools Nice homes 

Schools 
 

Parks 
 

Community events 

Good neighbors Country like atmosphere Low crime 

People 
 

Culture 
 

Beauty 

Family friendly activities 
Town center shopping and 
events 

Active environment and 
community 

Roads 
 

People 
 

Nature beauty 

High end living 
 

No riff raff 
 

Minimal inclusionary housing 

Quiet 
 

Safe 
 

Not crowded 

Open space 
 

Nice landscaping Nice shopping 

Sense of belonging to a community Great schools Natural beauty 

Open space 
 

Natural beauty Low crime 

Bedroom community Low level of commercialism Quiet/private 

Family friendly 
 

Safe 
 

Clean/beautiful 

Aesthetic residential communities 
Commercial/ shopping 
centers Natural preservation 

Rural 
 

Scenery 
 

Safe 

Lack of traffic 
 

Rural feel 
 

Lack of spotlights 

Community 
 

Open space Views 

Grassy oak hills The people Close to urban but not urban 

Beauty of open spaces 
Fairly self contained with 
shopping and activities Clean 

Schools 
 

Families 
 

Activities 

Suburban atmosphere Open spaces Town Center 

Hills 
 

Quietness Beauty 

The hills 
 

Open space Small town feel 

Safety 
 

Good family living Quiet 

Schools 
 

CSD 
 

Town Center 

Small-town feel 
 

Safe neighborhoods The CSD and other parks 

Family environment Sense of community 

CSD is doing a great job with 
activities, but we could always use 
additional varieties. 

Location 
 

Land 
 

Climate 

Excellent public schools 
New Town Center (summer 
concerts and events) Quiet 

Low crime 
 

Access to sierras Close to retail 

Natural landscape Openness Community town center 

Location 
 

Quiet 
 

Schools 

Family Orientation Safety 
 

Beauty 

Town Center 
 

Location 
 

Low crime 

Community / People Size 
 

Social activities 

Location 
 

Flora and fauna Open spaces 

Great Archery Range 
Quiet well kept roadways 
except r/s EDH Blvd 

Not overcrowded. Appears well 
planned 
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Small town feel with close 
amenities to other larger cities Good schools Beautiful landscape 

People 
 

Location 
 

Population 

The Hills and rural-like environment Weather 
 

Family-oriented community 

Community 
 

Housing 
 

Shopping 

Natural beauty 
 

Space 
 

Not crowded and overwhelming 

Suburban/rural feel Beautiful rolling hills Upscale shopping and dining 

Cleanliness 
 

Location 
 

Boat owners 

Community 
 

Friendliness Cleanliness 

Community spirit Beautiful landscape People 

A family oriented community 
although this has diminished with 
growth Good Schools 

Community events; sports and 
activities 

It feels like a small town. 

It has less apartments than 
Folsom.  Apartments and 
condos give areas increased 
crime and give it a city feeling. Limited franchise businesses 

Family friendly 
 

Parks 
 

Schools 

Serrano parkway area 

Good traffic flow, minimal 
stoplights and stops on EDH 
and Bass Lake 

Rural feel to the community, but 
still developed 

Rural type feel 
 

Higher class of people Feel safe 

Town center 
 

Families 
 

Schools 

Money 
 

Tax base 
 

Not enough water to support much 
more growth. 

Safe 
 

Family friendly Location (close to recreation) 

Quiet 
 

Spacious 
 

Remote 

Foothills 
 

Family Atmosphere Small Town feel 

Location close to but outside 
Sacramento. Location close to Folsom lake 

Nice neighborhoods Lots of open space Feeling of community 

Great housing currently Good streets Good community resources 

Good schools 
 

Cleanliness Good trails 

It's not too crowded Great place to raise a family 
Access ( close to Tahoe and San 
Fran) 

Safety 
 

Beautiful but Serrano is a joke 

Beauty of trails, lake, and overall 
scenery 

Pride of ownership by 
property owners 

Low crime rates and great 
schools, don't mess this up like 
Elk Grove or Folsom by allowing 
more low income or section 8 
housing!!! 

Demographics 
 

Housing 
 

Location 

Quality of construction, amenities in 
town center Good quality real estate 

Location (near mountains AND the 
city) 

Small town feeling Great schools Great grocery stores 

Family Friendly 
 

High income per capita Schools 

LOCATION 
 

WEATHER LAYOUT 

Above the fog 
 

Wonderful people Not in Sacramento County 

Environment/Beauty Safety 
 

Value 

Safe 
 

Beautiful 
 

Location 

Quiet 
 

Shopping 
 

Theater 
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SAFE 
 

FRIENDLY AFFORDABLE 

Low crime 
 

Good schools Places to enjoy the good weather 

Beauty 
 

Including natural areas Good schools 

Small time atmosphere 
Great families and moral 
values Good schools 

Safety 
 

Great schools Small town feel 

Safe 
 

Natural 
 

Community 

Quiet 
 

Housing spacing in my area 
great Friendly community 

Open space 
 

Community feel Quiet 

Family environment Schools 
 

Natural Beauty 

Town center 
 

Serrano golf Area, close to Folsom lake 

Small community feel Close enough to everything Not overbuilt 

Safe 
 

Clean 
 

Great community vibe 

Close to Folsom lake Family community Beautiful area/ location 

Location 
 

Community feel Weather 

Open and sprawling space 

Methodical residential 
development...not overbuilt 
like Natomas was The perfect community...low crime 

Open space with indigenous flora 
and fauna 

Developments retaining oaks 
and rocks Hillside views 

Location 
 

Beauty 
 

People 

Natural Open space- love the south 
end of EDH blvd open space to the 
east and west Rolling Hills 

 Family 
 

Beauty 
 

Cleanliness 

Location/nature/beauty Schools 
 

Family oriented 

Family Friendly w/great schools Views/Green/Country Feel 
Convenient location, near Folsom, 
Sac, Tahoe, etc. 

LOCATION 
 

LOW CRIME RATE NICE VIEWS 

Scenic foothill ridges & oak trees Good schools & homes 
Nice downtown with restaurants, 
bars, movie theatre 

Environment 
 

Schools 
 

Location 

Open space 
 

Nice walking trails Natural flora and fauna 

Rural life style but close to city 
amenities Small town feel 

CSD instead of bureaucratic 
incorporated city government 

Open space 
 

Schools 
 

Somewhat rural feel. Don't overdo 
it please with new development. 

Great community of people Kid oriented Beautiful surroundings 

The hills 
 

The houses/families The schools 

Town Center 
 

Scenic 
 

Hiking Trails 

Schools 
 

Safe 
 

Location 

Community activities Good schools Location to surrounding areas 

It's residents 
 

It's landscapes It's location 

Country living 
 

Low traffic 
 

Close community 

Natural beauty 
 

General lack of 
congestion/population density Safety 

Natural open areas Separation of developments Common open areas 

Beautiful landscapes and views Neighborhoods Quality of Residents 

Natural rolling hills Town Center Park system 
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Great schools 
 

Small time feel 
Great parks, we still need more 
open space 

Town center 
    Open space 
 

Safety 
 

Quiet community 

Location 
 

Upper level income feel Property value 

It is a bedroom community 
Proximity to Lake Tahoe, 
Folsom Lake, Sacramento Good schools 

Open space 
 

Community activities at Town 
Center Markets (Raley's & Nuggets) 

Safety 
 

No blighted areas Family oriented - good CSD 

Rural 
 

Foothill atmosphere Doesn't feel like the "city" 

The beauty of the area Sense of community Concern for the community 

Location to Tahoe/Sacramento/Bay 
Area 

Gorgeous topography. 
Natural and man maintained The Lake! 

Open and preserved/Maintained 
outdoor spaces. IE trails, parks, 
sport and/or playground facilities 

Family friendly With a relative 
Feeling of safety for 
community and children 

Thought and development that is 
put into the community. When 
projects are proposed seeing them 
thru. IE libraries parks road and 
trail beautification. 

Lack of congestion Good air quality Open space 

Small town feeling 
   Safe neighborhoods Educated residents Well kept parks and landscaping 

Peaceful 
 

Family driven Clean 

Low crime 
 

Nice Neighborhoods 
Not overcrowded, rural-like 
settings 

Open Space 
 

People 
 

Safety 

Trees 
 

Undeveloped space 
Town Center, except new 
businesses new to move in. 

Great neighborhoods Great community Well taken care of 

Community 
    Village concept Open space Resident education level 

Great Schools 
 

Peaceful 
 

Safe 

Well maintained Trees 
 

Restaurants 

Nice small community Good schools Low crime 

Open areas 
 

Parks and rec Shopping 

Clean 
 

Scenic 
 

Community activities 

Beautiful terrain 
 

Nice people Schools 

Family Friendly 
 

Clean 
 

Safe 

Small town feel, not so crowded 
Beautiful open spaces and 
surroundings Nice parks 

Good schools 
 

Excellent CSD run community 
programs Beauty of open spaces 

Cleanliness 
 

Sports 
 

Schools 

Schools 
 

Parks 
 

Small town environment 

Small Size 
 

Exclusivity Middle Class/Conservative Feel 

Housing 
 

CSD 
  Beauty 

 
Well Groomed Walking Trails 

mid size community cooling breezes in summer Town Center 

Beauty 
 

Trees 
 

Size 

Location 
 

Beauty, developed but not 
over developed Schools 
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Topography/views/scenic/quaint Small town feel Close to many things 

Size 
 

Space 
 

Elevation 

Less Crowded 
 

Safety 
 

Good place to raise children 

Friendliness 
 

Easy to drive places 
 Topography 

 
Limited population Sense of community 

Community 
 

Great traffic glow Great home availability 

Distance from Sacramento! Community involvement Rural nature 

Its residents and their commitment 
to preserving the town for its youth 

Community involvement of 
the residents, e.g., youth 
sports, school activities, 
education, arts, church,etc. Small town feel 

Close to city conveniences, yet 
away from the "madding crowd", 
congested traffic (well, it used to 
be) and above the valley fog. 

Good neighbors, who look out 
for each other - on my street, 
anyway. 

Critters who can make a living 
here, too (turkey, deer, coons, 
squirrels, snakes (eat nuisance 
mice), lizards (eat bugs), owls, 
hawks and other birds (except 
when they poop on our cars). :) 

Rural feel 
 

Landscaping Trees 

Above the fog line 
Not as much going on as 
Folsom but still close Community, not neighborhoods 

Family oriented Natural and planned beauty Safe 

Low crime 
 

Nice neighborhoods Youth sports programs 

Friendly people Natural beauty 
 Hometown feel 

 
Good restaurants Friendly place to live 

Small community feel 
Sports and athletics for 
children and adults alike Rural feeling 

Existing trails & trees Remaining open spaces Keeping woodsy feel 

Country feel and open areas 
Excellent access to outdoor 
recreation Close community (i.e. neighborly) 

Family friendly 
 

Natural Beauty - love the 
trees and hills Great parks and rec opportunities 

Location 
    Location 
 

Safety 
 

Small town feel 

Community 
 

Schools 
 

Security 

Family-oriented atmosphere 
No hustle-bustle like major 
cities, and Clean Fresh Air, Stars in the Sky at night 

Housing 
 

Churches 
 

Nearby shopping centers 

Small town feeling 
   

Open Spaces 
 

Scenic, safe area with a low 
crime rate. Quiet neighborhoods and trails. 

Clean 
 

Friendly 
 

Concerned 

Town Center 
 

Schools 
 

Family Friendly Functions 

Great schools 
 

Wholesomeness Topography 

Natural, rolling foothills Proximity to Lake Folsom Proximity to Lake Tahoe 

Schools 
 

The type of people that live 
here - which generates low 
crime. Location 

The Hills 
 

The People The Weather 

Village Life - Neighborhoods still 
intact Safe Environment Schools 

Quiet 
 

Rural, less developed nature 
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Community 
 

Town Center Weather 

Small community feeling Open nature Small retail shops 

Open Space 
 

Quality of Life Small community 

Hills 
 

Clean 
 

Police 

Parent volunteer involvement Variety & quality of sports 
Typically no overcrowding of 
housing areas 

Natural outdoor beauty 
   Small town feel 

 
Strong family values Low crime 

Great family oriented community- 
concerts parks events Town Center Views 

Community 
 

Low crime 
 

Quiet semi-rural setting 
Large amount of well-kept 
custom homes Close access to lake and activities 

Beautiful 
 

Good place to raise family 
More affordable relative to other 
parts of California 

The Oak Trees 
 

Open Spaces The Ridgeline 

The layout of the whole village 
system How the chamber is involved How the CSD does its job 

Open Space/trails for pedestrians 
and cyclists Town Center Parks and recreation 

Low density 
 

Views 
 

CC&Rs 

Smaller population than nearby 
larger cities (i.e. Folsom, Rancho 
Cordova) Low crime "Small town" feel 

Foothills 
 

Accessibility The people 

People, family oriented and 
Schools Nature and Open space Community Pride and Cleanliness 

People 
 

Weather 
 

Lifestyle 

Small town feel 
 

Community involvement 

Community 
 

Schools 
 

Ease of travel 

Bedroom community Support of community sports Open spaces 

Small yet sophisticated & educated 
town Peaceful, clean & scenic Nice people 

Neighborhoods 
 

Small community Safe 

Safe, friendly family oriented 
community 

Sports focused youth 
programs Great Schools 

Safety 
 

Location 
 

Community 

Lack of overcrowding Controlled businesses Green space 

A lot of green space 
Some business but not too 
much Availability for children activities 

Variable terrain providing Hills a 
diversity to sight lines 

A community for those willing 
to make a better home 

Close to larger city (Folsom) but 
divided by ridge line 

The openness and nature Small businesses 
How the community can get 
together at times 

Suburban living with good amount 
of open space Prestige 

 

Good schools and sports 
programs 

Family oriented Education emphasized Community involved 

Location 
 

Community Cleanliness and safety 

Clean air 
 

Rural 
 

Less traffic 

Open space 
 

Proximity to recreation Trees, rolling hills 

Less crowd 
 

Less traffic Friendly neighborhood 
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Clean 
 

Safe 
 

Schools 

Open space 
 

Quaintness (rural yet modern 
suburban living) 

Closeness to cities without living in 
one 

Safe 
 

Removed from Sacramento 
Nice living, limited low income 
property 

Natural Beauty 
 

Friendly People Strong Community Spirit 

Attractive setting in suburbia 
Nice parks with lots of 
diversity Town center 

Proximity to mountains and 
Sacramento; location Family oriented community High performing schools 

Schools 
 

Family 
  

Schools 
 

Residents who are business 
leaders Lack of Riffraff 

Community 
 

Proximity to Tahoe, Napa, 
san Francisco Safe 

Quality education system Active community lifestyle 
Location between SFO and Lake 
Tahoe 

Beautiful 
 

Open space that needs to be 
open space at golf course Small town 

Schools 
 

Community Pride Family Nature 

"The Golden Hills" NOT covered in 
retail or residential 

That we are close enough to 
the retail of Folsom, without 
having the traffic congestion 
here 

Keeping up a high standard of 
what is already here. 

Safe 
 

Friendly 
 

Neighborly 

Family oriented community Good schools 
Proximity to outdoor sports / lake, 
skiing etc 

Schools 
 

Communities 
 Great schools 

 
Great Community CSD programs 

Small town/community feel Good sports programs Good schools 

Low crime 
 

Nice scenery Good schools 

Oak Trees 
 

Views of the Lake Sense of Community 

Beautiful vistas 
 

Recreational opportunities High performing schools 

Clean community Great schools Nice homes 

Family atmosphere Pace of life Outdoor access 

Scenic 
 

Great people Low crime 

Small 
 

Friendly 
 

No traffic 

Landscape 
 

Parks 
 

Waterfall 

Community 
 

Ability to raise family in a safe 
environment Very little retail is great! 

Good schools 
 

Scenic open space Safe 

Community 
 

Safety 
 

Schools 

Small community Good schools 
 

Low crime rate 
 

Adequate youth sports 
Real estate prices remain high 
thus attracting buyers vs. renters 

Ease of access to natural areas "Village" feel 
Not overly developed like Folsom 
or other areas 

Closeness to nature Peace and quiet Community feeling 

Family centric 
 

Kid friendly Safe 

High income community Great parks Great school 

People 
 

Location 
 

Schools 
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Folsom Lake 
    It's not a city/incorporated. Great schools Clean parks 

Small town feel 
 

Clean/beautiful Rolling hills 

Area 
 

Community Local Business 

People 
 

Climate 
 

Socio-economics 

Safe living 
 

Less traffic 
 

Good schools 

Scenic beauty 
 

Quality housing Town Center 

The Hills 
 

Schools 
 

Retail 

Community 
 

Schools 
 

Natural landscape 

Little  affordable housing Little public lighting Location 

Folsom lake access 
Close proximity to 
Sacramento and Tahoe Quality public schools 

Fairly quiet neighborhoods Schools 
  Schools 

 
Community CSD 

Schools 
 

Recreational activities/CSD Parks 

Quieter 
 

Upscale shops and 
restaurants Close to city & jobs 

Strong sense of community 
Availability of natural 
environment Well educated families 

Topography 
 

Oak trees 
 

Quality of schools/lifestyle 

CSD 
 

Parks 
 

Schools 

Natural beauty of area 
Comparatively uncrowded for 
a community Close-by necessary shopping 

Great schools 
 

Good parks and community 
services Good community spirit 

Safety 
 

Schools 
 

Low population density 

Ease getting around Not to rushed or crowded Open space 

Clean 
 

Low crime Excellent fire dept 

Views of lake and valley Open space Few apartments and condos 

Close to freeway access Nicely maintained Caring community 

Folsom Lake access 
Proximity to Lake Tahoe, wine 
country, SF Small family businesses 

Oak Forest 
 

Up-scale community Proximity to Folsom & Sacramento 

Landscape/terrain Open space Friendliness of people 

Community 
 

Open space Size 

People 
 

Weather 
 

Access to Outdoor activities 

Landscape 
 

Diversity of people Schools 

Quality Housing with Community 
feel among residents High Quality School System 

Like Social-Economic 
backgrounds of Residents 

Quiet neighborhoods convenient to 
shopping & activities Neat areas to hang out 

Convenience to recreation areas & 
the city 

Beautiful open space Ample recreational activities 
Prime location to Northern CA hot 
spots (Tahoe, etc) 

Location 
 

Cleanliness Fire service 

Location, Location, Location CSD is excellent 
We're close to Folsom, which 
offers better amenities 

Hills 
 

People 
 

Schools 

Lifestyle 
 

Small community 
 Not overly crowded (huge 

advantage over Granite Bay) Promontory Park Lots of undeveloped space 

Open space 
 

No overcrowding of housing Well maintained roads 
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Schools 
 

Natural beauty Family oriented 

Hills 
 

Open Space Quiet 

Natural Beauty 
 

Safe 
 

Town Center 

Location 
 

Appearance 
 Schools 

 
Town Center Beautiful parks 

Great for raising children Not too crowded Scenic 

Great public schools Oak trees 
 

Above most of the fog 

Great schools 
 

Beautiful parks 
Well designed residential 
communities 

Open space 
 

Quiet 
 

Safe 

Scenery and views Topography Town center 

Nice homes 
 

Mountains Schools 

Scenery 
 

Local business Ease of getting to the freeway 

Open space/hills Mix of residents, nice people Proximity to Tahoe and Sac 

Location 
 

Safety 
  Density 

 
People 

 
Not too much high density housing 

Clean 
 

New 
 

Upscale 

Not industrial 
 

No street lights Location 

Beautiful area to live Great community feel Great schools 

Homeowners 
 

Kids 
 

Town Center 

CSD 
 

Towne center Community events 

Great Schools 
 

Everything Feels New and is 
Maintained Well Ease of Getting Around 

Family oriented 
Easy access to mountains, 
lakes, etc. 

Once off highway  50 it is fairly 
quiet 

Open spaces 
 

Great schools 
 The ability for community 

gatherings Jobs close by The aesthetics of our town 

Close to skiing, lake, beach Weather 
  People 

 
Activities 

 
Location 

Safety 
 

Schools 
 

Pride of Ownership 

Library 
 

Business park Schools 

Minimal public transit keeps most 
the riff-raff in Sac. Great schools Great real estate 

Privacy and quiet Location 
 

Not over lit 

Open space 
 

Natural areas not developed the village concept 

Hills, terrain 
 

Central location to recreation 
and career opportunities Low crime 

Quietness 
 

Natural beauty Low density homes 

Safe and quiet 
 

Stars at night 
Thoughtful, controlled 
development 

Not congested 
 

Friendliness of community 
The many developments that are 
older with dense foliage 

Safe 
 

great schools natural beauty 

Quiet 
 

Beautiful 
 

Caring 

Safety, due to homogenous socio-
economics Beautiful geography 

Proximity to mountains, lakes, 
rivers, etc. 

Open space living 
Good access to mountains & 
San Francisco (ocean) 

Semi-rural living with close 
amenities (food shopping, medical 
facilities 

Safe community Good property value Good schools 
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Small community Schools 
 

Exclusivity 

Family-friendly 
 

Safe 
 

Small town 

Location 
 

Weather 
 

family lifestyle 

Trees 
 

Family feel Schools 

Small Community Cleanliness Summer Entertainment 

Size 
 

People 
 

Schools 

classy atmosphere the hilly terrain The Towne Center 

Lack of traffic vs. Folsom or 
Roseville Lack of crime Good schools 

Open Space - - please do not fill us 
up with chain stores and strip malls 

Small tight knit community 
atmosphere Lovely homes 

Safe community Good schools 

Availability of established services 
(shopping, business services) in 
rural like setting 

Small town feeling Location 
 

Friendliness of residents 

Relatively small population Rural 
 

High property values 

Low crime 
 

Good schools High end housing 

Availability of quality medical care 
Availability of retail shopping 
and dining Mild climate 

Housing 
 

Open space Rural feel 

  
Lifestyle Target 

Natural beauty of the area 
Location:  proximity to the 
mountains Urban/rural charm 

Location 
 

Natural resources People 

People 
 

Natural beauty Climate 

Safety 
 

Retail 
 

Recreation 

Small town feel 
 

Community cohesiveness 
Safe feeling (with a great Fire 
Department and Sheriff presence) 

Senior care, assistance and 
activities 

Beautiful open spaces that 
are undeveloped Sense of Community 

Rural appeal 
 

Rolling hills and trees Not overcrowded 

Location 
 

Community awareness Fire Department 

It's rural/urban setting 
Easy to get to shopping, 
recreation Small community environment 

Green Areas 
 

Semi-Rural area yet near city Recreational area close by 

Community focused Small 
 

Good mix of rural and residential 

Quality of life 
 

Schools 
 

Parks 

Public schools 
 

CSD 
 

Weather 

Family oriented 
 

Mix of urban and rural Slow pace life 

Safety 
 

No parking meters 
Roads can handle the current 
traffic 

Location 
 

Schools 
 

Weather 

Beautiful area 
 

Quality of life Safety 

Safe Community Lack of Dense Housing Fire Department 

Location 
 

Decreased Crime Excellent Fire Department 

Hills 
 

Oaks 
 

Views 

Village concept Parks 
 

Local shopping 

Family oriented Small Community 
 

Clean 
 

Great parks 
Great services. Fire department, 
CSD 

Friendly, relaxed atmosphere Hills, views, & open-space Quality schools 
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Quietude 
 

Higher property values 
Proximity to Sierras, Sacramento 
& beyond 

Small town feel 
 

Town Center Not over populated 

Involved community Higher level of income Well planned out community 

Small 
 

Safe 
 

Centralized shopping region 

Excellent schools Safe neighborhoods Pleasant town center 

Natural landscape Historical features Upper class area 

Safe 
 

Good schools Natural beauty 

Open space 
 

Low crime Clean 

Beautiful oak hills, open spaces 
Library, community services 
and shopping areas Schools and residents 

Close to shopping Close to out of county jobs Library 

Schools 
 

Fire Dept 
 

Families 

Beauty 
 

Safety 
 

Community 

Mature trees in most places 
Village concepts in older 
areas Quality schools 

Natural beauty 
 

Peace and quiet Beautifully maintained 

Homes 
 

Proximity to Tahoe Proximity to 50 corridor 

Comfortable living 
   Location 

 
Open space Oak trees 

Low crime 
 

Clean 
 

Fire department 

Safety 
 

Cleanliness Welcoming atmosphere 

Villages 
 

Close to hwy 50 Close to Folsom for shopping 

Community 
 

Rural feel 
 

Town Center 

Ability to grow and expand. 
Bedroom community with 
business separated Rural yet urban feeling 

Quiet 
 

Upscale 
 

Away from traffic 

Villages 
 

Churches 
 

CSD 

Location 
 

Location 
 

Location 

Location (with proposed City of 
Folsom growth, this won't have any 
distinction any longer) 

Size of community (affecting 
quality of life) 

Quality of community (although 
this is changing) 

Beauty of terrain, oaks etc. 
Location to amenities, some 
distant yet close enough 

Desire to be a city & design our 
plans for progress 

Living 
 

Views 
 

Town Center 

Pleasant place to live Safe place to live Small-ish community 

Rural feeling 
 

Community center classes Town center 

Lifestyle 
 

Safety 
 

Schools 

Great schools 
 

Great sports for the kids Friendly 

Location:  Being within a 
reasonable drive to anything you 
want to do in life Housing that meets our needs Friendly people who live here 

Country style living with close by city life amenities 
 Far enough out of sac but still close Climate 

 
Social economic level 

Low Crime 
 

Rural Feel Upscale Community 

Great Fire Dept. Teachers in our Schools Safety 

Balance between natural open 
spaces and housing. 

Access to freeway and other 
transportation 

Proximity to shopping and other 
services in Folsom. (i.e., it’s not in 
EDH is a good thing). 

Terrain 
 

Keeping a rural element 
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Natural Beauty 
 

Higher end restaurants and 
shopping Low crime 

Beauty 
 

Upscale feel 
 Strong sense of community Care about youth Good schools 

Close to Sacramento but nicely 
suburban, beautiful rolling hills Great schools 

Convenience of markets, 
shopping, medical 

Sierra Foothill beauty Access to desired areas The blend of home designs 

The feeling of community The schools 
 

Location 
 

Natural gas 
Open to good ideas. Like a Eco-
Park at Wetsel-Oviatt 

Great Citizens 
 

Community Feel Great Schools 

Well maintained 
Suburban remoteness & non-
crowded No crime 

Town Center shopping and movie 
theater Old growth trees Nice safe community 

The open space Community Beauty 

Town Center 
 

Open Space People 

Relatively little crime Cleanliness Beauty 

Schools 
 

Safety 
 

Food 

Small town charm Location 
 

Sense of community. 

Small town feel 
 

Nice hills 
 

Town center small and classy 

Low crime (although it is 
increasing) 

Quietness ( again, on the 
increase) 

Small, community atmosphere ( 
again, we are losing this as more 
people move to the area) 

Peaceful neighborhoods Trees 
 

Low Crime 

Feeling of country life but close to 
city if desired Family oriented 

 Schools 
 

Activities 
 

CSD cares about its residents 

Open space 
 

Dark skies 
 Location 

 
Scenery 

 
Rural but near amenities 

Semi-rural neighborhoods Oak trees and grassy areas 

Natural open spaces/not groomed 
Open village concept - not the 
gates Family oriented community 

Schools 
 

Library 
 

Space 

People 
 

Lack of congestion Weather 

Safe 
 

Clean 
 

Ease of everyday living 

Open natural looking community Great community Great schools 

Open space natural looking 
community Small community feel Good schools 

Natural ambiance as drive thru/by 
EDH Parks 

 
Quiet small town feel w/elegance 

Beauty 
 

Non-industrial 
Great living environment, trees 
and hills 

Quiet pleasant neighborhoods Safe 
 

Good neighbors 

Open space 
 

Small town 
 Recreation (Folsom Lake) Low Crime Rate Good Weather 

Sense of community 
BP goes down when you get 
up the hill 

People passionate about what 
they believe 

Location to other amenities Open space Proximity to lake 

The hills 
 

Small town feel Town Center 

Nice people 
 

Good amenities 
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Proximity to Folsom Schools 
 

Views 

Away from big cities Rural 
 

Beauty, natural habitat 

Close to stores with country close 
by Glad we are getting a dog park 

Rural open living feel Quietness Beauty 

Safe 
 

Strong community feel 
Close Folsom & other bigger 
areas 

Mormon preserve Lake 
 

Need a good 'oak tree' natural 
park 

Community 
 

Scenery 
 

Quality of life 

Rural atmosphere, not over 
developed like Folsom Close to shopping 

 Its people 
 

Lifestyle-but needs diversity Climate 

Rural atmosphere, a small town 
feel, but close to shopping Nice neighborhoods. 

Close to Sacramento and Lake 
Tahoe 

Trees 
 

Small town charm No crime 

Schools 
 

Location 
  Schools 

 
Low crime 

 
Nice Town Center 

foothills location Town Center Restaurants 

Location away from city Quiet 
  The CSD 

 
Oak Trees The residents 

Uncrowded 
 

Has rural feeling Family oriented 

Sense of community Beauty 
 

Family community 

Rural feel 
 

Open spaces Close but not too close to Folsom 

Natural beauty 
 

Open space Dark skies 

Open Space 
 

Distance from more urban 
areas 

Balance between residential, 
professional and retail space 

Trees 
 

Hills 
 

Upscale housing 

Open space 
 

Small town feel Good schools 

Rural open areas Easy access to shopping Good  roads 

Great Schools 
 

Safety 
 

Family activities 

Weather 
    Location 
 

Views 
 

Little noise 

Open spaces 
 

Nice community Slower pace 

Opportunities for outdoor recreation 
of many types with close proximity 
to Folsom Lake and public parks 
make it unique and highly desirable 
to live here. 

Lifestyle is laid back and less 
stressful than the Bay Area 
and/or Los Angeles. 

A large variety of shopping, dining 
and entertainment options make it 
convenient to obtain whatever the 
heart desires. :) 

Open Space 
 

Country Living Town Center 

Small semi rural area Nicely planned communities Moderate reasonable growth 

Location 
 

Affluence 
 

Semi-country living 

Its charm and area position Its schools Opportunities 

Sense of community Wonderful oaks 
 Natural environment Schools 

 
Isolation 

Below snow level Above valley fog Lots of open spaces 

Suburban living Close proximity to bigger city Safety 

Low Crime 
 

Friendly People Schools 

Schools 
 

Community Safety 

Great family living area 
Not too much 
industry/businesses 

Great overall and feel and look of 
the community 
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We'll maintained Beauty 
 

Location 

Vista 
 

Green space Schools 

Geography 
 

Climate 
 

Location 

Low crime rate 
 

Summer concerts Ease of travel...minimal traffic 

Oak trees and creeks Lower density of people Community atmosphere 

Rural feel 
 

Open space Oak trees 

Active philanthropic community Safe place to raise family Natural beauty 

Country atmosphere Not much crime Good schools 

Safe, rural atmosphere, 
Natural habitat, natural 
landscape 

Quiet,(used to be more so)orderly 
residents 

Safe 
 

Good schools Sense of community 

Somewhat rural community 
Locally owned businesses, 
not franchised Small town feel 

Small 
 

Exclusive 
 

Slow growth 

Small town community feel Folsom lake Not overly crowded 

Size - small 
 

Family community Location 

Great schools 
 

Access to outdoor activities Safe, clean, friendly community 

Family oriented Sense if community Clean living 

Friendly people 
 

Quiet neighborhoods 
Proximity to shopping and 
entertainment 

Safe 
 

Parks 
 

CSD 

It's beautiful 
 

Family centered Safe 

Maintained communities Location to trails, lake, No big retailers/malls 

Old fashion values in the American 
dream Weather 

 
Community 

Residential housing Not a manufacturing hub Homeowners care 

Small town feel/community Nature/trees/open space Parks 

Education system Safety 
 

Quiet 

Population 
 

Natural beauty Schools 

The rural areas 
 

The rural areas The rural areas 

Small town 
 

Schools 
 

Town Center 

Schools 
 

Village concept Town center 

Still small town atmosphere 
   Good schools 

 
Rural areas Friendly people 

Low Crime 
 

Friendly people Parks 

Development of villages Town center Appearance 

Safety 
 

Open space Small town rural feel 

It is quiet 
 

It is easy to reach services 

Schools 
 

Sense of community Beautiful setting 

People live here by choice Small community feel Access to Folsom Lake 

The demographics House prices Town center 

Town center 
    Low crime 
 

Beautiful location Educated people 

Community feel 
 

Views 
 

Events 

Open space 
 

Beautiful 
 

Great environment 

Location 
 

Beautiful trees and land Small 

Town center 
 

Schools 
 

Beautiful roads around town, 
parks-love the choices need more 
tennis courts 

Small Community feeling Pretty community 
Away from Sacramento - feeling 
like in the country 
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Scenic Housing Location To Tahoe Rural Lifestyle 

Location 
 

Business-retail services Recreation facilities 

Quiet subdivisions Open space Ridgeline vistas, oak trees 

Location in foothills and along 50 A lot of open space Good and abundant landscape 

Rural 
 

Rural 
 

Rural 

Hills 
 

Weather 
 

People 

Its newer 
 

Less dense than other 
developed areas Town center-fabulous 

Nature 
 

Balance 
 

Schools 

Schools 
 

Library 
 

"The village concept" 

Rural feel 
 

Diverse villages 
 People-lack of big city traffic Open space Parks 

Safety/schools 
 

Small town charm Beautiful neighborhoods 

Great place to live Low crime great schools 

People’s attitudes 
Proximity to Lake Tahoe & 
Sacramento Local Parks & Town Center 

Rural feeling of the community Large lots 
 

Great schools 

Open space 
 

Country rural feel Sense of community 

Rural like 
 

Above the Sacramento fog Adequate shopping 

semi rural 
 

Friendly 
 

Close to Sac & Tahoe 

Areas zoned R1A and R5A or 
larger Open space areas Community atmosphere 

Proximity to Folsom Rural feeling - country feel 
Natural beauty-rolling hills-out of 
fog-below snow 

Serrano level development. Community 
 

The natural beauty 
The lack of over building in 
the area 

Big business located closer to hwy 
50 

hills 
 

Involved residents Our lovely "downtown" 

Rural area 
    Community park and concerts Access to Folsom Lake open areas 

Quality of life 
 

Small town feel 
Climate/Gold country, wineries, 
proximity 

Rural, spacious beauty Location 
 

Birds/wildlife 

Community 
 

Education Standard of living 

Combination of somewhat rural and 
suburban environment 

Modern shopping (diverse 
shops) 

The setting (beauty of natural 
environment) 

Cleanliness 
 

Not over crowded 
Variety of local shops and 
restaurants 

OPEN SPACE 
 

LIFE STYLE COMMUNITY 

Open space 
 

Close to bigger cities Know all my neighbors 

Beauty 
 

Schools 
 

Demographic 

Friendly and helpful people Great schools Natural beauty 

Natural beauty 
 

Although growing still small 
town feel Great schools 

High-quality education 
Quaint, small town feel with 
some affluence 

A variety of fun activities for all 
ages(IE family-friendly, seniors) 

Cleanliness 
 

Safety 
  Schools 

 
CSD/recreational activities Family oriented events 

Open space/hills 
Oak trees (which we're losing 
as houses are built) 

Peaceful, unhurried, minimally 
developed feel of downtown 

High performing schools Family demographic Location 
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Good Schools 
 

Bedroom Community Demographics 

Some parts of the area feel very rural 
  Parks 

 
Open space Schools 

Safe 
 

Beautiful 
 

Clean 

Safe 
 

Friendly 
 

Many food choices 

Sense of community Natural beauty mixed with neighborhoods and civilization 

Areas of peace and quiet Central downtown location Close to freeway and nature 

Physical beauty School quality 
Location vs. bay area & Lake 
Tahoe 

Beauty 
 

Peaceful 
 

Open spaces 

Oak trees 
 

Views 
 

Feeling of community 

School System 
 

Location/Scenery (Close to 
Tahoe and Sacramento) Small town feel 

Superior schools Town Center Great/plentiful parks 

School system 
 

Low density population Upscale community 

Safety 
 

Schools 
 

Open Space 

Intimacy 
 

Topography Parent involvement 

Mostly rural feel Low crime Quality of people living here 

Open space 
 

Low density Trees 

Open space 
 

Great people Good schools 

Small community Great location for activities 

Something for everyone: Ranches, 
farms, gated/non-gated 
neighborhoods, apartments, 
mobiles 

Rural bedroom community 
feel with elegance, strip malls 
to Town Center 

Good mix of recreational uses: 
boating, biking, hiking jogging, 
riding, sport fields, fishing etc. 

Compactness 
 

Quality sports for kids Good restaurants 

Affordability of real estate Schools 
 

Foothill topography 

Beauty and open spaces 
   

Livability 
 

Property values (both 
economic and intrinsic) Beauty 

Rural atmosphere Location at county line Beauty of rolling hills/oaks 

Location 
 

Recreation Rural feel 

peaceful and quiet residential 
neighborhoods Excellent schools Good  and convenient shopping 

Oak Trees and Natural Landscape 

Family and Community based 
town centered around Single 
Family Homes 

Location to Folsom Lake and 
Foothills 

Open space 
 

Safety of the community Educational system for the kids 

Location 
 

Small-feel community 

Good community events i.e. CSD 
concerts, etc 

Well maintained streets and 
public areas 

Good balance of residential and 
retail/commercial 

CSD 
 

Fire Departments 
 Family community Business 

 
Shopping 

Location 
 

Schools 
 

Community events 

Strong sense of community Beautiful place to live 
Very healthy lifestyle and great 
schools 

Contained community Semi-rural 
 

Lots of parks and community 
events 

Natural landscape 
Great schools (messed up 
boundaries though) Town Center 

Schools 
 

People 
 

Maintained communities 
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Great Schools 
 

Open Space Rural character and history 

Gone: Quality of life as a subrural 
area Location in region Quality of housing 

Preservation of natural beauty 
Proximity to major commute r 
Routes 

Good parkland and recreation i 
Infrastructure 

Natural environment Safe 
 

Neighborhoods 

Location 
 

Clean 
 

Safe 

Away from the traffic and over 
population of other cities in the area 

There are still beautiful open 
nature areas with birds, 
animals, and trees 

Relaxing quality of life. Small town 
atmosphere. you feel "away from it 
all" without being so far away from 
it all 

Weather - above the fog & below 
the snow Low crime 

 
Strong sense of community 

Topography 
 

Parks 
 

Lake 

Natural beauty 
 

Safe 
 

Value for home 

Small town near a city Close to Tahoe 
 Used to be golf course Open space Small community 

Beautiful foothills Wonderful people Small town feel 

Sunset views 
 

No crime 
 

Town center European feel 

Lake access 
 

Trail access Crime rate 

Local feel 
 

Great people 
 

Small town feel 
 

Friendly people/family 
oriented 

Conservative attitudes towards 
politics 

Rural 
 

Easy access to grocery stores 

Low traffic 
 

Nice families Good schools 

Location 
 

Open Space Village Concept - CCR's 

Quality of life-small town feel Surrounding beauty Schools and community 

Open Space 
 

Low Crime Park & Rec 

Friendly community Serrano 
 

Natural areas 

Community feeling Keeping small town feel Excellent schools/parks 

Safety 
 

Not too crowded (yet) 
Natural beauty of trees and rolling 
hills 

Beautiful trees but need parks with 
b 
Benches to appreciate 

Nice shopping without box s 
Stores 

Friendly neighbors not a lot of 
renters 

Location 
 

Stores 
  Family-oriented Green 
 

Sense of community (not too big) 

Still has a small community 
atmosphere 

Great location; close to Sac. 
& Tahoe Great schools 

Community spirit & schools! Serrano 
 

Open space 

The trees 
 

The families The quality of housing 

The people 
 

Town center 
 Economic power Athletic talent Natural beauty 

Quiet 
 

Clean 
 

Not Crowded 

Community 
 

Parks 
  Natural landscape Community/small down feel Parks 

People, community Open space natural areas Safety 

Community 
 

Parks 
 

Landscape 

The people 
 

School system Weather 

Beautiful area 
 

Open space keeps away the 
feel of urban sprawl Good school programs 
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Safe 
 

Clean 
 

Small 

Scenery 
 

Family atmosphere Good schools 

Location 
 

Above the fog Great Community 

Small town feel 
 

Natural beauty 
Services are available but it's not 
dominated by commercial/retail 

Location 
 

Community feel Good schools 

Historic Rail and multiuse line could 
become the biggest attraction if it 
were to be the "jumping off" place 
for a multiuse rail trail to Lake 
Tahoe (eventually) ONLY if the 
money mongers and I want it now 
residents and developers do not 
remove this opportunity.  No one is 
really thinking into the future.  The 
need for others to see the future by 
looking into where other cities over 
the globe have used their historical 
and existing resources into the 
plans for the future will decide how 
the community would look into the 
future. 

The town center appeal of the 
community is key in centering 
the community. 

The business park allows for 
business development and the 
expansion into the future of 
manufacturing and corporate 
facilities.  This should be done 
without allowing other than 
multiuse residential to be built 
near the industrial park.  Too 
much conflict has already caused 
the reduction in opportunities for 
businesses to expand and use this 
great asset. 

Open space and trails 
Many different sports 
available to adults and kids Good dining options now 

Its residential single family home 
setting 

Its potential for kids sports 
activities Its urban, but small town feel 

Passionate citizens Available resources Location 

Small town 
 

Open space Natural wildlife 

Balance of services and population 
with little congestion/crowds 

Proximity to sac, Tahoe, 
Amador county Weather 

Good schools 
 

Good place to live 
Good potential for business 
opportunities 

Family Values 
 

Beauty 
 

Pride in Community 

Open space and parks Quality housing and CC&Rs Quality schools 

Family-oriented Beautiful area Safety 

Close knit community Safe environment Good Schools 

Schools 
 

Good homes Weather 

NATURE - FOR NOW 
CLOSENESS IN 
COMMUNITY LARGE LOTS 

Community involvement Good schools Recreational opportunities nearby 

Schools 
 

Open space and archery 
ranges and wildlife Proximity to Tahoe 

Clean and wholesome community Moderate traffic Great place to live 

Size 
 

Isolation 
 

Natural feel 

Semi rural atmosphere 
Abundance of larger parcels 
and acreage 

Open, undeveloped spaces 
between developments 

Beautiful open spaces Beautiful town center 
Large lots/low density/privacy for 
homeowners 

Nature 
 

Family parks Town center 

Subrural living 
 

Neighbors / sense of 
community villages 

Ease of commute to work in 
Sacramento 
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Nice Community Great Schools Safe Community 

Scenic Beauty 
 

Not overpopulated or 
developed (at least so far) Services getting better 

EDC 
 

Proximity to Sacramento Building mix 

Natural beauty 
 

Peaceful 
 

Community closeness 

Open spaces 
 

Small town feel Schools 

Green Space 
 

Location 
 

Quality of homes 

Open Space 
 

Climate 
 

Small Community 

No police 
 

Not a lot of apartments No section8 

Open Space & Parks Proximity to outdoor activities Friendly Community 

Bare hills 
 

Rural feeling 
 Conservative population Not overcrowded Naturally attractive 

Location 
 

Quality of schools Serrano 

The preservation geographic 
beauty through its open spaces. 

Sense of community (which is 
directly related to population 
size) 

Low crime (directly related to 
population size) 

Safe place to raise a family with 
good schools Beautiful 

 

Close to amenities, yet still feels 
country 

Overall location, close to Sac, but 
out of valley. Close to mountains, 
but not in mountains. 

Great community, with great 
assets - well designed Overall safe community 

Rolling Hills 
 

Natural Landscape Oak Tree Groves 

Landscape 
 

Location 
 

People 

Beauty/landscape/open space Safety 
 

Excellent schools 

Proximity to whatever one could 
want or need Great schools 

Great opportunity for new 
industry/business 

People 
 

Schools 
 

Nature 

Family minded community with 
plenty of sports programs 

Necessary shopping is 
sufficient (grocery, etc) 

Residents involved in the 
community 

Location to Lake Tahoe, Folsom 
Dam and Sacramento Outstanding schools Family oriented 

Size 
 

Space 
  Quality of people Safety 
  Safe 

 
Friendly 

 
Small 

LAND 
 

RURAL 
 

LAND 

Town Center area (needs more 
shopping businesses) 

Beautiful homes with natural 
areas Location 

Community size 
 

Parks and open space Recreation facilities 

The sense of community The schools The family-oriented activities 

The people- a caring community- 
safe 

Meticulously maintained- 
careful planning, high 
standards 

It's small population size- it's 
population has ballooned from the 
14,000 it was when I moved here 

Natural Beauty 
 

Community Feel Great Schools 

Small town feel with easy access to 
Sacramento 

Community events such as 
music in the park 

Attractive, limited, and 
camouflaged retail 

Sense of community 
Clean safe environment for 
kids Business park 

Schools 
 

Natural Aesthetics 
Proximity to Sacramento and 
Foothills 

Sense of community Great schools El Dorado Town Center 

Low incidence of crime Attractiveness Shopping at Town Center 
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Open space 
 

Lake trails Limited shopping 

Quiet, peaceful settings Wildlife surroundings 
Lovely business developments 
and services to stay/buy local 

Beautiful open fields/farm like 
backdrop Beautiful real estate Great parks 

Beautiful, semi-rural setting 
Can do most day-to-day 
shopping right here in EDH Schools are very good 

Beautiful environmental location 
between Sacramento and the 
Sierra Good schools 

Many opportunities to participate 
in the community if one so wishes. 

Rural area 
 

Proximity to developed areas Privacy 

Space 
 

Beauty 
 

Demographics 

Rural 
 

Scenic 
 

Friendly 

Schools 
 

Homes 
 

Business park 

Sense of community Family life Safety 

Sense of community Friendly neighbors Rural feel, yet modern 

Rural character 
    

The size of our town The open space still available 

The feel of community.  If we 
continue to grow, we will lose 
community feel 

Clean 
 

Safe 
 

Good Community 

Beauty of landscape 
Quiet living with many modern 
conveniences Low crime 

Quality of schools Low density housing Courteous neighbors 

Away from big city Good neighbors 
 Family friendly community Rural community feel Smaller population 

Location out of Sacramento County Lack of dense development 
Access to rural areas north, south 
and east 

Small community with higher 
earning income demographics & no 
Big Box Franchises Family focused Communities with HOA's, 

Open space 
 

Mostly residential Well maintained homes 

Quality of life 
 

Rural feel 
 

Schools 

Family living 
 

Small community Great neighbors 

Friendliness of the  people 
Convenience & availability of 
shopping & services Variety of housing 

Comfortable living Safety 
 

Recreational 

Rural feel 
 

Local parks but need more Lovely town center 

Small town feel 
 

Foothill location Gateway to Tahoe 

Controlled growth Open space 
 Rural feeling 

 
Low density housing 

 small town feel with amenities Safety, little crime Little traffic 

Close proximity to most consumer 
services Schools 

 
Climate 

View 
 

Clean 
 

Safe 

Oak Trees 
 

Open Space Rich Residents 

Quiet residential Homes with bigger lots Not a lot of retail 

Above the Fog 
 

City lights view Town Center 

I feel safe here 
 

Easy access to shopping 
without living in the traffic Community events 

Mix of family and retired Climate 
 

Foothills 
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Open spaces 
 

Rural atmosphere Low density 

Schools 
 

People 
 

Location 

Beautiful topography/views Reduced traffic 

Lots of available shopping close 
by and services i.e. medical, 
personal care, clothes etc 

Quality of life 
 

People 
 

Community Values 

Schools 
 

Quiet Not Crowded Open Spaces 

Well planned communities Closeness to shopping Excellent schools 

Small Community Lack of over policy policing 

Just enjoying waking up and 
listening to silence and nature in 
the morning 

Out of the city 
 

Less crime Education 

It was the beautiful hills, but half of 
them have been destroyed by 
developers Oak trees 

 
Small town charm 

Schools 
 

Community Activities 

Remaining a bedroom community 
  Rural atmosphere Close to everything Not over crowded 

Open areas 
 

Oak trees 
 

Hiking trails 

Community 
 

Schools 
 

Location 

Untouched hills 
 

Family environment Keep rural 

Natural Beauty of the area Closeness to Folsom Lake Closeness to Sacramento 

Location relative to shopping, 
recreation, and big cities Public schools Climate 

Town' feel, which is rapidly getting 
lost via overdevelopment. 

Oak trees interspersed 
through the town - ALSO 
getting lost because there is 
literally no respect for them. 

Location, location, location. The 
foothills. Access to Sacramento 
without having to live there. 

Bedroom community Excellent schools Homey 

Open village concept Rural aspects 
 Great community Beautiful foothills Great sports 

Beautiful consistent residential 
areas 

Well maintained streets with 
little congestion if any Plenty of open space 

Privacy 
 

Lack of governmental 
interference & social 
engineering 

Limited community interference & 
social engineering 

It's people 
 

The way it has developed 
thus far It's schools 

Families 
 

Space 
 

Schools 

Town atmosphere Location 
 

Community services 

Community events Beautiful setting Upscale community 

Schools 
 

Beautiful hills/scenery/wildlife 
Low Crime/Community 
Involvement 

Good schools 
 

Proximity to Tahoe, 
Sacramento, & the Bay Area Small town atmosphere 

Parks 
 

Schools 
 

Aesthetics 

Traffic Control 
 

Schools 
 

Clean 

Family oriented Safe 
 

No blighted areas 

Topography 
 

Ease of access to freeway 
and Tahoe 

Close enough to Folsom for 
shopping 
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Location to Sacramento & Lake 
Tahoe Schools 

 
Folsom Lake 

Schools 
 

Location 
 

People 

Serene community, schools, low 
crime, freedom of movement. 

Scenery and abundant 
wildlife. 

Special District, few professional 
politicians, no extraneous levels of 
overbearing bureaucracy and 
needy, greedy government 

Not crowded, quiet, clean 

People seem more 
responsible and care about 
their property It is visually beautiful 

Located in Foothills Schools 
 

Upscale 

Intimate community Landscape Proximity to area attractions 

Sense of community 
Great potential for controlled 
growth Good Community Services District 

Still has rural feel Small town feel Family town 

Strong community pride Safety 
 

Smart growth over the decades 

Rolling Hills Christian Church Developed Foliage Town Center 

Small town feel 
 

Location 
 

Great place to raise a family, 
education 

Beautiful oak trees Well maintained 
Excellent parks and sense of 
community 

People 
 

Sense of Community Solid schools 

Small community feel 
Quality of life (little traffic like 
big city) Great people, great opinions 

Beauty when you enter the 
community from 50 on EDH Blvd 
(not so beautiful now that the golf 
course is gone) 

Schools (people move here 
for our schools) 

Small town community 
atmosphere 

Sky friendly 
 

Open fields & not the high 
density living! Good schools 

Family Life 
 

Parks 
 

Schools 

Town Center 
 

Sense of place Transportation network 

Near the mountains / hiking / 
recreation Less expensive housing than bay area 

Quality of life 
 

Schools 
 

Lack of traffic congestion 

Community feel 
 

Town center Weather 

Open Space 
 

Oak Tress Planned developments 

Great schools 
 

Nice neighborhoods Safe 

Quiet community Upscale community 
Sufficient sized and spaced 
homes 

Semi rural setting Effective village layout Foothill character 

School system 
 

Sense of community, 
community pride Opportunities for activities. 

Views 
 

Good schools Safe 

Fire Department & its infrastructure Community Services District Non-City status 

Schools 
 

Parks 
 

Town Center 

YOUTH ORIENTED SAFE 
 

GREAT SCHOOLS 

PEOPLE 
 

LOCATION WEATHER 

People 
 

Geography Quality of life 

The people & their caring, safety 

The beauty of nature all 
around us and recreation 
activities for all ages The schools 
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Town center 
 

Sellands 
 

EDH sports club 

Lifestyle 
 

Wildlife 
 

Open spaces 

People 
 

Location 
 

Chamber of commerce 

Natural beauty 
 

Proximity to recreation 
It's not the Bay Area - Let' keep it 
that way! 

Beauty 
 

Weather 
 

Community 

Exclusivity 
 

Excellent schools Pride in community 

Schools 
 

Community Newer 

Low Crime 
 

Good Schools Access to Sacramento 

Location 
 

People 
 

Parks and rec 

Access to great northern California 
living Not industrialized Limited high density housing 

Open space 
 

Nature 
  Schools 

 
Village concept Rural area 

Friendly people 
Good looking neighborhoods 
& public spaces 

Proximity to transportation, 
sierras, the lake, Folsom shopping 

School district 
 

Small town community feel Affordable housing 

Beautiful parks 
 

Views of open space along 
major roadways 

Comprehensive Recreation 
programs 

Community's energy Secure/safe environment Diversity 

Very nice place to live Low crime Nice neighborhoods 

Proximity to Tahoe, San Fran, 
Yosemite, Monterey Good schools No traffic 

Quality of Life 
 

Town Center Fire Department 

Parks system 
 

Convenient to highway 50 CC&R's 

Well kept neighborhoods and 
streets 

Rolling open hills with nice 
views & parks Downtown  Town Center area 

Upscale 
 

 Inexpensive Close to everything 

Safety 
 

Beauty 
 

Clean 

Secure 
 

Quiet 
 

Beauty 

Clean 
 

Beautiful 
 

Quiet 

Small community 
   Small town feel 

    Clean air 
 

Good water Lots of space 

The community center has program 
for everyone of all ages 

It is beautiful and well taken 
care of That’s it!!! 

Cleanliness 
 

Country atmosphere Newness- hiking trails 

Rural feel 
 

Hills and views Trees 

Living above fog line, most of the 
time Trees, trees, trees 

Not too crowded but feels like it’s 
headed that way 

Well planned development Hiking trails Rural setting 

 
Question 14 (190 Comments) 
Please rate the availability of the following items in El Dorado Hills Recreational opportunities, Job 
opportunities, Shopping opportunities, Dining opportunities, Entertainment opportunities, Comments: 
1) More cabs to handle drunk drivers on Silva valley 
2) Like Macys, Nordstrom - best places for this is off Bidwell - this is out of our area -sooo? 
3) Need more sports fields! 
4) Restaurants okay.  Some night oriented businesses are not needed, loud, trashy, attract 

the wrong crowd. 
5) #1 priority should be the kids in our community 
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6) Sports complex would be outstanding 
7) Need a comprehensive trail network - paved and dirt. Copy Folsom's lead with trails and 

then go beyond it with dirt trails. That will really help to make EDH special and raise 
everyone's property values. 

8) Too many teenagers complain nothing to do.  Need Golf Course, Miniature Golf Course, 
Public Swimming with Slides, etc 

9) Need expanded pool 
10) Could use one more hotel 
11) Community trail system; it's pitiful that the Storage developer at Green Valley and Browns 

Ravine shoved dirt over a lovely creek side trail, built a rock wall that's a rattlesnake haven 
and a risk to trail users, I understand a storage user was bitten:( 

12) More diversity in dining 
13) Rents at the business areas by Raleys & town center must be too high because we have 

so many unoccupied stores.  Need record store, skateboard store, places for kids to shop.  
More restaurants 

14) We already have plenty of dining, shopping and entertainment opportunities within a 5-10 
min. drive of EDH. 

15) There are viable models that demonstrate that not everyone has to work for everyone to 
enjoy a high standard of living. Incorporate those. 

16) Need more upscale shopping 
17) Love this community 
18) Need more recreational opportunities for adults who work - it seems like community-driven 

recreation for adults occur weekdays during the day 
19) Getting better but losing too much to Folsom 
20) Jobs would good south of 50. 
21) Needs sports complexes, fields! No fields for sports. People have to go to Folsom 
22) No more national chain restaurants like Chili's 
23) Please no chain restaurants. 
24) Need a Theater/Stage Plays Dining Place 
25) Folsom is close enough.  We don't need to destroy our oaks and rolling hills.  They are 

beautiful, they make here uniquely good, and they keep our property values high. 
26) As the population increases, the need for recreation, dining, jobs, and shopping also 

increases. 
27) More family with young children. 
28) Need more affordable shopping 
29) Pizza delivery near Francisco and green valley road 
30) Fill vacant properties before building 
31) Town Center needs a good anchor tenant:  crate and barrel 
32) EDH BORING!!! 
33) Need more but lots of vacant building space to take care of those needs 
34) Need more entertainment for kids and less over priced and more affordable restaurants 
35) Harris center in Folsom is close, no need for more 
36) Recreational such as a sports complex, walking trails, etc 
37) Don't want to see more retail like Folsom 
38) We need a family bowling alley....much space available in the business park would be 

used by everyone with kids for birthday parties and family outings. 
39) What would "more" be for entertainment?  I'd go for performing arts, but not mass media 
40) Didn't give my opinion on dining and others because you can always use more 
41) Desirability of EDH is being near to these things without them being in our backyard. 
42) Would be nice to have another community pool and more soccer fields 
43) I am surprised that there are not better restaurants. Selland's is probably the best, with 

everything else falling in the "good", "mediocre" or "bad" categories.  Also, more dirt trails 
that connect to one another is 
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44) Need more high quality, healthy, inexpensive independent restaurants.  Also, no more big 
box national stores.  One Target is too many. 

45) More restaurants would be nice but not chains 
46) No chain restaurants 
47) Folsom Palladio has plenty of the above already. No need to add to EDH area 
48) Need a few more high quality restaurants 
49) No more bars. 
50) A nice breakfast  place at Safeway Shopping center has great income potential if 

someone wants to open 
51) Would love to see the empty stores filled.  Do not think we need any more dental offices or 

banks. 
52) Would love to see Mikunis and Papa Johns 
53) We don't need more nail salons, jewelry shops!! Love the recreation stores and book 

store! Don’t like seeing vacancies in Town Center. Too expensive? More restaurants in 
those spaces would be good. 

54) Folsom helps with these needs allowing EDH to remain more residential 
55) Water aerobics classes at community center 
56) Dog Park Needed 
57) Need more affordable recreation and a family fun center 
58) We often go to Folsom or local town for the above, due to lack of options in town. 
59) Do not like driving to Folsom or Sacramento areas for these 
60) Want to see more local restaurants, not chain eating places 
61) Could use a good sea food restaurant 
62) Live music bars and sports bar. 
63) Good walking paths in natural setting, like Folsom has would be nice 
64) If the landlord in Town Center had more agreeable leasing terms, Town Center would be 

great. However, since we've been here, those beautiful buildings in Town Center have 
never been full. 

65) El Dorado Hills could use a bowling alley. 
66) I find myself going to Folsom to find what I need- Costco, Home Depot, Trader Joe's, 

PetSmart, Dog Parks 
67) Need more pubs/ bars... 
68) I actually prefer to let Folsom deal with congestion, but would like be able to leave some 

sales tax $$ in our county instead of Sac. 
69) Need more LOW COST or  FREE, do not need more sushi restaurants 
70) Would like to see a bowling alley like Strikes in the area. More for the teens to do. 
71) We need a hardware store and auto parts store 
72) Marble Valley Center for Arts – Theater 
73) Shopping at the top of bass lake road would be great 
74) Many of these opportunities already close by. 
75) Like it quiet and able to go elsewhere for above interests 
76) We don't need MORE shopping; we need the current empty spaces filled. 
77) It is very hard for me, a 16 year old to find a job 
78) Further enhancement to town center to get full occupancy 
79) Any increase in retail/shopping/industry should not concentrate more into the Hwy 

50/Latrobe/EDH area without substantial improvements to traffic flow. 
80) Need a public 9 hole golf course like Elk Grove CSD 
81) We need high quality restaurants 
82) More job opportunities would be beneficial, but not at the expense of the "rural-like 

charm." 
83) We have what we need, or it is nearby.  We don't need to turn EDH into Folsom!! 
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84) Folsom, 15 min away, has all the entertainment, shopping, work opportunities EDH needs 
unless you want revenue. I watched the Bay Area go from one of the most beautiful 
places on the planet to a congested materialistic world. I'd hate to see that happen here. 

85) I put need more on some of these, but I don't mean build more, I mean fill up the empty 
retail, office and restaurant space that we currently have to accomplish it.  Although I 
would like to see Town Center completed (two locations near movie theaters are still 
empty lots with chain link fences. 

86) Every city can’t have EVERYTHING. Folsom is close. 
87) No more big box stores, local merchants are better for EDH 
88) Again, a grocery store in the Bass Lake and Serrano Pkwy area would be great! 
89) NEED A DOG PARK 
90) Needs to be attractive to support growth 
91) EDH Sports Club was an awesome upgrade and the park off Sophia! Wouldn't mind a 

nicer CSD center 
92) As a note to entertainment, I am suggesting family friendly or all age friendly 

entertainment. Not necessarily mass or franchised retails. Something with a community 
interest. 

93) We are close enough to other towns for additional activity 
94) More dining would be nice, but only in existing complexes, like the Town Center. Shopping 

is sufficient and we are close to Folsom for bigger shopping. 
95) Nothing is open past 9pm. That’s a problem. 
96) Keep/open restaurants in open spaces at town center 
97) Need more quality/boutique retail and less pharmacies 
98) A few more services would be nice, as long as they aren't the type that would attract 

people with no regard to the beauty of our community.  It would be sad to see EDH go the 
way of Elk Grove. 

99) Shopping is sufficient with Palladio/Costco just 6 miles away 
100) A new pool is very much needed to avoid scheduling conflicts among various aquatic 

activities. 
101) Need another aquatic center 
102) Need more of most but with local feel. Not too many box stores, etc. like Folsom. Trader 

Joes would be awesome! 
103) The CSD is impacted by the number of new residents. We need a new pool to 

accommodate the demand, 
104) Town Center could use more tenants 
105) Multi use sports complex would be a great asset bring people to EDH to eat, shop, stay 
106) We go to Folsom for Dining and Entertainment 
107) How does CSD work with Parker Dev. Co. to allow more interesting (e.g. narrow) trails to 

be built on Parker Dev. Co. land? Nice, meandering trails... not downhill bike trails. 
108) Family oriented restaurants like an IHOP would be nice. It would be nice to get a Trader 

Joes and a hardware store like ACE or ORCHARD SUPPLY. Maybe a bowling alley, 
roller skating rink, something that would be a fun draw for the community. 

109) Would like more tennis courts 
110) I would like to see more support for music and art within our community 
111) Need a dog park 
112) Have to go to Folsom too much 
113) Re: entertain. Fri. night concerts need to tone it way down 
114) We need pickle ball courts 
115) Not enough variety in dining options; see Folsom 
116) A mini golf/water slides/fun center would be a nice addition 
117) Leave it alone- we don’t want it to become larger, busier. 
118) Need for low cost housing in proximity of where the jobs are. Entertainment and dining 

facilities are within 15 miles of EDH. 
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119) Bowling Alley 
120) Fine dining - like Hawke's or Ella - would be good 
121) A Trader Joes would be nice... 
122) Bringing jobs, entertainment opportunities, and recreational opportunities into El Dorado 

Hills would only prove to decrease it's somewhat "small town" 
123) Shopping opportunities... difficult to assess because of the turn-over rate.... so many 

empty storefronts 
124) Would like some smaller boutiques, Carmel like vibe 
125) We are close to Folsom and not too far from Sacramento for shopping, entertainment etc. 
126) Would to be able to buy my work clothes and make-up locally and not pay boutique high 

prices. need another hardware store 
127) Need a good dog park 
128) Need more "walkable" opportunities, too much dependence on car to get anywhere 
129) We need a Hardware Store! 
130) Recreation if it is centrally located not scattered throughout neighborhoods. More dining 

would be nice, but in already existing complexes. 
131) There are enough open retail locations.  Need to attract business. 
132) Mall-Anchor stores 
133) Residential quality is the key 
134) Modest growth in all of the above is anticipated and even welcomed. 
135) Need more dining options 
136) Need more public transport 
137) A performing arts theater, even a small one, would be good 
138) Dining Hah! EDH had a fine restaurant and the locals do not support FINE FOOD. We 

leave town and go to Napa Valley for fine food. We do not eat out locally. Food is just that 
FOOD!  I prepare better at home 

139) It depends what is meant by recreation and entertainment opportunities.  I would not 
support drag racing (noisy and dirty), but do support hiking trails. 

140) Need living wage jobs-work her, live here 
141) Need more retail shopping 
142) Not more fast food 
143) Need safe entertainment options for teens 
144) Need more walking, hiking, biking trails connector to Folsom etc.  Need more recreation 

depends upon what type of recreation 
145) Need a supermarket up top of Serrano Parkway 
146) Bowling, laser tag, skating, social 
147) Would love a Nordstrom in our county 
148) Emphasis on only the right kind of jobs and restaurants. Kids that get our highly educated 

community and restaurants that will thrive. 
149) Outdoor amphitheater for concerts and plays 
150) A grocery store at Serrano & Bass Lake Rd would be great. 
151) Would compete with Folsom, so difficult to do financially. 
152) Tired of all my tax dollars going to Folsom and Roseville 
153) We need incentives to fill the retail space we have, not build more... 
154) No need to duplicate what other nearby communities have 
155) We don't need to become another Folsom, Roseville or Sacramento (over populated and 

hectic). we live here b/c EDH is not like those other cities 
156) I think we need to complete the commercial areas we already have with quality stores 

and businesses 
157) We don't need Kmart maybe Nordstrom’s, Macy's 
158) Needs Carls Jr 
159) We have to dine in Folsom for more variety 
160) I would like to see more walking and biking trails. 
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161) Need more indoor activities such as bowling, ice/roller skating, and indoor soccer/batting 
cages, etc.  Could use outdoor mini-golf, water park, go-carts, etc. 

162) Need a little more shopping/dining, basically filling what's available now would be 
sufficient 

163) As the community grows so should all of the above but on a balanced projection. 
164) Would like to see live theater; outdoor amphitheater 
165) A jazz/blues bar, with live music, affordable sports bar, and consistently good 

restaurants. A night at reunion for 18 to 21 year olds to hang out there. Like Mother's 
Disco in the Bay Area. A cafe at the visitor’s center in Serrano would be excellent. For 
cappuccinos, cakes etc. 

166) The Town Center retailing is a huge disappointment. I've heard that the management is 
impossible to deal with and rental rates are cheaper at the Palladio in Folsom. We're 
losing a huge opportunity to turn the Town Center into something special. It is now looked 
upon as a failure or at least a disappointment even though it is beautiful and has huge 
potential. 

167) I know people are always wanting another cool restaurant to choose from.  I'm a foodie 
myself.  But what we have here is sufficient.  More than you could fill in a month's worth 
of nights.  I'd rather have the open space. 

168) A bowling alley, ice or roller skating rink, would be great 
169) In a thriving and vibrant community that will support additional dining options, the answer 

would change to need more. 
170) Better marked trails 
171) Not much for the high school demographic- how about a bowling alley in the old CVS 

space 
172) Would love a mall or more Palladio/town center like areas so you don’t have to travel to 

Folsom/Roseville for more shops and dining 
173) Would like to see more businesses occupy existing built-out spaces, no new 

development 
174) I would love a Trader Joe's 
175) Again, leave the town for many of these 
176) We need a hardware store badly! 
177) Need more grass and turf for sporting organizations 
178) I work outside of the county and find I shop, eat, find entertainment outside of EDH as 

well. 
179) Always go out of county to shop, dine, etc. 
180) No more big box stores and chains. Recruit the local small business retail and dining 

options 
181) Jobs are always needed, but I would not sacrifice quality of life for any of these things. To 

say we need a sports complex, an arena, a Home Depot in the middle of EDH Blvd, 
would be a misinterpretation of our needs. 

182) Let the free market decide! Stay out of it. 
183) Need a late night restaurant 
184) We all travel to Sac. County for this list and the trip in itself is good therapy. 
185) A simple two mile drive to Bidwell gets all the above... 
186) Need a network of connecting trails. 
187) Bowling alley or other family friendly complex 
188) Need to develop shopping and restaurants to compete with Roseville.  No need to mirror 

Folsom, but you can keep people from going to Sac and Folsom. 
189) Our identity should magnify & reflect our attributes 
190) Would love to have indoor recreation facility- i.e. Indoor Pool! 
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Question 15 (253 Comments) 
Thinking about the future of El Dorado Hills, it is important to keep the look and feel a mixture of 
urban-like and rural-like charm? 
1) More rural like than urban like 
2) EDH is attractive because of the rural like qualities. Don’t need/want it to be like Folsom, 

Roseville, etc. 
3) More open space.  less development 
4) We are losing our rural roots - a loss not only to those of us who've been here for a long 

time, but also for the younger generation.  Having a sense of rural living helps younger 
generations appreciate the gifts of nature and the importance of preserving it. 

5) Love the rural like feeling with close proximity to urban things. Don't mind the short drive to 
shopping in Folsom. 

6) More rural 
7) Prefer the mix lean more toward rural 
8) Most of us left the bay area to come to a nice calm safe place 
9) More rural 

10) That is why most of us live here 
11) Reason most people want to move here. 
12) Keep it rural! 
13) I have lived in EDH over 30 years and want it to remain rural not urban at all. We can 

travel 5 min. if we need more dining, shopping, etc. 
14) It is much more important to keep our community feeling rural rather than urban. We can 

travel to Folsom if we need more options for shopping, dining, etc. 
15) We do not want/need an "urban" feel at all. We moved to EDH specifically for its more 

rural feel. If we wanted an urban feel we would move to Sacramento or even Folsom. 
16) More rural would be great. And that doesn't mean fewer people. It could mean way more. 

But how that is done is crucial! 
17) El Dorado Hills attracts families due to the mixture of family housing and rural charm.  

Don't change 
18) I want the rural charm.  We do not have urban charm now. We have retail space. 
19) Already urban. 
20) Urban-like (crowded, noisy, over-built, traffic congestion, lacking green space) is not 

desirable at all. 
21) The rural-like charm is what sets EDH apart from just any suburban community.  Town 

Center is a great, central location to access any amenity and entertainment we need while 
providing the "hustle and bustle" feeling of a more urban area.  What we are missing - 
PEDESTRIAN friendly access to these amenities.  I try to walk around town, but frankly - 
it's dangerous. 

22) No more development or you will lose rural feel. 
23) Especially north of 50 
24) Heavy on the rural-like charm 
25) I love EDH Town Center 
26) Too much development will ruin it 
27) We need to keep the rural, but we need to stop the urbanization.  Ample urban 

environments are a short drive away. 
28) Unclear question....enough urban need more rural charm 
29) El Dorado Hills is the most urban area in the unincorporated area of the county. If 

someone wants to live in an all rural area then they need to move south of the business 
park or eastward. 

30) Perfectly stated.  Execution could be tricky. 
31) Keep it rural 
32) Stick with more of a rural-like charm 
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33) Don't turn EDH into Folsom, Elk Grove or the Bay Area! 
34) But we need more of  rural and less urban charm 
35) I didn’t move here for URBAN like anything 
36) Keep it RURAL 
37) More rural-like 
38) Lean more towards rural charm. 
39) Except for the "urban-like" feel 
40) I prefer the rural like - charm. 
41) Need to stop building homes 
42) Need lots of open space. Do not want to look like Folsom. 
43) The small town charm is what brought us here 
44) Let us not trash out the quality established so far 
45) More rural - like! 
46) Think European cities mixed use 
47) Parker development will take care of the ex-rural look 
48) Please, no Southern CA looking architecture!  No palm trees! 
49) We would like to keep it rural like. We moved here because it was a small town.  We 

would like to keep the small town charm.  Doesn't need to feel like a big city. 
50) Love the small town charm 
51) Mixed urban yes 
52) That has already been lost due to parker development. 
53) If people want traffic, lots of shopping and amenities, move to Folsom! 
54) Please, no light rail extension from Folsom 
55) We do not need low income housing; we need a new high school and middle school in 

EDH. 
56) Don't want any more gated neighborhoods 
57) Keep as much open space as possible 
58) More rural less urban 
59) We should not just jump on every possible development-I hope the ARCO did not get 

approved!!!! 
60) Rural like charm is why I moved here 3 years ago to raise my kids and grow roots in a 

community 
61) Again, I  feel our  community  is  worlds  different  and  more  attractive  than  Folsom  at  

Bidwell  because  that  area  was  over- developed. 
62) Best kept at rural as there is enough urbaness already. 
63) Term is meaningless 
64) Plenty of open store fronts! 
65) ABSOLUTELY! This is why I moved here and has been the main theme of all of my 

answers and comments. 
66) This is #1 reason I moved from AZ to EDH 
67) Need to keep away from an urban feel. 
68) More rural like 
69) YES! Exactly why we moved here from Elk Grove!!! 
70) Not urban like. Just rural charm! 
71) More rural than urban. If we want urban we would like in Sacramento, LA, or SF 
72) Really like the rural charm, sad to see it going away in the south of 50 development 
73) I agree with rural-like 
74) Lived in SoCal do not want that 
75) Keep rural feel 
76) It is important to finish the projects already begun, but not add additional homes, etc. 
77) suburban-like not urban-like 
78) We don't need any more business complexes. 
79) Keep it ruralish and suburban, that's why people choose to live here and not Folsom 
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80) keep it rural like 
81) Keep it rural 
82) The current developed areas are on the border encroaching on open space. Not one more 

development should be considered!!!! 
83) Need to maintain high quality of life 
84) Urban growth has already surpassed rural charm - need to stop development of all growth 

until Silva interstate access is built and El Dorado interstate access finished 
85) Love rural feeling and charm 
86) While still encouraging the family environment 
87) No more development 
88) Open space 
89) Definition of urban? 
90) The community needs to stay on the rural side not urban 
91) It isn't rural-like; we need to keep open space and rural types of uses, not just a pretty 

facade. 
92) The rural charm is very important 
93) This is a MUST DO 
94) Don't need urban-like would live urban if I needed that 
95) Like single family homes and clean, nice town center 
96) I think the Silva Valley freeway temps are a bad idea. They would be better located at 

Bass Lake Rd. I believe having these ramps right by all our schools is a serious danger to 
the safety of our children. 

97) EDH is special 
98) No more building!  Congested enough, let's keep more of the rural charm. 
99) More rural - less urban 

100) Keep as much open space as possible 
101) Put the brakes on developers. 
102) "Urban" and "rural" are polar opposite characteristics.  How could we do something other 

than maintain some kind of mixture? 
103) With more emphasis on rural 
104) We do not need any multifamily projects in our community 
105) keep the ratio that you have 
106) Change is the only way 
107) Absolutely!  We don't want EDH to be another Folsom! 
108) Keep it classy, no Wal-Mart or no Kmart 
109) Keep EDH elite & separate from sac county. 
110) If we lose the old golf course area to retail we all lose. 
111) I'd rather emphasize rural-like charm. 
112) Need more rural areas preserved. 
113) Less urban more rural 
114) Stick to rural like 
115) Suburban, Family Orientation 
116) The charm of EDH is its rural charm.  That's the whole reason most of us moved here. 
117) More towards the rural... 
118) I prefer to be  a city as we have insufficient police coverage 
119) This is why we moved from Sacramento 
120) Do NOT want a planned unit community look and feel like that of Irvine in So. Calif. 
121) Otherwise it will look like other urban sprawl areas 
122) If you change it, we and others will leave and our dollars count here, even as retirees. I'd 

rather pay higher property taxes to keep EDH like it is than turn it into another metropolis. 
123) Question makes no sense. 
124) If urban means separate & designated areas for retail 
125) We do not want to look like Folsom 
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126) I would rather it keep more "rural-like" charm than the "urban-like" feel. 
127) Brand identity: Gateway to Sierra Wine Country 
128) One of our best attributes 
129) Rural feel, that is why we came here 
130) More park-like areas would be nice. 
131) More rural 
132) More rural less urban 
133) Rural is okay, but does not mean weeds. 
134) This is a rural community; we do not need an "urban" feel. 
135) NO MORE COOKIE-CUTTER HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS!!!! 
136) The need to keep it more like you are in foothills and not look like Folsom 
137) I like the small town feel, more upscale, no big box. 
138) I NEVER wanted to live in "urban-like...charm."  Wanted to keep room to breathe and be - 

without the mania of urbanity. 
139) Mostly rural-like though 
140) I prefer the rural like setting and would not change that for anything 
141) Urban chic is very attractive and makes EDH feel special 
142) The charm is the Oak Trees 
143) Keep more rural, with clustered retail 
144) But a bit more rural look 
145) Keep it more rural like than urban like is better. 
146) Yes! What I love about EDH and why I live here. 
147) Do not over develop this place 
148) Need to build charming buildings like La Borgata , not ugly European town center 
149) Absolutely! Couldn't agree more!! 
150) Don't need "urban" anything. 
151) Open space is why we chose EDH 
152) Urban in business park and town center South of Highway 50. 
153) Keeping a rural feel north of 50 is important. 
154) New housing looks just like Folsom.  More rural, larger lots to preserve water supply for 

those already here. 
155) I agree, but if individual families are going to be able to afford living here, we need to give 

way to some development for the purpose of bringing good jobs to our community. 
156) Don't want to live in "Bay Area' East. Keep it open/rural 
157) Adding condensed housing and/or commercial buildings would take away from the 

current charm of EDH. 
158) Depends on the area... for example I think the business park does not need to have that 

feel. 
159) Not sure what this means - urban like? 
160) Keep more of the rural charm. 
161) Less urban than rural 
162) Growth is inevitable and healthy 
163) Question contradicts itself 
164) Keep development clustered to protect open lands 
165) With more emphasis on rural 
166) Rural is more important 
167) Rural is better 
168) Not urban 
169) I would put the emphasis on rural-like charm... keep the urban separate 
170) less urban and more suburban 
171) Already destroyed the rural, where is the water coming from?? EID what a joke, traffic 

traffic traffic 20 plus years of beep beep beep, is it ever going to stop??? 
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172) I agree EDH should be more rural like it was intended and even promoted as.  As a 25-
year resident of EDH, the changes have been dramatic and with it comes many "urban" 
problems. 

173) Like a little more urban-like charm having come from the City of Chicago 
174) I would like more of the past rural feel, but that ship has sailed! 
175) Need more rural, too much urban 
176) The rural charm is why many, if not most people moved here, we r losing that fast! 
177) There are enough urban environments already 
178) It is vital to keep the current look and feel as we continue to grow. 
179) the rural is getting lost 
180) Keep the existing nature areas and preserve or expand those that are not developed. 
181) Stop stacking houses! 
182) Prefer the rural-like. Would not want more urban 
183) Less urban - more rural 
184) Charm mix is not the problem in El Dorado Hills.  In terms of planning for the future, 

pushing commercial development to the south side of El Dorado Hills around Highway 50 
will reduce traffic on already overburdened rural roads like Green Valley and improve 
public safety. 

185) It has already been established 
186) If you build up the way the developers have in last 15 years....who knows where you 

are??? Walnut Creek, Los Altos, Redwood City, once you tear up the land you have 
CITY.... Yuck!! 

187) Agree more on the rural-like charm side 
188) More rural 
189) I'd like to see more retail development to keep sales tax revenue in our county rather 

than it going to Sacramento County 
190) Needs to stay rural 
191) I feel we are going too far in the direction of the urban facilities.  We moved here in 1976 

to have a more rural life style Putting multiple homes next to our 5 acre parcels would 
shatter that aspect. 

192) Need to improve traffic conditions 
193) El Dorado Hills is growing and more closely aligned with an Urban area, and more closely 

aligned with Folsom, than El Dorado County. EDC is the rural area, while EDH is the 
urban area. Rather than try and accommodate both, focus each one on their respective 
area. 

194) Less housing! 
195) One of the reasons we live here 
196) Charming, small town, well-maintained, affluent, beautiful views and rolling hills 
197) I'm okay with more shops going in the area around Raleys and Town Center, but as far 

as that sprawling out any further, no.  I'd like that to be centralized/contained. 
198) More housing north of US 50 like the proposed projects in the old golf course and the 

"Pedregal" area will add traffic, noise, crime, and make the area that is now a nice mix of 
rural and suburban into something undesirable. 

199) Love the look and feel of our town. Don’t want that to change! 
200) Limit sprawl, focus on mixed use core with open space around the edges. 
201) It's what attracts people here. 
202) There are already too much urban-like communities. The rural spaces are disappearing 

to development. Please preserve what is left of the Rural (not "rural-like") charm. 
203) To me, this is the crux of the issue for EDH. 
204) Would place more emphasis on rural-like charm outside of "downtown EDH" area 
205) Need is mainly to keep the rural-like character 
206) They are contradictory 
207) I would like more mixed use and a real downtown especially to keep younger adults here. 
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208) More rural 
209) That’s why people move here and stay here 
210) We are a rural community and should not lose sight of that while incorporating activities & 

buildings 
211) Rural like charm 
212) To some aspects. We need more businesses in this area.  Everyone has to go to Folsom 

and give too much of our tax dollars to Folsom. 
213) I would like to see more trees, plants, and cute shopping areas. 
214) Strongly agree, but need to minimize the "urban-like" and maximize the "rural-like" 
215) We selected EDH for this reason. 
216) The transition into a urban look has destroyed EDH to some degree to appear from the 

freeway traveler to be just another Hwy stopping place for gas and some shopping and 
overbuild and not a place to live unless you want o live in the foothills in a community that 
looks very much like living along Hwy 280 in San Mateo County or along Hwy 80 or 
through the Concord mega mess.  Keep up the development of staking homes on small 
parcels and it will be no different in the future and will be the San Francisco of EDC with 
the rest of the county acting like a buffer for any other growth past the community of EDH 
with Cameron Park annexed into the eventual city of EDH for tax purposes.  Sort of like 
along Hwy 580 in Castro valley and Oakland. 

217) The "urban-like" areas that already exist near Hwy 50, I assume. Nothing around here is 
really urban-like nor has the charming feel of some urban areas that mix living, working, 
and entertainment in compact, walkable neighborhoods. Town Center could approach 
that with some smart planning and a little re-purposing 

218) Absolutely what makes this a desirable area!  Let's not be Roseville 
219) EDH had a wonderful opportunity to become another "Los Altos Hills" or "Atherton" like 

communities in the Bay Area.  Unfortunately, the developers are winning (Look at 
Serrano from Hwy 50 - yuck!) 

220) People move here for the small town feel to get away from the stress of big city life 
221) Hello!  This is what DEFINES EDH.  Thank you for including this question!  :) 
222) Keep it rural 
223) This is NOT an URBAN area!! 
224) Keep the "Italian Villa" look. High Class Vintage 
225) If well designed 
226) Not sure exactly what you mean by urban like since we are what I would consider 

suburban.  I would not consider Folsom urban either.....however Folsom is definitely not 
rural.  I would say we do not want large scale high density developments which cause 
urban like problems.  This would include traffic and congestion which our roads are not 
built to handle and not keep in keeping with the general feel of the EDH community. 

227) Would like it to stay more rural than urban 
228) No more gas stations on Green Valley 
229) So far, so good! 
230) More rural than urban 
231) I feel other communities in the area make more sense remaining rural & the location of El 

Dorado Hills make an urban-like charm a nice change 
232) This is a strange question. I don’t think things can stay the same. EDH is not urban. I do 

think you can plan to have urban areas and non urban areas with smart planning 
233) Is EDH considered urban like?  This is a suburb 
234) No growth attitude does not work 
235) Nobody wants to see the hills covered with development 
236) Do not allow EDH to be sacrificed in order to retain 'rural' in the remainder of the county!! 
237) Let the free market decide 
238) Keep rural feel 
239) It's too urban at this point.  Rural charm needs to increase. 
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240) It is important to maintain the suburban/small town feel we have enjoyed the last 30 
years. While we understand growth is inevitable, we feel that there are plenty of "urban" 
options available within a 5-10 mile drive to Folsom/Sunrise. We choose to live in EDH 
(and not Folsom) because EDH offers a small town charm that we want to protect and 
maintain. 

241) What's "urban like" about it? Its fine as far as this question goes. 
242) That is what gives EDH its beauty and charm. 
243) Would love to see EDH stay more on the rural, small-town side. 
244) More rural...we are El Dorado "Hills" 
245) This comment doesn't make sense.EDH is a bedroom community and if we forget that we 

will destroy the community. We are not Folsom, quit competing. 
246) We need the right traffic infrastructure to support the urban growth. 
247) What in the world is that supposed to mean? 
248) We have very talented individuals, businesses, and land owners in EDH who are very 

community conscious....our identify needs to reflect and celebrate the great life we have 
here 

249) No urban 
250) Don't let EDH become a generic suburb!! 
251) El Dorado Hills is not rural anymore 
252) Suburban! No urban 
253) Strict architectural requirements for commercial buildings so they are attractive. 

 

Question 16 (597 Comments) 
General Comments 

1) Get restaurants in town center to pool together for a quick bus line  
Why can't I walk or bike to Town Center without mingle with speeding drunk drivers? 

2) El Dorado Hills is cool 
3) I find your area markers very unclear. are you only saying EDH blvd to top of hill by trinity 

catholic church - because we really have very little here 
4) We do not want a lot of development of housing especially condos, apartments 
5) We love El Dorado Hills and want to see it remain a charming small town. I am not 

supportive of adding a lot of multi-family homes (AKA apartments/condos in EDH). Also, I 
feel we have more than enough shopping and access to shopping in Folsom 

6) What happened to the original idea of a "village" concept? 
7) We have a wonderful community and perfect location here! It would be great to have 

more sports playing fields and job opportunities 
8) Housing is too dense.  Expand elsewhere in the county if needed.  Schools are too 

crowded with terrible traffic issues. 
9) I love EDH. I feel as though developers are going to over build and ruin our community 

10) Need to deal with circulation patterns here in EDH.  too much traffic on EDH Blvd. and 
residential streets 

11) We used to live in Folsom.  Although there trail system is amazing, there are too many 
strip malls and apartment buildings.  That is one of the reasons we moved here! 

12) I am 75 years old, retired for 13 years and have lived here for 23 years I am very happy 
here. 

13) We miss seeing the beautiful golf course when we drove into town. 
14) It's a very nice community. Thank you. 
15) Do NOT transform El Dorado Hills into another Folsom. If you want Folsom then go live 

there and don't screw up this special community. Fill the tax coffers some other way. 
16) Please keep EDH rural.  Please no building or construction North of highway 50.  Please 

keep the charm of open spaces. 
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17) Love this area! Truly hate to see high density development come in.  Traffic is issue-
widen EDH Blvd. sooner rather than later to cause least amount of disruption.  Our EDH 
tax $ needs to be used to get that done. 

18) Would be great to have more shopping that is walkable 
19) It is unacceptable that school busses have recently and without any discussion with 

residents started using Waterford as a through route.  Several times each morning and 
afternoon huge, noisy smelly busses come through the neighborhood and right past my 
house simply because after 20 or so years the drivers have apparently lost their ability to 
negotiate a turn into the school parking lot off of Francisco Dr. from the northbound 
direction.  This has angered many Waterford residents and RUSD will do nothing about it, 
nor do they seem to think they did anything wrong by starting the practice unannounced.  
Very frustrating and unacceptable. 
 
Also a word about section 8 housing:  There is a rumor that the apartments at Francisco 
Dr. and Village Center Dr. are or are going to be designated as section 8 housing.  
Placing section 8 housing in El Dorado Hills does a great disservice to the community and 
to the potential section 8 residents.  The fact that it seems to be being done 'under the 
radar', without any public announcement or notification and without residents being 
allowed to express their opinion.  Introducing section 8 housing will make residents 
uncomfortable, uncertain about the future of their community and the potential section 8 
residents will feel out of place and quite frankly will not be able to afford anything but the 
housing that is being made available to them.  El Dorado Hills is a fairly affluent 
community and creating a "projects" like environment in a section of town does nobody 
any good. 

20) Need to clean up the strip along El Dorado Hills Blvd outside out Crown Village - always 
big weeds.  Big eye - sore, yet other areas are immaculate. 

21) Don't attract more of the road bicycle crowd-they don't obey traffic laws, they slow traffic, 
they park in our streets, etc. 

22) I would love to see more street lights in Governors Village and sidewalks for the safety of 
the kids, I really don´t mind to give a piece of land to be dedicated for the sole purpose of 
a sidewalk 

23) I would hate to see more track homes (like Serrano) being built especially in areas, for 
example, like salmon falls where there's a lot of wildlife/nature.  

24) We do need more affordable housing. 
25) Need another/expanded pool.  EDH TAZ is a well established swim team turning potential 

members away due to pool size/time 
26) Would like more shop/restaurant stability in town center.  Also get focus on the Green 

Valley/Francisco opportunities. 
27) Avoid the Folsom big box influx 
28) I would like to learn more about how I can volunteer time for the future of El Dorado Hills 

and get more involved in community development. 
29) Keep EDH a great place to live and raise kids.  Safe and less crowded than Folsom.  We 

love Folsom, but don't want to be Folsom. 
30) Do not build more retail or homes!  There are many empty stores and vacant homes 

already.  Need more parks and recreational areas. 
31) FINISH THE EDH BLVD (Power Lines to Green Valley); 

INCLUDE VEGETATION CARE ON BOTH SIDES OF THE BLVD, PEDESTRIAN 
SAFETY AND ACCESS TO FOLSOM LAKE, THE LAKE FOREST, GOVERNOR'S, 
ST.ANDREWS BUSINESSES. 

32) I'd like to see more bike and walking paths separate from the street, so people could use 
something other than cars to get to the store. 

33) I would like to see more activities for seniors 
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34) High density housing, apartments and condo on the old golf course makes no sense. 
That is the entrance to Serrano, how would it look with all that crowding, not the open 
space we bought our home to look at and the only way in is through a shopping center 
parking lot. Runs the impressive entrance we now enjoy and what will morning and 
evening trips be like? BAD IDEA!!!! 

35) Quit building.  Use what we have available first. 
36) EDH does not need more housing (single family homes, apartments, or condos) 

constructed in the available open areas that exist now.  Traffic is already a problem 
(despite surveys) and would only be worse with additional construction.  The only 
interested parties are the development companies and or builders.   

37) Keep it small like Davis, Carmel, and Santa Barbara. 
No sprawl 

38) Sign/banner ordinances need to be implemented or enforced. 
39) Don't ruin a good thing! 
40) Roads are not well taken care of in Marina Village - trees and shrubs cover street signs.  

County drainage ditch is over grown and unsightly. 
41) EDH is a great place to live-Bike trails like Folsom would be great 
42) Good job on the survey! 
43) More housing is going to mean more traffic, which is already a problem. 
44) Sickens me every time I drive past EDH golf course that was BRING IT BACK!!!!!!! 
45) By adding apartments and low income housing EDH would lose the small community feel.  

We do not need to attract big box stores with low paying jobs; doing so would invite crime 
and further traffic problems. Those type stores are in Folsom, one exit away. 

46) Thank you for your work! 
47) We moved here in 1983. We liked the open space, unique home architecture, low traffic 

and recreational opportunities.  The planners have eliminated many of these unique 
characteristics.  Traffic is bad; the Daly City look provided by the Serrano development 
has diminished the community’s uniqueness.  High water/sewer and electrical rates 
discourage a long term commitment to the community.  The hodge podge architectural 
choices in the town center makes you think a bipolar planner approved the designs. Think 
about the most appealing communities in California.  They all have one trait in common, 
lots of open space.  EDH is becoming Calabasas, Thousand Oaks, Milpitas, and San 
Ramon. I recommend people move to Folsom, better biking/walking trails, close access to 
two lakes, lower utility costs. 

48) We have lived in EDH since 1979.  While growth and related issues have been a 
challenge, we love this community. 

49) There is a high need for more recreational space. We need a larger sports complex to 
accommodate the active families of El Dorado Hills and promote exercise for our youth. 

50) I believe we do not need any more housing in El Dorado Hills. Because of the great 
schools and the family oriented community in El Dorado Hills, we need more parks, ball 
fields and a bigger swimming pool to accommodate the families and children. It is 
important to promote a healthy, active lifestyle. Community sports are a great way to do 
this. Currently families are having to fight to sign their children up for swim team. Sports 
teams have trouble getting field space for practice and games. Adding more housing 
would increase this problem, as well as increase traffic. 

51) I grew up in Folsom when everything on East Bidwell (since 2000) was not there, as well 
as the Empire Ranch area.  I think that while that was good for Folsom, it also made it too 
generic.  I think that El Dorado Hills is great because of its charm.  I like the fact that there 
are independently owned shops and restaurants.  After college I moved to San Rafael in 
Marin county.  When relocating to the Sacramento area, El Dorado Hills was the most like 
Marin that my wife and I thought that it was the perfect place for us.  It had the charm of 
Marin, yet the affordability of Sacramento.  I would like to see El Dorado Hills keep its 
charm and prestigious elements with less apartments and affordable housing. 
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52) More sports fields are needed, including more all weather and lighted fields. 
53) The planned development along EDH Blvd will take away the open spaces in that area 

and destroy the rural feel of the neighborhood. 
54) I like the amount of green space and open space now in El Dorado Hills and would like to 

preserve as much as possible.  I think the community could make use of more sports 
fields, so a sports complex could be a positive addition.  If housing is added, single family 
homes on lots of 1/4 acre and larger are much more desirable than condos/apts that 
would crowd far more people and cars into the same amount of space and tax water and 
other resources.  I moved to Ridgeview neighborhood because it is quiet, especially at 
night, and I really want to preserve that low noise level.  I would not want a sports 
complex design that would amplify noise. 

55) Plans for building apartments, condos and businesses in the area of El Dorado Hills Blvd 
between 50 and just past Wilson will cause even more traffic congestion and pollution in 
the area and take away the rural feeling with the hills and oak trees. 

56) It's imperative to maintain EDH's small, close knit community and rural charm.  The open 
space and undeveloped hillsides coupled with beautiful housing is a large contributor to 
EDH's reputation as a premier community in which to live in Northern California.  If 
development must occur - make the developers do it the right way - construct 
bike/pedestrian trails, SIDEWALKS, STREETLIGHTS, large lots, etc. 

57) Surrounding EDH BLVD with development will change the look and feel of EDH forever.  
Part of the charm is entering the community and seeing open space. 

58) Having a trail system connecting neighborhoods to open spaces, parks, and schools 
would add so much to this community. 

59) Please let’s not let this beautiful area become too "overdeveloped" and ruin it with horrible 
traffic, and too many "cookie cutter" housing developments 

60) This is a wonderful community.  I like the fact there are no street lights, and we do have a 
lot of quality businesses.  I would like to see small local shops in our existing shopping 
areas with specialties like they have in Cameron Park.  I would like to keep the building of 
homes down, staying with the existing type of large lots and space between the homes.  
This will also keep our property values up. 

61) Need another aquatic center. 
62) I like keeping EDH rural and country feeling with urban conveniences close by.  Safety 

and family first. 
63) Issuance of water permits bothers me when our rates rise during dry years 
64) Don’t allow the re-zoning of the EDH golf course area & other nearby areas for dense 

housing projects.  Stop Parker Development from building an obscene number of dense 
housing thus overcrowding both the Buckeye district schools and Oakridge High school!! 
Enough is enough!!! 

65) The community pool is a letdown, particularly in comparison to Folsom's aquatic center.   
I grew up here and was shocked they tore out the old pool that had a small water slide, 
and the new pool doesn't even have that.   If I had kids I wouldn't bother taking them to 
the EDH pool. 

66) I strongly disagree with the proposal to develop high density housing within the currently 
proposed locations.  It will significantly impact traffic congestion, school overcrowding, 
and the rural and upscale appeal of EDH. 

67) Let's avoid becoming overcrowded 
68) Gradually the open spaces that make El Dorado Hills beautiful are disappearing as more 

housing developments are being built. We don't need more houses, nor retail space right 
now. 

69) I have lived in EDH for 3 years.  This is a great community to raise a family, and it also 
offers great opportunities for the aging population.  In future planning do not leave out the 
benefit of providing excellent opportunities for the aging population of EDH as they have 
been the foundation in establishing this great community. 
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70) Beautiful place to live.  As it continues to grow in population and sprawl, it will become 
less of a nice place to live. 

71) I think it would be nice if the sheriff department had a building next to the fire department 
off of EDH Blvd 

72) There are few places like EDH. We need to preserve this uniqueness. 
73) We need to retain the rural values that are left here and must stop further urbanization.  

And we need to stop large-scale residential development which (1) detracts from those 
values, (2) inevitably adds to commuting and driving times even if reduced or "mitigated" 
somewhat (more about that below), and (3) cannot help but reduce the value of existing 
homes or hamper their appreciation, because housing, like most things, is not immune to 
the laws of supply and demand. 
 
Turning briefly to the traffic issue, residents need to understand that “mitigating” a 
problem does not mean solving it.  It just means reducing it.  So if a proposed high-
density development, such as the addition of 4,000 residences, is projected to add 30 
minutes (15 minutes each way) to a resident’s commuting or driving time five days a 
week, and if that impact realistically can be mitigated by 20% to a traffic impact of 24 
minutes a day, residents still will be spending an extra 100 hours a year – two and a half 
40-hour workweeks - behind the wheel instead of spending that time with their families.  
Here’s the math: 
Number of extra hours per year = 24 minutes/weekday x 1 hour/60 minutes x 5 
weekdays/week x 50 weeks/year = 100 hours per year. 
 
Why would anyone living here or owning property here want to approve that?  And even if 
those who are proposing those developments confidently proclaim that the traffic impact 
will be lower, where is the accountability.  Will they commit themselves to paying the 
residents for that increased commuting and driving time if those confident projections turn 
out to be wrong? 

74) Need to finish EDH blvd, at least to Francisco. 
75) EDH is classy, newer and clean 
76) Need more hiking/biking trails. 
77) The signs that people stake on the corners are horrible, especially on an election year. 
78) People move here for the charm and quaint feeling-not development and business 

opportunities. Move back to the city for that. 
79) Need a CPK here, and a Barnes and Noble 
80) In the 6 years we have lived here, the traffic has definitely increased.  The loss of the 

public golf course was unexpected and upsetting.  We love living here but are concerned 
about adding more population and the issues that accompany it. 

81) Commercial growth in El Dorado Hills will be good for all of El Dorado County; we need to 
create more local jobs and sales tax revenues. 

82) It is getting too populated. stop the overgrowth 
83) We were supposed to have a full facility park at Bass Lake.  Woodridge people 

complained about it.  They were worried about lights, the frogs, and the oak trees.  I 
wonder how they feel now that the lake is being left to dry up and that the land is being 
sold for development?  Will this survey keep our lake alive?  I don't think so... 

84) Town Center needs 2-3 more blocks of small retail to create and sustain any retail 
synergy necessary to make it a viable Town Center otherwise all you will have is a 
parade of failed small retail businesses. 

85) I would hate to see EDH succumb to pressure to turn into a over developed town, it is not 
needed 

86) My biggest concern is the addition of housing/apts/etc. That would create additional traffic 
problems on EDH blvd. and the freeway. 

87) Please consider a sports complex for tournaments! It is much needed in this community. 
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88) I don't want to see the community developed into the next Folsom. 
89) It's important to focus on smart development without impeding progress. Walk 

neighborhoods and transit oriented development. Overall EDH is a great community for 
families but the growth must be properly managed and coupled with infrastructure being 
updated to accommodate. 

90) Need more tennis courts. 
91) Please stop building.  We do not need more homes, gas stations, or stores. 
92) Would like to see additional quality business' move to EDH to increase the availability of 

high paying jobs. 
93) Moved to EDH for its country living and conservative political environment.  DO NOT 

make the same mistakes that neighboring communities, Elk Grove and Roseville made!  
People cannot move out of those areas fast enough.  It's very sad what city planners 
have done to those communities!!!! 

94) EDH has a well balanced suburb feel with rural areas. The encroaching development with 
provide not only increased job growth but crime growth as well. This is a great community 
with much to offer, including open spaces, clean air and a lack of sound/light pollution. 
Keep these things in mind when developing for the future 

95) Thanks for the opportunity to share our views. 
96) Need another connector to Folsom (Saratoga to Iron Point, widen White Rock) 
97) Way too much development and growth. 
98) I wish there was a night life 
99) I do not want to see urban sprawl - do not want el dorado hills to look like Folsom or even 

worse! 
100) I am not in favor of large developments. This is why we moved to area. Have the open 

space. Do not want this to become like every other city. 
101) If developers want to build out county, look to other districts, other than district #1.  Ask 

other supes how they would like build out in their neighborhoods. 
102) Keep as much open space as possible.  And if we can’t get back our beautiful golf course 

then use that space for a recreational complex. 
103) Keep as much open space as we can - we don’t want to live in a big city with all their 

problems. 
104) Very concerned about tremendous increase in high density housing planned for the Park 

Dr/ EDH Blvd area 
105) Maintain and increase senior activities and facilities 
106) very nice place to live 
107) EDH Blvd needs to have sound wall. Too much traffic. 
108) No new apartments or condos! 
109) NO RADICAL CHANGES NEEDED! 
110) Would like to see a Winco and a Wal-Mart at Latrobe/White Rock Area 
111) I love what we have today in EDH! 
112) We are very proud to live in EDH and witness the wonderful growth and maintain the high 

standards that have been established by our community leaders. 
113) I’ve lived in El Dorado Hills for 43 years. It is a great area to live and raise kids. 
114) Need bicycle trails, need public transportation e.g. bus to light rail in Folsom 
115) Please, please, please a sports complex is essential! We need more fields and indoor 

facilities and leagues to support our youth! 
116) We love EDH 
117) Need to do something for the pre-teens and teenagers.  They get into trouble because 

there’s nothing for them to do. 
118) No general comments 
119) Need a stop sign at the corner of EDH Blvd and Crown 
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120) We came to this area live in a quiet, low crime area. We bought a home in an established 
neighborhood and accepted the fact that we would pay higher taxes to be in an area of 
low crime and great schools.  We didn't move here for a job. If you fill all the open space 
with condos, apartments, and houses, it will simply become another Folsom. Retail 
businesses will do well with this model, but the quality of life for residents will decline. The 
main draw for people to move to this area is low crime and good schools.  If you need a 
job, go to Folsom or Sac Metro. If you want to live in a spectacular, low crime, great 
schools community, move here and accept higher taxes. 

121) What I love about EDH is that it hasn't been overdeveloped, but it's getting close to that 
point. I love that when you drive through on the highway, you see more hills than homes. 
Planned cities can be nice, with the placement of every tree thought out, but nothing 
compares to the wild beauty of the landscape that nature designed. So grateful to live in a 
community where that natural beauty is part of everyday life. 

122) The turn from northbound Eldorado Blvd to Eastbound Serrano Parkway is extremely 
dangerous during rainy conditions. In 2011 I counted four run-off the road incidents. In 
2012 there were 7 and even though 2013 has been very dry, there have been 2. During 
virtually every rain storm, a vehicle runs off the road, across the grass or strikes the oak 
tree on the South side of the road. There should be a traffic warning at that location. 

123) Growth is inevitable, and we must improve our law and traffic enforcement.  It is pitiful at 
this time - traffic accidents can take 1 hr plus for response by CHP, and investigations 
into accidents are cursory.  Some residents completely ignore stop signs and traffic laws 
knowing that enforcement is rare at best. Very dangerous and frustrating. 

124) More sports fields, pretty please. 
125) The open air feeling needs to be preserved.  Our town is not called El Dorado Hills 

because of overbuilding.  Our town is known for its beauty and natural feeling.  We would 
like to keep it that way. 

126) Any changes should not hurt homeowners. 
127) Public transportation is non-existent. A local shuttle between residential and Town 

Center/Raleys would save a lot of driving for little trips. 
128) No more houses!!!!!! 
129) Finish beautification of EL DORADO HILLS BLVD and finish the bike trail on the blvd, 

especially between Governors Village and Francisco Dr. 
130) More people and businesses lead to more crime 
131) Less residential development, more parks and recreational development 
132) This county needs to think of the community, not developers needs! 
133) Finish the freeway interchange and make EDH Blvd safer from Governor to Green Valley 

and don't develop the golf course into multi-tenant housing and I will be happy. 
134) Please keep traffic as is. More housing will make traffic (especially rush hour) intolerable. 
135) I moved my family to EDH in 2009 because I LOVE it!  I am sad, to think my kids must go 

to Folsom or above Cameron park to play/practice sports.  I am more upset that my kids 
will be bused out of town for middle school and high school.  Let's take care of our 
residents and families that live here now. 

136) I would love to see a full connection between the bike/walk paths along Green Valley 
Road from Serrano Pkwy all the way down to Salmon Falls. Right now the path is not as 
obvious, nor as pleasant as it is near the freeway. It would be great if there were trees for 
shade and asphalt all the way so that bicyclists and pedestrians have a safe way to 
navigate down the length of the main artery for the town. 

137) I still hope El Dorado Hills will become a city. It's long overdue. The old golf course land 
should be purchased and used as the city hall location 

138) More open space, less development. 
139) The area surrounding the entrance to Serrano Pkwy and EDH blvd is way too congested. 

Adding any more housing and/or retail would make an existing traffic problem in this area 
worse. 
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140) While I want there to be jobs in the community and opportunities for growth and 
development, I do not believe EDH is a good area to try and drive "industry."  Reality is 
that EDH is a wonderful commuter town, where people can easily commute to the bigger 
job markets in Folsom, Sac, etc.  We should aim to keep the charm of our community by 
making it a great place to raise our children and enjoy the natural beauty, not try and 
develop more and more housing, massive shopping centers etc. 

141) What attracted us to EDH back in 1984 was the lifestyle and quality of life. Since that time 
we have seen growth but now the desire is continued growth. If the growth continues, we 
will lose our quality of life and the lifestyle we cherish. Continued growth will result in 
more traffic, more noise, more crime, loss of rural feeling and more water issues. 

142) EDH reminds me of east bay (SF) where I grew up, 20 years ago. 
143) I enjoy the open fields and great views of the valley.  It's nice to see the wild animals and 

wilderness feel. 
144) Need walking access to Town Center away from automobiles. 
145) Water is overpriced & dislike PG&E wish we had SMUD 
146) To maintain the rural charm ensure large open spaces are included as part of any 

development plan.  Incentivize retail business growth in Town Center.  Need a hardware 
store. 

147) My family moved to EDH to be engaged with an active community of professionals. It 
would be a disappointment to see stacked housing overcome the sense of well being. 

148) The local roads cannot accommodate more congestion that additional business parks 
and industrial complexes would bring. 

149) We need a bike connection route to Folsom Lake Crossing bike path from Green Valley 
Road; it would be safer to avoid the 2 lane section of Green Valley Road. 

150) The roads near Brooks Elementary and around are in very poor condition. Even 
Ridgeview drive that was just resurfaced is bumpy 

151) Street maintenance lacking.  My street has not been resurfaced in 25 years. 
152) I would favor more commercial development than residential development.  And 

expanded roads - too many roads are single lane or full of stop signs! 
153) Would be nice to have another community pool and more soccer fields 
154) Great town would like to see future expansion done I'm a way to not make it too busy and 

a high traffic area and loose its small town feel 
155) We are zoned to go to middle and high school out of EDH.  This is ridiculous and goes 

against the basic reasons we moved here. High density housing north of 50 will make it 
impossible to ever have district lines redrawn so out children don't have to drive miles to 
another city to go to school. 

156) We don't need any more drug stores or fast food restaurants. Also, keep Malcolm Dixon 
Rural. 

157) There are too many homes, condos and apartments proposed between the fire station on 
El Dorado Hills Blvd and Raley's.  There is already too much traffic in the area. 

158) We need to develop a park like setting along EDH blvd up to Francisco stop sign. 
159) Too many rules/regulations.  Too much money wasted by Serrano Visitors Center.  Like 

the summer concert events. 
160) Higher quality of living will keep the neighborhood safe and clean. Upgrade the roads of 

what we already have. 
161) Keep EDH living as is. If there is funding, upgrade the streets of the villages with lights 

and repaving the streets for the overall safety and pride of ownership for high quality 
living. 

162) El Dorado Hills must grow in order to prosper.  It is important that we control that grow in 
a way that allows for an increase in population and business.  For any community to 
survive it must grow.  What is most important to me is properly managing that growth.  
One need only look at Folsom to see how managed growth can benefit a community. 
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163) Need more parking spaces at the El Dorado Hills Park and Ride.  Parking at the Park and 
Ride is being taken up by employees in the area and ridership is up.  Support for 
commuting to Sacramento by Bus is a very important issue that the community is 
embracing. 

164) Caution should be used to ensure that growth progresses at a reasonable pace and in a 
way that will allow us to sustain the mix of urban and rural charm that is the primary 
reason many of us wanted to live in EDH in the first place. 

165) I do not think we need more development. What is wrong with keeping a small town 
small? I don't want it turning into a chain restaurant filled city with no charm like our 
neighbor Folsom. 

166) El Dorado Hills does not need to become like Folsom. The primarily residential nature of 
the community is what makes it special! 

167) I grew up in EDH, lived in LA for the past 10 years and decide to come back here to raise 
my family. While it has grown significantly since 1991-2001; I do not wish for it to grow 
anymore. I like the small town feel, 2 lane roads, open fields, small number of restaurants 
and shopping. I don't want it to turn into Folsom or Roseville. We have something special 
here so let's keep that. I don’t think any changes need to be made to the city. 

168) I left the Bay Area because of the congestion and the excessive growth.  The need to fill 
every open space with something. 

169) Bass Lake Rd from Serrano to Green Valley is dangerous and needs to be widened and 
paved. 
Would like the open space that was going to be a natural park to have picnicking, hiking 
to be completed like they told us they were going to do when we bought our home in 
Wood Ridge 10 years ago. That was one of the selling features they used when they sold 
us our home. Don't want it turned into a sports complex with increased traffic, noise on a 
badly maintained rd. (Bass Lake Rd.) 

170) I think your survey should have asked How many years have we lived here. - I love our 
town. 

171) We moved to El Dorado Hills because it was a nice balance of rural-suburban, unlike 
areas nearby in Sacramento County.  I don't want to live in another Rancho Cordova or 
Folsom where the focus is runaway development in order to keep up with the government 
equivalent of the Jones. 

172) Maintaining lower density is important for the quality of life and the value of the homes.  If 
I wanted to live with the masses I would have bought elsewhere. 

173) I would like to see a better network of walking trails outside of Serrano or Blackstone.  I 
like the Park neighborhood where I live but I would like it to connect to more open space.  
PLEASE repave Park Drive!  The roads in our neighborhood need more maintenance. 

174) I truly hope the leaders of El Dorado Hills realize we do not need a gas station liquor store 
on the corner of Sophia and Green Valley that would be terrible!!!!! 

175) No more apartments or condos are needed. 
176) What about the terrible condition of EDH Blvd? Condition of neighborhood roads? What 

happened to widening EDH blvd to green valley? 
177) EDH needs an aquatic center like Folsom. 
178) We need more big business to bring in jobs, bring in travelers and taxes dollars, but we 

need to offer then incentives to choose our communities over places like Folsom & 
Roseville 

179) The implications of high density and Section 8 housing in EDH have had a significant 
adverse impact to the many attributes of why I choose to live here. 

180) Please no more retail development. I think we have just the right amount. We need to 
limit new retail building so that the merchants who are here now can prosper. 

181) Stop development and leave the charm that draws people to EDH 
182) Thank you for giving us the opportunity to take this survey. 
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183) The map where we indicated our area of residence did not group neighborhoods 
appropriately-- residents of Stonegate & St. Andrews should not be grouped with Serrano 
& Upper Serrano.  These neighborhoods represent strikingly different perspectives, price 
points, and general demographics.  I bought in Stonegate and refused to consider homes 
in Serrano-- totally apples to oranges.  Likewise Governors/Ridgeview should not be 
grouped with Promontory.  It is important to take into consideration "old" & "new" EDH. A 
question about how long a person has lived here would have also been useful. We've 
been here since 1990 and have watched this town change dramatically! 

184) Need to landscape EDH Blvd between Serrano Parkway and CSD. Looks horrible as it 
stands now!!!! 

185) The traffic on El Dorado Hills Blvd needs to slow down. Living in Crown Village you take 
your life in your hands when you attempt to turn onto the Blvd. Need more stop signs 
especially a three at Crown. 

186) El Dorado Hills roads are not designed for high density developments. Any high density 
development should be close to the Highway 50 corridor. 

187) It would be wonderful if there was a crack down on the red light running and drunk driving 
in the area. It's one of the things I dislike the most after living here for 20 years and it 
seems like there have been no consequences for those who break traffic laws. Driving to 
work just feels like a free-for-all sometimes because people feel like they can drive 
however they want with no thought of others. 

188) I used to bike to work when I lived in Folsom. Now I can't because Green Valley is too 
dangerous and there are no trails or alt routes. 

189) School should be more challenging. 
190) This town is growing too much and has lost its rural/country appeal. 
191) Need more public education on why it is important to come to a COMPLETE stop at stop 

signs and obey speed limits. Perhaps more public safety officers? 
192) The old golf course would make a better sports complex than high density apartment 

complexes that would appear to be serfdom housing. 
193) I would like to know that my and my neighbors' comments make a difference as to 

whether big business trumps our concerns. I have heard that the Parker family has 
already green-lighted the massive expansion of EDH and that this survey is just window 
dressings. I would hope that this is not true and that all who live here have an influence 
on our community. 

194) Limit development on the ridgelines. The proposed development on the old golf course 
needs to be cancelled! If anything this area should be used for a sports area and the old 
pro shop could be used for various meetings for Rotary, Elks clubs, displays, community 
events 

195) We need better speed control on our neighborhood streets 
196) The current uncontrolled growth (and planned growth) cannot be sustained until better 

roadways and freeway access is vastly improved (current and prospective). The current 
and planned growth will forever prevent recovery planning to restore the rural-suburb 
nature that has been lost in the last decade 

197) Public transportation needs huge improvement. My senior patients need a way to get to 
me and to shopping. A shuttle service that was easy to arrange, reliable, and affordable 
would be fabulous!! 

198) EDH reminds me of Los Altos Hills or Atherton. Rural yet classy. Small town feeling. 
Please don't overbuild!!!! 

199) I do not want condos, apartments or anything else going in at Serrano Parkway and El 
Dorado Hills Blvd where the public golf course used to be. It would be nice for it to be a 
golf course again or something similar that is open to and for the public. 

200) Don’t allow building of homes on every square inch of this area and ruin the views from 
every angle 
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201) The affluence of the community is both a blessing and a curse. As mentioned previously 
the excellent quality schools seem to be adequately funded and have lots of parent 
involvement. But it is remarkable that no one seems to care that the fire district just 
throws away $ on tearing down and rebuilding extravagant facilities because they can. 

202) Our schools are impacted, our roads are crowded, and it takes too long to get down EDH 
Blvd to access the freeway during traffic times.  The last thing EDH needs is more 
housing.  Especially high density housing.  Our city was adversely affected by the 
Serrano development.  Please don't let Parker Development hurt us again.  They do not 
have the best interest of EDH at heart.  All they are after is more money. 

203) Please don't overdevelop EDH like Folsom has become. 
204) We have lived in this county since 1990 and have seen much change in EDH over the 

years. We have been impressed with a lot of improvements of the parks etc. and the CSD 
system, but the other improvement that is lacking is the complete integration of the 
community with pathways that just end and students and bicyclists ending up on the 
roads in traffic. Prime example is Francisco Blvd. Here you have students riding and 
walking to Jackson school and they just finished paving the roadway with a new wider 
bike lane to only have it end before it even reaches the intersection! Even Students 
walking down along Silva Valley Road towards the apartment complexes across from 
Target. How safe is that! If we had a trail system that linked the downtown with the 
schools, made bike lanes or separate trails off road and took it as much as we could 
around EDH, this would be a spectacular community! It would get people out, moving, 
healthy and the downtown would get business etc. from families and others. What an 
asset this would be! We keep hoping that people will see how it could be and help it 
happen. My husband and I have been to so many meetings over the years, spoke up for 
new play structure equipment when the old structures were removed, spoke up at 
meetings about the airplane issues; spoke up at the bicycle meetings to make our 
roadways safer. Sometimes it works! Just hope that this does too. This is a community 
where most of the people don’t want to have their work next door, they want to live here, 
enjoy the environment, get out and exercise and enjoy their families and friends. If they 
wanted to live where they work, they would move to the hustle and bustle of Sacramento 
County. Keep this community special! 

205) I'd like to see a completion of the expansion of EDH Blvd between Governor Dr and 
Francisco Dr as soon as possible.  That's about it. 

206) Love living here...best place I have ever lived...let's keep it that way for us and future 
generations. 

207) It's convenient to have a lot of stores very close to homes, but that brings a ton of traffic.  I 
would NOT like to see a lot of retail along EDH Blvd or anywhere near residential areas. 

208) Need the community golf course back! 
209) Please more retail & dining opportunities 
210) Quit putting Serrano style communities on EDH and Walgreens. Keep it pristine with open 

spaces for the wild life left only bring small amount of quality restaurants and retail stores. 
Don't turn EDH into Folsom with poor planning 

211) I like the community the way it is. 
212) Need a sidewalk down Latrobe please. 
213) So many homes went into Foreclosure in our area; we do not need build more homes, 

more apartments, if people cannot afford to live up here. We have done our due diligence 
with providing "affordable homes". 

214) Get bikes off country roads, they are dangerous. Cyclists need to obey the laws. 
215) Living in Stockton previously and working in Sacramento for the past 12 years, we 

decided that EDH would be the perfect fit...the way it is.  This relatively small community 
is the environment we have been searching for.  Also the love of nature and preserving 
that was a strong attraction for us.  Taking that away would take away some of the 
personality of this town that we have grown to love. 
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216) Again, I think the Silva valley interchange is going to be good for the businesses but not 
for the preservation of community and the safety of our children. It's too easy of access 
for child abductions and speed dangers. It's going to ruin our view and possibly our 
property value. I wouldn't have purchased this home had I known about this. Our realtor 
lied even though we asked about the open land and the seller never disclosed. All I can 
hope for now is large trees to muffle and filter sound and headlights. 

217) We have Sacramento nearby to be the big city. We are here to raise kids and relax 
218) Please don't keep infilling until we look like the Oakland Hills with some nice houses in 

the middle of urban sprawl and crime. 
219) There needs to be more focus on supporting recreation for children and families. 
220) Just enjoy town center and the summer concerts, Christmas events, farmers market and 

July 4th. 
221) Keep new businesses in the already built up areas like Town Center, work toward getting 

better business in there before considering anymore commercial building elsewhere. 
222) Connecting the trails in EDH would be a HUGE improvement for runners/ walkers/ hikers 

and bikers!! Keep people off the road for safety and enjoying the hidden beauty of EDH! 
223) Look what has happened to the City of Folsom.  Read the paper more crime than ever 

due to over development.  Do not let this happen here. 
224) My family has lived in EDH for 18 years, and in that time, it has changed A LOT. Most of 

this change has been positive; however, my biggest concern about the future of EDH is 
two-fold. First, I am deeply concerned that EDH is going to become another Folsom with 
multiple stop lights, terrible traffic, and too many commercial endeavors. Second, I worry 
that what remains of EDH's open space will be transformed into additional homes, which 
is something I do NOT think this community needs, We are already in a constant battle 
for field space for youth sports, and EDH does not have the infrastructure in place to 
accommodate an increase in population, which greatly impacts schools and traffic. Even 
if the infrastructure was improved to make this type of accommodation, we would be 
looking at becoming another Folsom. If I wanted to live in Folsom, I would move there. 

225) EDH should remain a community, not become a city.  All effort should be made to 
exclude low income families.  Crime will remain low if you do this! 

226) A grocery store is very much needed on Bass Lake Road. 
227) Need to support/address the needs of young families via more attention to school access, 

increased CSD offerings and more sports venues.  Our library needs to be further 
developed with increased hours & technology. 
NEED ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM to offset private vehicle use. 

228) Please, please add more field space and an aquatic/sports center! Many in our 
community are driving out of EDH to find more availability for recreational activities. Not 
because there are not options here in EDH, but because those options overlap or are 
lower-quality because there is so little field/pool space to offer stronger, higher-quality, 
longer-seasons for what is offered. If high-density housing is added to EDH it will stretch 
what is already at a comfortable maximum; services, recreation, space. 

229) Would like to see the Town Center grow with upscale retail, big box store (Lowes), major 
anchor store (Nordstrom, Macys), more fine dining, and condos above retail.  Santana 
Row in San Jose is a great example. 

230) No low income housing!! We are packed in here and the schools are crammed. Oak 
Ridge is way too crowded as it is. 

231) #10 does not work.  It only allows the list to go from 1 to 7 as they are listed (can't rank 
each one).  The map is very difficult to see.  It needs to be more clear. 

232) Thanks for doing this survey.  It has taken a while to filter down to me. 
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233) It would be great to be able to keep the close access to quality jobs, quality schools, and 
quality dining/entertainment/shopping, while preserving open space for running and biking 
trails and parks, which enhance the health and wellness of residents and foster local 
businesses by attracting both residents and non-residents who are users of these trails 
and parks. 

234) We need open space for the children, we have enough housing. 
235) I am retired but love the small town feel of EDH. Would like to see a few more hotels and 

restaurants come in, which would help create jobs. Need to have some growth but kept at 
a minimum. 

236) No more gas stations on Green Valley 
No low-income housing 

237) Love living here ... Been 10yrs 
Great schools 

238) Controlled Development to keep EDH from being over built like Elk Grove, Natomas and 
Roseville. 

239) I love El Dorado Hills and its potential. Please help it grow through forward thinking and 
planning and keeping a balance between growing and not falling into the "being a City 
would be great" mentality. Limit government control and keep the semi-rural feel by 
adding recreational and business opportunities while respecting the overall feel of the 
community as it is today. 

240) More affordable housing 
241) Stop focusing in the few complainers. Remember the content people don't show up to 

meetings. 
242) Love living in EDH, but realize that to attract new jobs and business we need to grow.  

Hope we can do this in a smart way that sustains the beauty and charm of the 
community. 

243) Senior housing is in short supply. Need more single family, single storey housing options 
for the growing older population. 

244) Would be interested in the possibility of EDH CSD taking over responsibility of Rolling 
Hills CSD 

245) I hate the fact we have no sidewalks anywhere. 
246) Please keep EDH the way it is and just make improvements to older buildings and parks. 

Also, some lakeside restaurants wouldn't hurt. 
247) I would like to see all the villages have signage upon entry.  Oak Tree Village has no 

signage anywhere. 
Also, I would like for the permit department to not allow preschools in homes that the 
houses are too close together.  Noise level is high and not having neighborhood approval 
is upsetting. Resale is difficult and I personally would not have purchased my home 
knowing a preschool was behind me.  The preschool came in one year after, without my 
approval and the other neighbors.  There are a lot of upset people because of this. 

248) Future growth needs to accommodate youth athletes and good families will move here 
249) Ranking device in survey would not work 
250) Though more industry is needed, it should be clean for the environment. I would like to 

see EDH work towards a zero carbon footprint. That should drive selection of businesses, 
planning for walking/biking, mixed use areas (retail/housing intermixed), community 
garden areas so people can grow their own food, emphasis on recycling, etc. 

251) El Dorado Hills has been my home for eighteen-plus years, and while I understand the 
importance of meeting the needs of a growing community, I believe too much emphasis 
has been placed on building houses. Our ridgelines and oak forests, as well as animal 
habitats, have been marginalized in favor of single-family homes. 
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252) We really need to fix the sidewalk from Fairchild all the way to oak ridge high school. 
There are so many gaps uneven terrain that I and my mother have fallen several times 
and have injured ourselves. There needs to be more focus on the community and less on 
the surrounding areas. 

253) The reason that people like living here is because it is safe and has natural areas that are 
not developed. Please protect these!!! 

254) Do not want to see more apartments and condos and would not like to see a whole lot 
more strip malls.  It's great to have some choices but love the mix between small 
business owner shops and larger stores that we have.  Would like to see better 
restaurants come here. 

255) We have lived here since 1978 and seen huge growth over the years. There still needs to 
be a stop light at Crown Village and EDH Blvd.  Although we have trouble recognizing it 
sometimes, we are always so very happy to come home! 

256) EDHCSD is a joke and poorly run with respect to the general population in EDH. Services 
are not fully expanded to all in the outside EHD Blvd area. Bass lake area is overlooked. 

257) Crown drive needs speed bumps! Cars regularly travel 50 mph down it as a short cut to 
Brittany way and Lakeview elementary 

258) I wish it was feasible to walk to the grocery store and back... not enough safe walking 
paths for most residents to do this today. 

259) Would really like to be able to walk or bike kids to school and library. Please connect town 
center to Silva valley via trials. 

260) We could save a lot of money in this community if we had only one school district! El 
Dorado Hills is a beautiful and wonderful community to live in! It's one of the best places 
to raise a family! 

261) More running trails!! Connect into Folsom!! 
262) If we approve more housing, more retail, etc., we are going to lose the charm that is 

unique to EDH. 
263) We need more jobs in the Business Park 
264) We don't want to be Folsom, EDH should maintain its charm 
265) Please don't build apartments or town homes at Serrano/EDH Blvd intersection. 
266) Please do not build apartment and condos. That's not what the residents of this beautiful 

community want. We live here because of the beautiful open spaces and the mix of 
developed and undeveloped land. 

267) Would like to keep it rural. 
268) I would like to see the end of EDH blvd between governor and green valley landscaped 

like the Serrano end. It looks really bad when you are driving from the freeway to green 
valley 

269) Need to maintain the suburban atmosphere 
270) Town Center needs to reduce its rent to get businesses in there 
271) I don't think El Dorado Hills needs expansion of apartments and retail.  If people want that 

they can easily go to Folsom or Roseville.  EDH is a place for families to get away from 
the commotion and focus on family and community.  I grew up in EDH and was able to 
play in the streets, walk to parks, and always feel safe.  My childhood memories are my 
most valuable possessions and I always planned to raise my own family in EDH one day.  
However, that will not happen if the town becomes urbanized to the point where crime 
rises and the charm is lost.  
Thank you for letting me have a voice in the future of the town closest to my heart. 

272) I've lived in EDH for 9 years.  35 years as a county resident so I've witnessed the growth.  
The planning of this town is perfect as is, with maybe adding business draw to the 
industrial area.  Curious as to what is going in at bass Lake Rd and Serrano parkway. 

273) Wonderful place, do not change it 
274) Would like access to current road/site construction currently going on Bass Lake. 
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275) The only thing I miss is some of the shopping and dining that is available in Folsom, but I 
can survive without it to keep traffic down and preserve the rural feel if the town. I love 
EDH. 

276) Please do not do high density housing. That will change EDH and would not enhance the 
area.  It would increase traffic, increase crime dramatically, and would take away charm 
of EDH. 

277) Would like to see a dedicated police department 
278) Very closely controlled planed growth must be done. 
279) El Dorado Hills is a great place to live 
280) We live in a wonderful place... That being said, I believe focusing on utilizing the land we 

have for more recreational activities is the best thing that can be done for this great town. 
281) Questions were pretty vague; I don't expect this survey to provide much meaningful data. 
282) I had a friend who went home with two little girls and her home alarm was on.  The police 

to 45 minutes.  He said if she wants more protection to get a gun.  Really?? 
283) El Dorado Hills needs to be very careful and not overbuild.  It needs to learn from the 

mistakes of many cities like Elk Grove and learn from success of Moraga.  Do not keep 
building!  We are plenty large already.  Keep the smaller feel please! 

284) Easy survey to fill out.  Think about future generations who will live here.  We passed the 
City of Rancho Cordova and Folsom when buying a home and would hate for El Dorado 
Hills to become just another large city with all the problems they have.  i.e. crime and 
traffic. 

285) Adamantly opposed to achieving more open space by allowing developers more medium 
and high density units. 

286) I think we lost a great asset when the EDH Golf Course closed - both for junior players, 
seniors, and the aesthetic appeal to our area. 
I hate to see buildings erected there. 

287) My main concern is not turning EDH into Folsom, we moved here for a reason and not 
there.  We don't need fast food, we don't need pharmacies on every corner, or more 
banks.  And just because there is open space, doesn't mean we need to look at it as an 
opportunity to build.  We have a lot of vacancies - that should be a higher priority than 
bringing in new construction.  We like it here because of the open feeling, and it's starting 
to feel like things are closing in.  My main purpose for completing the survey was to voice 
these concerns.  Traffic, Safety, and Unnecessary construction are the biggest concerns 
for our family.  FYI we have lived here for 10 years and plan to stay! 

288) LIVING HERE 42 YEARS WE HAVE SEEN LOTS OF CHANGES. THE LOSS OF GOLF 
COURSE WAS THE WORSE. WE DO NEED GREEN AND NATURAL AREAS LEFT. 
WOULD LIKE A DOLLAR STORE.  LESS DEVELOPMENT. WONDERFUL PLACE TO 
LIVE AND CLIMAT GOOD. 

289) More mixed use of retail shops on ground floor with condo/ apartments above would be a 
good fit. 

290) Need to landscape center divide near browns ravine to Lakeridge Oaks. ...remove ugly 
rocks landscape! 

291) Bass Lake and trails around it are my most important concern.  That area is beautiful for 
nature walks, animal and bird life, and bringing people together on nature trails.  
Commercialization needs to stay out of there.  I am willing to work on the trails and nature 
area around Bass Lake for our future children and grandchildren to enjoy.  Protect it with 
our lives.  Thank You   

292) Beautiful place to live, but the downtown has a lot of store turnover. Very big family 
community. Would be wonderful if the vacant lot in Town center across from the theater 
was turned into a park. That would bring a lot of business to town center and give it a 
community feel. 

293) I would be very happy with expanding South of Hwy 50 and leaving North of Hwy 50 as 
is. No development wanted or needed. 
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294) Too much more housing and/or retail would hurt the attraction of EDH.  The "small town" 
effect provides charm and friendliness 

295) It would be nice to have a transit system that would connect with light rail 
296) El Dorado Hills is a great place to live.  I am afraid if the developers get their way this 

town will go downhill rapidly.  Smart growth is the answer not massive building in Marble 
Valley and Central EDH.  We must also adhere to Measure Y as far as traffic goes. 

297) NEED A DOG PARK 
298) Schools are placed on main traffic flow areas causing congestion. Should be on side 

roads. We need a dog park on the North and South side. EDH Blvd/Francisco intersection 
is terrible with a stop sign. Needs turn lanes and signal lights. We need single track type 
mountain bike trails. The current trails are good for running. 

299) I am concerned that more residential development is being built than our water supply 
can sustain, not to mention the increased traffic and loss of "rural-like charm".  I do not 
agree with the statement made at a recent community meeting: "We cannot be a 
bedroom community forever."  Why can't we?  If we and many others of my friends and 
neighbors had not wanted to live in a bedroom community, we would have chosen to live 
in Sacramento or Folsom.    It seems the only ones who want to build, build, build are 
those like Parker who stand to benefit.  Most everyone I know likes it the way it is. 

300) Even though Copia in Napa failed, a similar venue could succeed in EDH by providing a 
showcase location for Foothill wineries -- a signature building in Town Center would be a 
way to build a brand identity for EDH to be the Gateway to the Sierra Foothills Wine 
Country. 

301) We could be living in Topeka. 
302) Shopping center going in off of EDH blvd by Walgreens SHOULD satisfy most shopping 

needs. I don't mind jumping into Folsom for the outlets or Palladio. Don't agree with big 
business coming and ruining our tight community feel. Intel helped expand Folsom's 
economy but EDH needs to stay EDH. With over 7,000 kids overcrowding Folsom High, 
Vista del Lago was forced to be built. I want Oak Ridge and the other middle/elementary 
schools to remain as THE schools to go to in EDH. Amenities are a plus, keep big 
business out. Local Business in the business parks and elsewhere define the success of 
this town. 

303) Most Civic Leaders get carried away with bribes etc and ruin an atmosphere with too 
much development. 

304) Keeping open areas and expanding or developing park areas is important. It would be 
nice to have a park at Bass Lake and keep it a nature preserve. A lot of birds use it and 
travel through when migrating. How great is it to see white pelicans in an area like this. 
Fix the curve at Bass Lake so that pedestrians, bikes, and cars can get around the curve 
safely. Put in a path behind the fence away from the road or move the fence back on both 
sides - how hard can it be??!! We don't see why more housing is needed in this area - it 
would be nice to see a park in the area where the new road was built. It is also impossible 
to walk or ride a bike from Bass Lake to Green Valley - just too dangerous. Too much big 
development scattered everywhere is not the way to go; I'd hate to see us look like 
Folsom. Good planning and keeping the rural atmosphere is vital. Keeping the 
development contained to existing areas like the Town Center/White Rock area is also 
important and NO big box stores. 

305) I strongly disagree with turning the old golf course into housing.  We have enough 
housing and the traffic near HWY 50 can't handle more people. 

306) WE DON'T NEED MORE SERRANO TYPE TRACK/MODEL HOMES, or "affordable" 
homes. That just brings down the value of other nearby homes. Keep EDHs a more 
upscale area. More open spaces. More boutiques and locally owned restaurants. I don't 
want EDH's to turn into boring, strip mall, track home suburbia. ALSO, A ZONING LAW 
SHOULD BE MADE THAT RESTRICTS CELL/TELECOMMUNICATION TOWERS 
FROM BEING WITHIN 1500/2000 FEET OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS. 
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307) We need a larger community pool 
308) We are desperate for more sports facility.  take the old golf course use this for a 

baseball/basketball/swim facility 
309) 40 yr resident and EDH has gone from rural/county to over congested and traffic issues. 

Sad to see. 
310) City incorporation is the best option for EDH. 
311) What happened to the plan to build a park with tennis courts, the lazy river and dog park?  

That looked like a great place for families! 
312) Love all the stone design and quality of buildings in EDH, the trees and colors are 

amazing.  Need to keep the quality of the area.  Would be great if we could figure out how 
to keep some of the money on goods in the area instead of it going into Folsom 
(Sacramento county) 

313) EDH is great for families, but we need an indoor/outdoor rec area/sport facility aside from 
the CSD. Having one of the largest swim teams in the league; we could use another pool 
designated for competitive swimming. We also need tennis courts with lights! No need to 
build up more cookie-cutter housing developments. Shops/Restaurants should be built 
towards Town Center/White Rock/Latrobe area. 

314) Please preserve the community and keep its beauty. Please put money towards building 
an environment for the kids and our families, what EDH is known for. Please clean up 
areas that are not maintained (example Green valley/Mormon Island). 

315) The last thing we need is another high density housing development. 
316) Support and involvement in youth sports contributes greatly to the development of our 

future leaders. We greatly need to consider creating more baseball fields, soccer fields, 
lacrosse fields and tennis courts, plus an additional competitive swimming pool and 
football field in order to allow all interested to play/participate rather than having to cut or 
turn away athletes because there are insufficient resources to accommodate all those 
that desire to compete/play. 

317) Thanks for the opportunity to contribute my "two cents" worth of opinions. 
318) We really need to get the bicycles off the two-lane roads. This causes a lot of dangerous 

driving for those of us in cars. Also, the Hwy 50 interchange still sucks after all the work 
that's been done. We need more avenues around this area and onto the freeway. 

319) It’s a good place to live and would be a shame if it gets too big and crowed 
320) The sports programs & fields, playgrounds and schools are at a maximum. I feel more 

housing development will stretch these resources to the point of being less successful. 
321) We need connected bike trails to our schools, shopping, and parks.  We need to clean up 

EDH blvd - it looks terrible from the community center to Francisco.  Green Valley needs 
to be 2 lanes in each direction to Francisco. 

322) It would be nice if traffic conditions are kept close to today after all the development is 
done.  We like the small town no traffic feel now. 

323) Appears as if we are heading for over development. 
324) Need more single track dirt hiking and biking trails. 
325) I would love to see the old golf course off of EDH Blvd and Serrano Parkway turned back 

into developed open space. I have heard rumors of it turning into affordable housing and 
hope it isn't true. 

326) ENOUGH BUILDING!  Leave everything that is currently not built upon ALONE! 
327) Another community swimming pool/aquatic center would be a great addition to our 

community. 
328) Moved to EDH in 1973. Was nicer then, but I understand that things must change. But it 

is getting to a point where I would consider moving to an area without so much traffic and 
congestion and where I can still see the rolling hills without homes covering them. 

329) Need more sports fields. However, we also need more housing and affordable type 
housing that children returning to the area after college can afford. 

330) A bike lane on both sides on Silva Valley would be very nice. Miss our golf course! 
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331) I would really like to see El Dorado Hills exit of 50 after construction, some beautification 
project that includes low cost landscape or artwork at intersection exits into town- 
welcome sign or rock. instead of weeds 

332) We need another community pool. 
333) Have lived here for almost 15 years and the town has exploded in population. Too much 

growth and we are starting to lose the rural charm that used to be here 10 years ago. 
Slow the growth 

334) Sports are an important part of our community & there are not enough facilities to serve 
the now large community EDH has become. We've lived here since the 90s & seen, as 
well as experienced the dramatic increase in development (housing, office, and retail), 
traffic & population.  While some measures have been put in place to remedy these 
areas, it would be great to see the idea of a Sports/Aquatic Complex become a reality. 

335) We should continue to attract business to the business park area.  I don't think we need 
to add more residential, we should continue to enhance our family oriented community 
with sufficient space for the growing youth sports. 

336) Need sports fields, new pool, and trails, safe access on Green Valley, Franciscan, and 
EDH 

337) Need more activities for children. More parks, another swimming pool, etc 
338) A new pool is very much needed to avoid scheduling conflicts among various aquatic 

activities. 
339) Need a larger public swimming pool 
340) Please open Brown's Ravine to Old Salmon Falls Trail to multi-user’s. 
341) Aquatic center needed 
342) Please don't turn this into another Elk Grove! 
343) Would love to see a new pool for growing water sports in town. 
344) Need bigger aquatic center 
345) I love EDH! But wish we could get a few non-chain restaurants for Friday dinners without 

the kids but maybe a few more entertainment options for the family like Strikes or Dave & 
Buster’s. 

346) Need Aquatic Center 
347) I moved here because of the urban-like charm of the Foothills. I feel like I am already 

being squeezed in and if the retail and housing keeps developing, it will lose the original 
appeal that attracted me here. Traffic will continue to increase, etc. 

348) We need to expand the aquatic center, increase the number and quality of playing fields 
and attract more businesses. We do not need apartments, condos or affordable housing 
in el dorado hills. 

349) Would like to see an aquatic center. 
350) We need a sports complex with a pool 
351) Sports fields and swimming facilities are inadequate. Schools are too crowded. Traffic is 

too congested. Currently there are too many homes to be adequately served by our 
existing infrastructure. 

352) In addition to needing for playing fields with lights for sports team, we need another Pool. 
353) Any new sports complex should include a pool. The current facility cannot meet all current 

community demand. 
354) I would love to see the old golf course at Serrano and EDH Blvd be used for recreation - 

fields, pool, so that we do not further impact the limited amount of recreation facilities we 
do have with additional housing that brings more children impacting the already limited 
facilities. 

355) Please consider the recreational needs of our families. Kids need a new pool and sports 
complex 

356) More apartments would ruin the upscale feel of EDH- there are plenty already 
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357) We need more parks and open areas.  Enough the homes and apartments.  We are 
already congested enough.  Don't get any bigger!  We could use more lit sports fields, 
parks and maybe even a pool like Folsom Aquatic center. 

358) Our area is in strong need of an aquatic center. The Taz swim team is bursting at the 
seams and the popularity of aquatics in our area is very significant. 

359) Parkways look terrible.  EDH Blvd reminds me of third-world country. We pay same/more 
tax base as Folsom/Empire Ranch- they have impeccably clean park ways and roads, we 
have tumbleweeds and potholes and dirt shoulders. 

360) Don't turn EDH into another Folsom or Roseville...people moved out of cities to EDH for a 
reason. 

361) The need for more sport complex's 
362) Unfortunately, the failure to incorporate lost the opportunity to coalesce the community. It 

would be great if the CSD could play a role in making that happen 
363) Parks need more tennis courts 
364) Don't try to be another Folsom or Roseville 
365) More input for school districts needs to be collected. We have 2 districts for a very small 

area with high administrative costs. I would love to see resources go to a single district so 
more money goes to the classrooms. 30 kids in a class is not a selling point. 

366) Save the golf course. Stop huge housing tracts. Work with Folsom to get them to widen 
their part of green valley road. 

367) Traffic around schools during drop-off and pick-up has been/is/appears will always be 
terrible. We can put a man on the moon but can't make OUR school entries/exits an easy 
reality. 

368) The plan for EDH should focus on zoning and geographic location.  South of Highway 50 
for jobs, industry, retail, and big box stores such as Wal-Mart, Home Depot, and K-mart.  
North of Highway 50 should stay zoned for recreation especially the old 35 year old golf 
course. New housing is needed South of Highway 50.  A frontage road is needed to 
Folsom along Highway 50.  The interchange is needed at Siva Valley. Commuter bus 
Parking is needed at Town Center in 2 places and a Silva valley. 

369) I feel we should attract upscale dining and retail and continue to keep our unique 
community appeal. 

370) Really need to help the DOT sort out traffic congestion and light timing around EDH Blvd 
and the freeway. 

371) We enjoy living and working in EDH.  We have access to the mountains, city, wine 
country and many things that NorCal has to offer 

372) El Dorado Hills Youth is our key. People move to EDH from all over the state to raise 
children. They soon grow to love the Community charm it offers. They invite others to live 
and work in the El Dorado Hills area because of its safe and high ranking schools as well 
as its popularity in the Sacramento area. However, youth activity keeps youth out of 
trouble and there too few sports fields, trails for biking and running, etc. Most importantly, 
far too many dollars are going to Folsom for shopping, restaurants and entertainment. 
Most residents prefer to spend their money in El Dorado County, but can't 

373) We need another competitive swim facility. 
374) NEED A DOG PARK!!!! Have to go to Folsom or even Cameron Park to find one. 
375) Thank you for doing this. 
376) Town Center is disappointing in that the type of businesses that have gone in there 

cannot be sustained in this economy.  Need to attract the right type of shops (perhaps 
rent is unreasonable?). 

377) People conform to keeping their property looking good. 
378) I am interested in developing a sports complex for youth/tournament sports and think it is 

badly needed in El Dorado Hills 
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379) The shops in EDH are too high end. They don't cater to the masses who are families on 
budgets. We need more "kid friendly" stores and establishments. Reasonably priced 
places to buy clothing/sporting goods. We also need a 4th of July Parade. 

380) EDH is known for its good schools.  It's the #1 reason people move here.  With more 
development, we will have more people living in the area.  The schools are already 
overcrowded.  We HAVE to build another high school. 

381) Do not want to turn EDH into Folsom. Folsom businesses are close enough. We should 
follow the example of other towns like Davis, Walnut Creek etc 

382) Why is St. Andrews and other older communities lumped with part of Serrano for 
purposes of this survey. 

383) I am very disturbed by the proposed development. We have lived here 17 years and for 
that entire time, water has been an issue (lack of water) and yet Parker wants to create 
more demand (as well as destroy the beauty of EDH). This is especially troubling given 
the recent dry winters and demands of other municipalities on Sierra water. 

384) Putting high density housing where the golf course is now would destroy the look and feel 
of EDH and make traffic unbearable 

385) Need a dog park and a softball complex. We need to attract more retail 
386) Things happen when businesses can afford to move into an area and build and there is 

good support for families.  You have the schools, now lower the fees, get the year round 
sports fields and encourage more business people with families to move here. That will 
bring more jobs, more dining, more retail... and the taxes will follow which will be worth 
way more than the upfront fees that are limiting development now. 

387) We love living here. Our complaints are: No backing of C.C.&Rs, no supporting laws re: 
no parking or selling on E.D.H. Blvd So. of Francisco Dr. 

388) No more building, we have too much already. 
389) Pickle ball courts would be a great addition to this community. 
390) El Dorado Hills is a great place to live and raise families. What we have works well.  Be 

smart...Fill/utilize the vacancies we have before building more.  Thereare a lot of vacant 
office/business spaces.  The problem is the leases are too high and businesses can't get 
a foothold and the frequent turnover is a loss for everyone.  Town Center is a prime 
example.  Greedy and shameful. 

391) A great place to live; let's keep it that way. 
392) Maintaining the quality of life for residents is what keeps our community a desirable place 

to live.  Controlling development, traffic is key to this goal.  We really need more parks, 
fields, bike trails and amenities in EDH.  Folsom has more of ALL these things and it's a 
shame we have to leave our community to find these things that we should have in 
abundance.  Why weren't bike trails planned into the community like they were in 
Folsom? 

393) Thanks for survey. /we are concerned about the density of housing.  Planning through 
County is not good 

394) EDH is a great place to live and work. Just need few more bike lanes, a little more 
shopping, and lower utilities (power/water). 

395) I really would like the traffic congestion issues fixed, green valley rd and 50 on/ off ramp. 
The only reason I moved to EDH is low traffic. Now it's horrible I am considering selling 
and getting out. 

396) PLEASE limit apartments/condominiums!  People unable to afford single family homes in 
EDH have other options in Folsom and Cameron Park. 

397) PLEASE.PLEASE.PLEASE BRING BACK THE OLD GOLF COURSE. PROPERTY JUST 
SITTING THERE GOING TO WASTE 

398) Keep up the good work. I know that there are many who have a harsh stance towards this 
topic, but I am grateful for your efforts and time. Secret Admirer. :) 

399) New personalities are welcomed people are too uptight like the Bay Area People drive 
way too fast in the Community Park 
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400) Really like the open space where the old golf course used to be between EDH Blvd at 
Serrano Parkway - would not want to see that developed into high density housing. 

401) Please do not let Parker develop north of the freeway anymore, we cannot handle the 
traffic.  I love Marble Valley idea, but just not north of the freeway. 

402) It would be devastating to El Dorado Hills to have affordable housing or any further mass 
development. 

403) It is a shame that western El Dorado County has only one public golf course which 
requires that the EDH residents must commute into Sacramento and Placer counties to 
play on public courses. 

404) EDH is a unique community and should stay that way there is no reason to try and be like 
every other community out there. 

405) Keep the population from getting any larger so highways and streets are not congested 
and there is no waiting in lines at stores. 

406) Bass Lake Rd is extremely underdeveloped and dangerous...especially at Bass Lake 
itself. 

407) We lost Costco to Folsom because poor community leadership.  We need a change from 
the good old guys in leadership 

408) Homes and businesses are ruining the natural landscape that makes EDH such a lovely 
place to live.  Stop the sprawl! 

409) Don't look forward to high density development.  Moved here due to semi-rural area. 
410) Distressing number of right home that ruins the look of the formerly beautiful foothills. 

Too much of new residential development is ridiculously high end. 
Layout of parking in relation to shopping in Town Center is awful. Too many little routes 
around buildings and islands of parking that are confusing. 

411) EDH needs an official dog park. 
412) With all the new building where's the water coming from?  EID doesn't make it???What 

happened to the public golf course that was supposed to be built in the business park?? 
How about the sports complex, forgot can't have lights on after dark?? What’s up with 
that?? promontory park is in Folsom 

413) El Dorado Hills is losing its "rural-like charm" due to the constant growth.  Unfortunately, 
many people are drawn here to have that style of community, but often then expect the 
community to become more urban-like due to their need for "having it all."  Once the 
growth arrives, the same "community leaders" complain about resulting negative impacts.  
Unfortunately, most of this growth is driven by commercial greed and poor planning.  One 
does not have to look any farther than EDH Town Center for signs of this.  Vacant 
buildings that have never had a tenant; outrageous rent costs forcing good businesses to 
close or leave; too many of the same type of businesses; and higher prices for the same 
products in the Sacramento region.  I am not opposed to some managed growth, but 
there is too much special interest influence.  This survey is designed to assist developers 
plan projects, nothing more. 

414) Thank you for offering this survey 
415) Consider Town Planning like Portland, Oregon.  Thanks. 
416) Would benefit from more shopping/dining but hard to balance more urban development 

with rural atmosphere. We moved here because it is rural 
417) We are very unhappy that the County Board of Supervisors ignores the wishes of the 

community putting increased tax revenue in priority of human and motorist safety. 
418) I play league tennis but have to play on Folsom city teams because we don't have a 

lighted tennis facility that can support teams.  About half of the Folsom players are from 
EDH!  We could sure use a tennis facility.  Grants and sponsorship are available! 

419) Need more senior services ... senior transportation 
420) We need to fix our roads and provide consistent drivability for all users.  May of the major 

roads have very good parts, but parts that have not changed in 30+ years.  We need to 
make these consistent. 
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421) To keep housing prices strong, there needs to be enough for people to do here, but an 
escape from urban Sacramento too.  This is the ideal bedroom community with amenities.  
Similar to Calabasas/Woodland Hills in So Cal.  Good mix. 

422) I love the area but believe we have a need for more home availability with a mix of 
venues for entertainment, businesses for jobs and shopping centers, such as Roseville 
has. 

423) Please consider the great business and "green" opportunities an ECO-Park could provide 
EHD. 
Please see this awesome Plan and incorporate it into our lives. El Dorado County Solid 
Waste Management Plan On January 31, 2012, the County of El Dorado Board of 
Supervisors adopted the El Dorado County Solid Waste Management Plan (Plan). The 
Plan was designed to assist the County in reaching a future 75% landfill diversion goal in 
the most cost-effective, systematic, cohesive, and strategic manner. The Plan provides a 
strategic roadmap to use in planning for: coordinated, countywide, and jurisdiction 
cooperation and initiating near, intermediate and long-term program and infrastructure 
strategies. The Plan includes the estimated potential diversion gains for each strategy 
and methods to track strategy progress. The Plan also includes estimated costs and 
funding methods for the program and infrastructure strategies.  
http://www.edcgov.us/Government/EMD/SolidWaste/SWMPlan.aspx 
THANK YOU! 

424) The biggest concerns I have about the community is the traffic situation. Our population 
has outgrown the road capacity; it takes me 15-20 minutes to get from my home in 
Marina Village to the highway each morning. Francisco Blvd., EDH Blvd., and Green 
Valley Road need to be expanded to handle daily traffic. 

425) I hate all the housing that has destroyed the mountains and the beauty of El Dorado Hills. 
426) Love EDH 
427) Most people like living here because of the small town feel.  I hope that isn't lost with any 

proposals. 
428) The amount of noise and traffic has increased exponentially in the past few years. I 

believe there should be a moratorium on new housing and business. The reason most 
people move here is to get away from the fast pace of street lights and businesses and 
traffic.  All that can be found next door in Folsom. I say let it stay there. 

429) It would be nice to have a coffee shop small café across the street from the Bowman’s 
club and in between the apartment complexes. Also, no more large chains. I would prefer 
smaller, locally owned businesses. This would be a draw and reason for people to 
actually come up the hill from Folsom and shop/dine. 

430) Would like to see the Bass Lake area turned into a park as was planned over 10 years 
ago but was squashed by some overindulging older folks in the Bass Lake community 

431) We moved here from San Jose for the rural atmosphere. I don't want it to turn into 
another San Jose. 

432) While I believe we need more retail and restaurants, we need to be cognizant that people 
moved here because of the proximity to amenities.  People do not necessarily want all the 
amenities of cities...if they did they would have moved into one. 

433) I'm concerned about the anti-growth sentiment in the community, especially in the city, 
and feel EDH would benefit from more housing to stimulate our economy and support our 
existing merchants.  Town Center is a really nice structure, but has too many vacancies.  
Folks have a difficult time keeping their doors open.   
Also, why is the tall, tiered sign still up at the corner of Green Valley and Salmon Falls?  
Looks abandoned and tacky. 

434) We need and earned a peaceful neighborhood 
435) We need a Hardware Store! 
436) Need to join trails with Folsom community 
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437) Road conditions are very bad. we need a big improvement in road maintenance.  
cityhood would be a good thing so we have more control over our own destiny. 

438) We need more low density MFR (2-4 units) in EDH 
439) Commercial zoning that impacts residential citizens is a disservice to them and the very 

habitat they wanted when purchasing their homes. If the BOS could approve a 
neighborhood coffeeshop or bakery as opposed to a CARWASH/AMPM of all crazy 
things, many residents would be happy, feel they'd been heard, the BOS was serving 
them and had their best interests at heart. 

440) Take into consideration-quality of life for residents before adding more homes and 
businesses.  Not opposed to growth, just do it intelligently. 

441) Need more housing diversity and diverse population - not so SFD 
442) Was the new road off Bass Lake and Serrano really needed? More housing certainly isn't 

needed there. Bass Lake Road is in need of other improvements more, like the stretch 
from Magnolia Hills to Green Valley. It is very dangerous there and at the curve at Bass 
Lake. At least, put in a walking/biking trail at that section that is safe - behind the fence 
that is now way too close to the street. My husband and I will not walk or ride our bikes 
there because it is so dangerous for people and cars. 

443) Lots should be larger, more parks and open space.  Preserve more trees.  Make old golf 
course a large community park with running and biking trails. 

444) Great place to live. The survey is a much needed item to have.  The board is too 
secretive. 

445) All planning should family residential needs first; the reason people want to live here. We 
want to shop and work elsewhere and use EDH for re-charging and relaxing. 

446) Don't want to see EDH "over developed" like L.A. or Oakland Hills! 
447) Responsible growth based upon responsible planning should be the new vision statement 

for El Dorado Hills.  Putting appropriate projects in appropriate locations should be the 
main business objective.  Adding commercial businesses to inappropriate locations with 
insufficient infrastructure to manage traffic circulation is a dangerous strategy to achieve 
short-sighted goals such as garnering increases in sales and income tax revenues.  
Without adequate infrastructure improvements, El Dorado Hills will suffer many of the 
same issues that currently plague Apple hill in the not too distant future. 

448) Land near Bass Lake/Woodridge development would be a great place for sports park! 
449) Signage---when a group has an event that supports the youth or seniors of EDH it would 

be nice to be able to advertise that event with sighs----somewhere.  CSD and DOT are 
not accommodating, and take the signs down. 

450) The county needs to build a park around Bass Lake as the original proposal was over 10 
years ago.  They need to make a deal with the EID to purchase a portion of the land for 
sale for a park. 

451) I don't want EDH to become another Folsom.    The rural qualities are what attracted us in 
the first place.... 

452) The development has centered on roads and fast fixes with inappropriate land uses such 
as storage buildings and gas stations.  We need more livability like bike lanes and 
walking paths and less urban sprawl and unused shopping centers. 

453) We moved from the Bay Area last year.  We moved to EDH because of the natural feel of 
the area and look/feel of the neighborhood, 

454) Need better public transport and linkages to Sacramento transport. 
455) The EID water rates and PG&E rates are the worst part of EDH. There also needs to be 

an equal investment in non-Serrano areas. 
456) If the traffic is increased in stupid decisions like the recent ARCO service station approval 

at Sophia Pkwy. EDH is going to be another dumpy string city.  
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457) Over building of residential without plans for adding schools to accommodate the 
additional students is irresponsible. Existing schools are already at capacity. I am very 
concerned about our kids when they hit high school, with all of the talks about adding 
condensed and/or affordable housing. Secondly, I am extremely disappointed in the 
planning commission’s decision to move forward with the ARCO project on Green Valley. 
Clearly no consideration for public safety or the community that backs up to lot. This is 
another irresponsible move. We moved here 7 years ago to get away from the over build 
in the bay area and now we are now disappointed with the plans to over populate with 
condenses housing and useless business buildings, especially when there are already so 
many vacant lots and business sites. Eye-sores and irresponsible. Very sad. 

458) Keep out chains!!! We can go to Folsom for junky strip malls. Small is better! 
459) Too many houses and we just become Anywhere Suburban America.  We could use a 

good mix of retail so that we keep our shopping dollars in our community.  No big chains 
stores promote smaller retail establishments. 

460) Stop growth, especially of high density housing, which lowers property values and quality 
of life here. 

461) Need more fields for recreational sports!! (Soccer, baseball, lacrosse) 
462) Concerned about further growth. Traffic and congestion 
463) Keep EID rates down and don't lose Bass Lake, get SMUD in and lose PGE they are so 

high cost, and keep this a living community not industrial, and most of all stop building!! 
464) No more fast food restaurants! 
465) Many subdivision streets have not been slurry sealed and have many cracks and 

potholes. More money should be allocated for this type of work. 
466) School zoning needs to be changed. We moved to EDH to have our kids go to school in 

EDH not Cameron park and shingle springs. That is huge problem for houses located off 
of bass lake rd. 

467) I Love EDH! 
468) Need better traffic flow. 
469) You need to ask how long folks have lived here and where we came from. as a newer 

community member (15 months) my needs and perspective is very different from an old 
timer 

470) This is a great community-should move to cityhood 
471) Good place to live/raise a family. I would like to see the ridgelines and open spaces like 

they are now. 
472) Preserve rural nature of EDH, stop developing into urban sprawl!! It's horrible!! Not why 

we moved here!!! 
473) Incorporate El Dorado Hills! 
474) Keep the old EDH Golf Course as open space with recreational opportunities 
475) We need to work on bring more jobs and stores and not more housing to the community. 
476) Green Valley Road needs major improvement 
477) Growth and expansion should be aimed at and limited to the Latrobe area.  Growth that 

adds traffic to Green Valley should be avoided/excluded. 
478) need more high tech jobs need more middle income jobs university campus 
479) I'm not a person who is against growth at all. I understand the building is necessary and 

good at times. It would be nice to see a lot more of our resources being devoted towards 
the outdoor lifestyle that makes this area so appealing. More trails and open space for 
recreation could never hurt! 

480) We've lived here 23 years and love it. We know that EDH has to and will grow, but we 
want it done responsibly and attractively (like Town Center) and not at high costs to 
residents 

481) I'm concerned about talk of getting rid of Bass Lake. We need the beauty of the lake and 
the wildlife it supports. 

482) Thanks for soliciting input from the community. 
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483) We like open spaces.  Highway 50 can’t handle any more traffic; it’s already jammed 
during commute hours. 

484) Need more variety of housing e.g. townhouses,condos,apts and mixed use Implement the 
existing general plan 

485) Support  a veterans memorial facility 
486) The survey is a great idea, I hope the BOS listen to it. 
487) Not a very user friendly survey 
488) Constant struggle between people who want the rural feel vs. big growth.  We like the 

former as 20 year residents. 
489) Regional parks are needed along with community commercial along Bass Lake Road, a 

new elementary school is needed as well 
490) Green Valley Road/Corridor should be considered for more Vineyard opportunities and 

marketed as the EDH gateway to EDC's wine region.  Green Valley Road has incredible 
economic opportunities and areas that would support this industry, attracting outside 
dollars while maintaining our Rural Character.  Write me for an economic overview of the 
potential this industry has.  

491) It’s important to maintain the look/feel of the "entrance" to EDH in order to maintain 
property values for the entire area. 

492) I think the planning commission should focus more on the residential nature of the 
community versus emphasizing commercial development. There is ample commercial 
space which is not fully utilized (open space in existing commercial developments). Also, 
fast food and drive-thru's should be limited to the Highway 50 corridor. 

493) A community shuttle would be very strong on this area 
494) Putting high density housing on the old golf course could be a travesty 
495) Save Bass Lake! 
496) I'd like to see more sidewalks and areas where kids can ride bikes safely.  It would be 

great to connect the parks.  I also support reasonable growth with restaurants, stores in 
town center 

497) Top problem is traffic. EDH was best LOS-A, an appropriate goal now is LOS-C. 
498) Best place I ever lived! 
499) I have become saddened in the past years to see how much EDH is growing with more 

homes, bigger roads etc. nature and animals are being forced out and the laid back 
lifestyle is going away due to the development. There is no need to destroy the very 
things that attracted people to EDH in the first place! We don't need bass lake sold to a 
school district or being developed into a sports complex. We need to keep that area as is, 
a beautiful nature preserve. This is a place I would love to live forever, but if the changes 
occur that I am hearing about, it will keep me from staying long tern in EDH. We have 
lived here for the last 11 years and love it. If we wanted to live in Sacramento. Folsom, or 
Roseville we would have moved there. EDH is special. Let’s keep it that way. 

500) I think we need to establish our own identity with a more diverse housing mix and a real 
downtown. 

501) Need no more large subdivisions 
502) I love the lack of crowds & I love the large properties 
503) Don't let the developers take over and turn our lovely homes and villages into a City just 

so they can make more money and change our appearance 
504) WE REALLY NEED MORE SOCCER FIELDS 
505) Would like to see a place where community organizations could put signs to advertise 

their events and WOULD NOT BE REMOVED. 
506) Too much of our El Dorado Hills is dictated by the Eastern part of the county. 
507) Need interconnected trail system, business park employer economic incentives and 

sports fields the most. 
508) Stop high density housing projects. 
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509) Stop the opening of ARCO at green valley/Sophia.  It's a gateway to our community, 
terrible esthetics, traffic/safety concerns, not a fan of car wash/fast food as the marquee 
for our community 

510) El Dorado Hills could be another desirable area like Sonoma or Auburn if it is planned 
with the idea of rural cuteness and areas for local residents to enjoy the outdoors. 

511) Need to keep the entire old golf course site recreation/commercial.  Let's put in something 
that draws people up from Sacramento County rather than the other way around.  This 
site is one of the last areas of significant space available in EDH with ease of access to 
Highway 50--let's not waste it on more houses! 

512) If housing and traffic gets packed in - we will move away. 
513) We need more baseball and soccer fields, we have enough housing and vacant lots 
514) The division of rural EDH south of Hwy 50 and the Town Center being expanded instead 

of more houses and the Industrial Park kept out of the residential designation will allow for 
a Green Business Park, energy development to run the business park and surrounding 
homes and for a more clustered outlying development with infill as multiuse areas being 
established.  Focus should be on recruiting more business into the industrial park and 
providing more affordable housing in multiuse infill to allow for employees to inhabit those 
affordable spaces.  Loft type housing for artistic and business combinations would 
enhance the Town Center expansion instead of the box store look.  Residential areas 
should be "detailed" to bring the community up to a level of neatness instead of decay 
due to economic problems. 

515) Routes to schools in this area are not safe. There are no bike lanes on many routes and 
few (or no) sidewalks in many areas. Traveling from one end of EDH to the other is very 
unsafe on foot or bike. There is no bike lane on any major roadway and no way to safely 
cross from one side of Hwy 50 to the other. Senior housing near shopping and 
restaurants is a huge need in this area. There is much larger demand than availability. 
Someone totally missed the boat in Town center by not turning the upper floors of the 
buildings there into apartments or condominiums. 

516) No more apartments, multi-plex homes, and condos. 
517) Keep chain retail/business/restaurants out!! No fast food. No more drug stores or gas 

stations!! I would like to see rehab of existing structures (home/retail) before building new. 
518) I think housing in town center would add vitality.  I am also in favor of the Veteran's 

Memorial in EDH. 
519) Support Veteran's Memorial project.  Preserve old EDH Golf Course as open space or 

park; build sports complex (not for tournaments) south of Hwy 50 (Marble Valley or 
Carson Creek projects). 

520) Looking forward to the Veterans memorial park- will be a great addition to our community 
521) Stop building houses. Traffic is getting worse; these streets can handle all these cars. Our 

schools are overpopulated. We need more entertainment here, so we don't have to go 
everywhere else, mini golf, bowling, batting cages, family restaurants, ice cream parlor. 

522) We don't need more housing in the area when Blackstone has still not been built out.  We 
do need more locations for sports and recreation for our families. 

523) No more fast food please, or drug stores, or subways. If you’re bringing clothing can they 
please be practical and affordable. 

524) Strongly discourage increasing density in larger parcel areas - keep areas consistent.  
Improve Green Valley Road - it is a pending deathtrap, particularly with all the new 
proposed development. 

525) Developer and land owners want to maximize revenue for every inch of ground.  Our 
elected officials and our CC&R's are the ONLY barrier to reasonable growth. 

526) The developers like Parker etc should be responsible for improving roads, school access 
and infrastructure like parks and cycle paths BEFORE they build the homes. Promises 
have been broken once they get the homes occupied. The incentive to provide the 
amenities then go away. The attitude of the developers is a little arrogant to say the least. 
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527) fix road/traffic problems attract tax revenue via shopping/industry e.g. Palladio 
528) We need a public golf course. South Placer county has many courses, we have zero. We 

also need freeway access at Silva Valley. 
529) I appreciate the opportunity to comment. 
530) Thank you for doing this for our community! 
531) I would love to ride my bike around town, but don't feel safe on the streets. 
532) Need more medium to low density residential (.5-2 acre lots). 
533) Stop high density housing plans. That is not why people want to live in EDH. No residents 

benefit from it. Preserve the beauty of our natural landscape and wildlife or else the 
appeal of EDH will be gone. Our schools and roads also cannot take another influx of 
people. 

534) Our residents in EDH need to understand that keeping things "status quo" is not 
sustainable. We must generate an economy that brings jobs, industry, people to our 
communities so that our retail, commercial, entertainment, dining establishments can 
thrive. It all must work together. 

535) EDH needs to keep its classic look and keep its standard of living High. We don’t need 
more traffic, we don’t need ambient night lighting and we don’t need noise. We’re not 
looking to become a futuristic looking place. However WE lead the way in education and 
athletics and plan to continue to do so. 

536) Our natural spaces need to be cleaned up. Weeds and dead foliage along the north part 
of EDH blvd are bad. Natural is nice but we are bordering on unkempt 

537) EDH is a charming place to live. So thankful we moved here from the Bay Area - great 
place to live/ raise kids. Definitely need more shopping in the town- would be amazing if 
we could get crate and barrel or Macys. Something more like Walnut Creek or old 
Berkeley Sadly most people don't have the time to wander in and out of little shops we 
have. Lack of foot traffic makes it difficult for shops to survive. Maybe if the hotel across 
from the theater was ever built ... 

538) Very upsetting that the Blackstone community is excluded from the ORHS district.  
Especially considering our mello-Roos are paying for most of the road improvement 
projects throughout town.  It will be disappointing when my kids won't be able to continue 
playing sports with kids they've grown up with in high school. 

539) Attracting business should not be done at the expense of a well designed community, 
infrastructure and buildings. 

540) Speed limit on White Rock Road is too high, especially on portion leading to Folsom. 
541) No more development! We love rural EDH! 
542) Bass Lake has a wonderful opportunity to fill the rural charm of a nature hike, fishing and 

picnicking. Centrally located, this beautiful riparian site offers American Pelicans, 
Canadian Geese, fox, coyote and a pond filled with fish! It's a gold mine for filing  EDH's 
need for accessible natural-space. 

543) I love living in El Dorado Hills! I love all the parks and open spaces but I answered "need 
more" because I'd rather see empty land be used for a combo of more parks and open 
spaces for families to enjoy as well as more shopping and nice dining options. I'd hate to 
see it all go to real estate and then have traffic problems, a strain on the resources etc. 
Obviously more residents equals more need for shopping/dining etc but I know there are 
plans to develop on the Folsom side of White Rock Rd and that makes me sad! Having all 
of that wide open space to have a rural/urban mix as you call it is great and one reason 
we moved here! 

544) We moved here because of the rural-like charm combined with good schools and good 
shopping/dining businesses 
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545) El Dorado Hills needs to decide what it wants to look like for the future generations of 
residents who will live here.  This includes not just the young who want more ball fields, 
but also the residents who would use and enjoy trails and accessible open space.  This 
would mean better shopping opportunities so we don't need to travel 10 miles to Folsom 
or further for our needs.  Consideration needs to be given to the needs of the current 
residents so the quality of life we enjoy is not compromised by the results of high density 
growth.  Many of the current residents moved away from San Jose/etc. and they don't 
want it here. 

546) I support property rights - however, responsible planning and recognizing WHY people 
sought and bought homes in our rural area is part of the recognition of property rights - 
not simply the right to develop property where it interferes with a neighbor's enjoyment of 
their property rights. 

547) Please stop affordable housing in EDH 
548) Let's keep EDH rural in character. 
549) We moved here for the rural atmosphere.  That has been somewhat destroyed is a lot of 

areas.  Still, a great place to live. 
550) Thank you for doing this survey 
551) Rural zoning and areas should be preserved and protected.  We have no need for more 

cut and fill high density housing developments.  Malcolm Dixon rd area should retain 5 
acre minimums. 

552) PLEASE stop the home growth in EDH.  Do not put fast food and gas stations at every 
corner.  We do not need more. 

553) We need to try to get SMUD into EDH to replace PG&E for power. 
554) If the land on GV road needs to be developed it should be a mini town center. Tastefully 

done with boutique type shops/coffee. Small & family friendly. However GV rd will need to 
be made accommodating & safe. 

555) I would like to see the results of this survey 
556) Need a regional soccer complex! 
557) We moved here because of the small town feel.  It is getting too big and we are thinking 

of moving. 
558) El Dorado Hills should become a city to allow for more control for planning. 
559) As a young professional, I feel that there are very few housing opportunities for people of 

my age and income, and fewer cultural activities than I desire. 
560) We need to continue to grow! 
561) Need true bike paths. Not a painted zone on an auto road but a separate path exclusively 

for bikes. 
562) Really like the small town appeal & with all the shopping and industry and care close by.  

Plus very little traffic concerns - don’t want that to increase 
563) Need more grass sports facilities 
564) I don't want any more Target like stores. Make it upscale dining and retail only, please. 

Somehow make it affordable for a small business to survive; there are a lot of open retail 
and business spaces. Biggest thing would be to make the community more walkable and 
have more community hang out places. Make the old golf course a big park with trails for 
walking and biking and maybe a cafe like Karen's in Folsom. An attractive area like that 
would recruit business from surrounding communities as well and I wouldn't have to go to 
Folsom for my workout and Karen's fix every weekend. 

565) Great place to live and want to preserve the look of the area.  So happy here but feel that 
development might be out of control as I feel the plans to expand are not supported by 
the infrastructure we have in place 
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566) It is time to focus on 'quality' in planning, rather than quantity. Developers/business 
interests will always want more housing, but that is NOT how to retain our character and 
quality of life, which greatly at risk right now. If the county cannot respect EDH, they are 
simply giving power to an incorporation effort. EDH will take their money and run in order 
to plan for them.  The county needs to respect EDH and its resources. 

567) Being on the Little league board and also coaching a Tournament baseball team, I've 
seen firsthand the impact that having a quality baseball facility has on a community. EDH 
needs this to happen. 

568) Beautiful community that promotes friendliness 
569) Too much hyper growth and loss of natural beauty of open space.  Traffic conditions suck 

because we allowed too much growth too quickly. 
570) Moved here almost 20 years ago because of the rural charm and less traffic.  It has 

grown so much that it is losing the rural charm.   I would hate to see it become a suburb 
of Sacramento/Folsom. 

571) In answering these questions, I realize that I want shopping, dining & entertaining while 
maintaining the small town, rural feel that drew our family here nearly 20 years ago.  I just 
don't know how that is achieved, 

572) We need a regional park at the old EDH golf course with sports fields. Not what Parker 
Development proposes with a few acre park and dense development with multi residential 
housing. 

573) El Dorado Hills is a wonderful community of people. 
574) A thorough network of trails to get people out of their cars is a must. The new interchange 

at EDH/50 needs to be beautifully landscaped as it is a gateway to EDH.  The south side 
of the interchange needs landscaping as well. Future development on the rest of the 
Walgreens site must be held to a high standard architecturally. Connecting Saratoga to 
Iron Point should be a priority with a connection to Wilson. The old golf course site should 
be used for something other than more homes; preferably recreational. EDH and the 
County seem to only grow homes instead of jobs and commercial opportunities. 

575) Build the Veterans Memorial Park 
576) Let's restrain ourselves from big ideas and broad schemes and map out the development 

with respect to current privacy and security. It should be ounce for ounce developing 
across the board keeping it "resident centric" and easy traffic flow. EDH has a culture and 
profile, let's not change that. 

577) Why not live here, work and shop elsewhere?  Just two miles away, everything is already 
established in an attractive/quality manner. 

578) Need a tennis facility for teams and tournaments 
579) Love EDH! 
580) Love the concerts and the community coming together 
581) Be thoughtful in what you approve or bring in?  We don't need "me-too" industries 

(multiple drug stores), we don't need any more fast food or gas stations, what we need 
are family venues in the recreation & entertainment arena. 

582) It is time to stop with the developers telling us what we need and where we need it. We 
don't have a town center...we have Mansourville. Can't have an event there unless he 
dictates who and what can participate. And Parker wants to rule the rest. Just not right. 

583) Stop building businesses when your roads can't accommodate the existing traffic 
584) Cost of living is high.....Water....Sewer....Electrical Power are all high. 
585) No more traffic. Need more local nature parks, hiking 
586) R1A and R20,000 should not be lumped together with R1 ( 5 houses per acre) 
587) EDH is a great community. The proposed apartments at the old golf course is a terrible 

idea. Some developers just want to get rich. Our schools are full and our streets are 
getting more congested. It's a terrible idea!! It will decrease the quality of life for people 
already living here. 
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588) I am strongly opposed to high density residential developments.  I am very concerned 
keeping traffic flowing as well as it does now and not allowing a situation to develop that 
disrupts traffic flow. 

589) Community leaders need to determine what advantages EDH has over other areas and 
exploit those opportunities. One of those opportunities could be a dynamic sports 
complex with new restaurants, retail and hotels. 

590) I have very unimpressed with the interest in developing a trail network.  Folsom has done 
a nice job, and it would be nice to link with their system, and expand on what little we 
have in EDH. 

591) Way to go EDH CEDAC!!!!!  Thank you for this opportunity! Please shepherd this with our 
Board of Supervisors so that they make the best and most informed decisions about our 
community. 

592) EDH growth needs to be focused on bringing good jobs and businesses to the county. 
Residential growth should be balanced with business growth. We can't keep sending 
residents out of the County to work. 

593) There is no way to restrict the growth, one should expect it, plan for it and prepare to gain 
maximum benefit from it 

594) Trails are as important at sports fields, and require much less $ and maintenance! 
595) EDH needs more art and a special place that says EDH 
596) County DOT Traffic and Transportation infrastructure and safety considerations are 

inadequate. 
597) Need better community facilities. EDH CSD is in need of more meeting space/event 

space to keep up with growing population. 

 

 

 


